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Abstract
A rift exists in the social work profession between clinical prnditioners end ece-
dem.icians/resear chers over the use of empirical clinical practice. One explanation nf
the cause DCthis rift has been offered by Liane Davis (1985). She draws on the con-
cept of "voice" introduced by Carol.Gilligan (1982) and argues that the rift between
pract itioners and RCltdemiciansf researchers represents a conflict. between the Iernele
voiee of pract.ice and the male voiceof academia over the use of a male-voiced empir-
ical app roach to practice . There are, however, sevcsal logicel inconsistencies in Davia'
argumen t.
In this thesis, two difficulties are identified with Davis' pcait.icn that practice con-
stitutcs It. female-voiced domain. The first difficult)' is Davis' neglect to account for
the underrepresentation of women ill practice administrative p ositions. The second
difficult y is her failure to consider whethe r practitioners are under pressure to adopt
the male voice. These difficulties necessitate a revision of her conceptuali zetion of the
rift as a strict female-male dichot omy in voice.
H is argued in this thesis that the difficulties with Davis' argument abou t pracflce
rcHect the fact that neither the female nor the male voice current ly dominates in prac-
tice. This absence of a.dominan t voice is interpreted to be the result of a decades-long
revolu tion in voice tha t hILS been occurring throughout the social work profession be-
cause of the increasing proporti on of men in the profession and their rise to positions
of influence. T his revolution initially began in academia which once W&/J a domain
domina ted by women. Since the 1950' s, however, the increasing number of men en-
tering social work academia and their overrepreeenteticn in positions of influence hes
resulted in social work academi a becoming dominated by mea. T his baabeenecccm-
pen led 1>1 a change in the voice or the domain from female to male. The influence
tha t male-voiced academia hal <Xl t he trainin !j of practitioners and t he control that
male-voiced administration excrlt over the be haviour of working pxaditionen creates
J>~ures on pract itioners to adopt th e mal e "Dice. These presaurelI have created ..
•tat e ol 8ux in the voice of prectiee an d the preeenee ora rift.bet weenpracti.tionen and
ac&demician a{researchera is an indieat i<Xl t hat the transi tion in the voice of practice
is not yet comple te . The ou tcome of tlU. transformation in t he vciee of prac tice and
its implicat ions for female consumers of social work services are explored. AI well. the
limitat ions of the present resea rch and sugges tions for future research are discussed.
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Chapter 1
I nt rod uct ion
Efficacy of service is an aim of the social work prcfeeeion , In providing efficacious
tr eatment, it is necessary that good communiCl\tion an d e. common uuderstandinll of
goals exist between the three groups which C(lnsti tul~ the profesaion-dients, preen-
t ioners, and e.cademicia.ns/ researchers. A breakdown in conununication between any
ot these groups impairs the delivery of a beneficial service.
One notabl e Iailur e in achieving consensus ill the rift bet ween clinical practi t ioners
and academicians/researchers over the USE'of scientifically based social work practi ce.
Scientifically based practice requires that a prac tit ioner draw upon empirically sup.
port ed practice methods and empiricully evaluate tbcee methods in practice. While
academicians/researchers have enthusillStically endorsed the we or empirically based
practice models, practitioners have stoically resisted their implementat ion.
The origin of the rift between pre.ctitioners and academicians/researchers has heen
the subject of considerable discussion in the litera ture. Several euthore have noted
the significance or agency and educational {act ors in creating the rift while others have
argued that th e unsuit ability o{ the scientific method ! in social work practice is at the
IW alkt r ( 1963, p. 6) b&lldtfined tht . eit ntific metho d &II "Bet or three eeeueelve st eps. The te ientille
method
(1) pOlltulatee " eonecptu ll.!model beaed on exJslins cxperimcntal obt uvatioM or me..uremen ts ;
(2) cheeb the predidioM or t h il model all.&hwt rurt her oo tervlotioll' or meuuremen Ul;
(3) adjust.. or replacu th e model llllrequired by lIew obaervc!iOll' IN me&llUrelDl!lIU1.
Cha.pt er 1. Int ,roduct jOJl
cen tre of the rift . A more fWldamental view, however , is that the rift. represents a
conflict between the differing culture or belief system s of practitioners and ecademi -
cillns/reaearc he rs.
Thi~ lat ter explanation of th e rift is accepted by Liane Davis (1985) . She provides
rill nnnIy sis for the differing perepe ctivee of the two grouptl by orB,wingon the concept of
"voice" introduced by Carol Gilligan (1982) . Davi s posits that Pflu~titionersare a group
com posed pl"imarily of women who pceeeea "' disti nct female world view or voice and ,
conver sely, that acadcmid ans/ re&Car cb ers are a group dominated by men who pcseeea
II dis ti nd male world view or voice. For Davis, the rift represents a clash between
female- voiced , rac ti tio ners and male-voiced academicians/resealchers over the use of
male-v oiced scienti fically bas ed practi ce models. The misun .!.,...tanding and conflid
between the two groups ari ses from th e distinc tiveness of each group's voice.
C ongruence in voice, on the othe r hand, should result ill bett er conununicatio n
between groups. Davis' pcs lt lc n that social work prac tice is female voiced rAiIlCll the
expcct etion th at the largely female so cial work practitioners would he ve a D"tural
affinity for, an d a good und erst anding of, their femal e clients. However , relIIcarchinto
the efficacy of tr adi tional servic es to female client s does not appear to support thi s
concl us ion (Broverman, Broverman , Clar kson, Rosenl!rWltz, &::Vogel, 1970; Mare cek &::
Kravetz, 1977; Rohrbaugh , 1979; Russell, 1:184). Thi s dearth of corrobora tive evidence
sugges t! tbnt a closer examina tion of Da vis' thesis is warranted .
A crit ical eeeessment of Davis' analysis of the rift reveele two majcr difficultie8
with her argument that practitionefll cons titute a female-voiced group. The finlt dif-
Acuit y involves Davis ' failu re to account for the effects of the ed uca t.ional sys tem on
prnet itioncrs. Davis ar gues t '_lat the acad emic educa tional lIystem, which is Il1.1"gely
domlnr ted by men, pr omotes and rewards tbe use of the mal e voice. Fbr female ace-
dcmic inns to succeed , bo th as st udents an d as faculty, th ey mu st adopt the dominan t
fihapter 1. Introducticm
male voice. Since female pt'scti tioners share much of the same edueet jonal t raining
/lS female academ.idans, it can be expected that pr~titioDera elso experience pressure
from t he ed ucat ional system to adopt the male voice. IT praditionCllladop t the male
voice by virtue of their education, as Davia dt-imll h th e tI'LIIe f~ ecedemlelans, then
her ass ertion that precfl ce i ll a fell:Ul1e-voic.ed gJ OUp is problemat ic.
The second difficulty with Dav is' pos ition that practice i:Ifemale voiced concerns her
failure to consider the cc aecqucnees of 0. male-dominated power st.ructure in social work
pract.ice. Davi s argues that the numeri cal dominance of men in pceltlone of authority
ill academia hll.llprofound impl ication s for femal e academicians , A male domin ant
academic in stitution re sults in female acad emici ans adopting the male voice. However,
the p ositions of auth ority and ;n fluence in pract ice are al so dominated by men . If t.his
male domina.tion of practice has the effect that Davis argu es for i ll a<:ademia, then her
claim that femal e prnctitioners are female voiced entails a logical inccnaistency.
T he difficultie s with Davis ' research call into question the extent to which social
work prac tice can be co nsidered female voiced an d necessit ate n revision of her concep-
tion of the rif t as a strict female-male dichotomy in voice. In revising Davi s' annly8ill of
the rift, a new und erst.anding of the con flict between practitioners and academi cians/-
researchers ill ex posed. This new under stand ing may also have im portant implicntio na
for female consumers of social work tr eatment. Since the efficacy of sc elal work tren t-
men t is dependent upon effect ive commu nication and coope ration, any conflict b-e-vccu
female clients and clinical pract itioners can only be deleterious. This thesis explores the
imp lica tions for female eheurs of any id enlified conflict and identifie s problem areas iu
both acerlemie, end proctice which , if remedied, could contribute to a more efficacious
treatment service for wom en.
A presentation and critical analysi s of Davis' interp retation of the rift constitutes
the fust six of the nin e chapters in thi s thesis. In Chapter 2, the rift between dinicaJ
Clmpt ez-1. Introduction
practitioners and academicians / r_.a.rcb lll'llover the plac e of lICientwcally hued pr ac-
ti ce is exp lored . The fir~t seetion ot this chapte r defines scientific or empirical eliuleel
p r uc t.ice nnd not el:l tht! de mands it makes on social work prsc tit ioneI1l. The second sec-
tion outUnes the o.rgumcnts th at have been raised over the suitabiUty of th e scientific
method in social work an d presents en al tern ativ e to the scient ific metho d. The third
section out lines the arguments for the adoption of empir ical clinic al models by p racti-
tioners. Explanations of t he rift M a culture/belief conflict are out Uned in the fourth
section and a brief chapte r summary is contained in the fifth and concludi nf!: section.
In Chapter 3, empirical evide nce supporting Davis ' elaim th at women numerie ally
dominate social work pract ice an d men numer ically dominate academic social work is
presented. T his domina ti on of ench domain by a particular sex consti t u tes the first
cri ter ion in Davis' in terpretation of the rift. In the first section of this chapte r , the
evidence for women's numerical domination of direct practice pos it ions i ll p rovided . As
well, th e relat ive distribution of women in administrative p oairiona ill documen ted an d
the reaso ns posited for th e anomalies in their distribution are examined, T his section
concl udes with a summary of the main findings . T he second section of this chapter
prov ides evidence of the exten t to which men domi nate aca demi a. In p ar ticular , th e
rela tive dletribution of mcn in administrative and academic positions, among doctoral
degree holders, and in pceitdons of in fluence associa ted with soci al work jouraels is
documented. A summary of th e main p oints of t his section ill provided.
In Chapter 4, evidence aupporbing Davis ' po sition that t he lar gely femal e social work
p racti t ioners poasesa an inherent female world view or voice and, conve rse ly, that a male
world viewor voice cherecterieea th e large ly male social work academicians is presen ted .
T he domination of hoth practice an d academi a by diBtinct voices co nst itu t es the second
criterion in Davis' nnNylii1lof the riCt. The ev idence used to sup port. this criter ion is
derive d from C acol Gilligan's (198 2) research an d developme nt of the conce p t of "voice" .
Ch apter 1. In trod uct ion
T hit reeearch WIU prompted by lUI awar eneae that cur rent tbcorieB 01. pl!IIycbolopcai
de velopment had limit ed aY."':ca.b llity to women . In the tint I«tio u 01 t hi , chaptn ,
an overv iew of two de velot-=t al tbearie., Eti ksoo' . (1950) lheory 01.PByebo.ociai
d.,vdopment and Koblbcr g" (1981) theory 01mor al devdopmeut , 1lre preeented Nons
with C illisan" analy.iI of t heir defi ciencies . The eeeccd .edkon c:ont oUlUI a auJnJnaQ' of
C illigan " thr ee reeean:h atuwes in t he field of human devdopP1eDt. The third eeetjcn
preseate Gilligll.D.'1 alternative seq uence foc wQ!Ueq 'a payc:holoska1 developlneDt , whi l"h
is subs umed by th e term "female voice" . Th e fourth eeeu ce provides an ov erview of
men's psychological developm ent , or th e "m al.. voice" . A summ ary of the main points
of the preceeding sect ions II prov id ed in sectio n 5 an d Davis ' appli ca tion of the concept
of "voice" to the rift is ex am ined in the sixth and concluding lIt'etion of thle clIRj.ter .
Chapter 5 exami nee how nwucrical domination of eac h domain by ft. particular
sex and voice works to pr eserve the voice of the m.jority and lhu8 mo.intain the r jft
between pr aetition cfI an d aca de mi cia.ns/ rese ar chefl. In the fus t secti on of this chap ter ,
the mechanisms which eup presa th e female voice in female aocial wOI"ka.cademicil\.lll
are eonaide red , T hese ulee:ha.ni151JlS include the n ature of th e academic ill8ti t ution and
the distrust of th e female voice engendered in female ac.oemicians. T he second aectio'1
examiDelil ..,by men in pr ac t ice m ay be fem ale voiced; the th ird an d eoeeludlng IICCtion
presccte a summary of thl fuldiogs of Uus chapter .
In Chapter 6 , a aitique of Davis' (1985) an alysis of t he rift is presented , T he
fif1lot secti on of thi s chapter Il.SI5eSSCS th e validi ty of Davis' pc»it ioD. t hat 80Cial work
academia is domi nated by bot h men an d t he male voice. The secon d sect ion ~I
Da vis' posi tioo t ha t in soci al work practice, women and th e female voice domina te.
T wo ma jor diUicuHiee are iden t ified with th is laU cr position and th ey are diBcusaed a t
len gth. The third section llS !lCll ll es th e ut ility and relevan ce of voice to IIl'\ anal yais of
th e rift. T he chapter conc lud es wit h a sum mariza t ion of th e preceedfng thr ee Iect ionR.
CJI8p tcr 1. Introd uction
Based on the flaws iden tified in Ch apter 6, Chapt er 7 prellCDts a reformulation
of Davis' int erpretati on of the rilt. In the first IIection of tlWl chapter. t he voice of
social work p rac tice is determined . The secon d eection preeen ta It. Dew framework for
und cretund ing the changes that have occurred. end are OCCUl'rin g. in the social work
pro feaaiou. Thi s frounework provi des th e basis for 11 rcfonnulat ed interp .reta tion of the
rift and of the role played by voice. In t he thi rd section , an analyaia of th e implications
of this reform ulation for female eoneum ere of social work treat meu.t i. p resent ed . A
chapter summnry is contained in the fourlh an d conclud ing sect ion.
A conclus ion of this theaia is provided in Chapter 8. The findings of th e previous
chapters are reviewed in the first section of t his chapter. T he second sect ion discusses
the implications of this resea rch for femal e consumers of social wor k soevtcee. T he third
section discueeee the limi tations of t he present research; the fou rt h and final sectio n
explores several avenue s of fu ture resea rch suggested by this tbeala .
Appendices A, B. and C are synopses of Eri kson's (1950) t.heory of psychosoc ial
deve lop ment, Koblberg's (198 1) t heory of mo ral developmen t, and Gill igan 's (1982)
theory of women's psyc hological develop ment as out lined in Ch ap ter 4.
Chapter 2
The Rift Between Practitioners and AcademicialUl in Social Work
There is considerable discussion in the literatureconcerwng arift which exi sh witbia
th e soc ial work profcsslon. Thi s rift, between soc ial work practitioners and social work
academidans/ retlearchen , centres on a disagreement ab out the place of scientifically
based p rac tice in soda! work. Scientifically baaed prac ti ce requires th at a cli nkiR.ndraw
upon empirically support ed pra ctice method>! and empirically evaluate t hollC methods
in precrlee. One faction, whi ch generally repr esents social work prnctitionen and a
small segm ent of acad emician s/researcher s, ar gucs that a scientific approach to practice
is inap pro pria te and possibly de trimental to the values of the profession. Th e ocher
faction , which repr esen t! the majori ty o f social work a.cademi cians/re&earche rs and D.
small segment of practitioners, edvoca tce that the use and development of critic ally
derived k nowledg e be increased by prac t itioners.
Despi te the demand from social wor k academi cians/researchers tha t practiti onefll
cngage in a sdentifieally bas ed pra cti ce, stu dics indi ca te that social workers do Dot
consum e, w e, produce or und er s tand research . In a st udy by Kirk, Osmalov &.Fls chcr
(1976), for example, 470 members from a 1972 National Association of Social Workers
(NASW ) Directory of Professional Social Workers were surv eyed regarding the exte n t of
their ilvolvement in research alon g three dlmenslcnsr (a) conaumptlcn of reseeech, (b)
use of research, and (e) productio n of re search. The data on cons11omptionof researc h
reve aled that th e nwnber of social work articles read o n a monthly basis r anged from
o to 50 wi th the median number being 4. However, more than hu.l.f of the res ponde nts
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reported th!l.t 80 % of the &I1icles the y read did not focw primarily 011. reporting or
an alyzing rese arch .
In terms of th e usc of reeeerch, leas than ball indicat ed a. tendency to coneul t
literaturc wh en fac ing a problem. In the s tu dy, 56.1 % of the 470 profe&SionalllOcial
wor kers surveyed indica ted that wh en confron ted with a difficult practice situation ,
they did no t consult reseeech st udies for guid ance.
T he ra te of researc h pr od uct ion showed th a t 68 % of th e reepo ndenh bad no t con-
du cted a formal res earc h pro ject since leaving schoo l even th ough th e median number
of ye nrs in social work pra eeicc for th e gro up WII.9 7 years. 'Wbile thi R indicates tha t
32 % of th e respo ndents had cond ucted rese arch, the majorit y had. onl y done so onc e
or t wice. Onl y 5.1 % of the sample bad produced mor e th lLIl4 resear ch project s.
In an effor t to understan d social worken' apparent di sinterest in research, Ceeec l-
man (1971) surveyed 44 graduates of the Smit h College Schoo l for Social Wo rk ( clt1118 of
1D68) regarding their ut ilization and production ofresellfch ,ltttitudes t oward research,
and the ro le of profession al education in shaping thei r research "attitudes. Casselman
found that 59 % of the sample had not conducted llJl.y research since graduation and
th at articles rep orting research. were judged by the gnu:lua tCll to be of limi ted usc in
form ulati ng tr ea tmen t plena and in improving th eir prac t ice. Furtherm ore, 53 % of
those work ers who had conducted research following gradua.tion bad b een ex posed t o
research du ring t heir field placemen t IlJ'I com pared witb 19 % of th '. nc n-eeeeere hees.
The two m a jor reasons cited by t he nc c-reeeercbe rs for th eir clj.gint erest in resear ch
....ere ti me cons t rai nts and the fnilure of agencies to prov ide incen tives for conducting
research. Cas selman concluded th at th is fail ure or egenelee to prov ide for worken'
rese ar ch, an d the fai lure of t he social work curriculwn to integrate research into the
te ac hing of pr act ice skills , contributed to th e low use of reeeeecb by so cial workers .
Kirk & Ple chee (1970) quest ione d whethe r soci al workers P OSSCll S t he skills necessary
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to crit ically eesese reseereh s ince this could impede their use of & acientifi cally beeed
practice. In order to lltudy tbie, the researc hers eurv eyed 470 membel'll from th e 1972
edition of the NASW Directory of Profcuion al Soci al WorkerB and ran do mly p xeeeuted
them with four versions of a hypotheUcaist udy of a short..-tenn treat tnetl t in te rvention.
The four versi ons of the study were BS follows : a bad design with positive fiud ings, a
bad design with negative findings, f>, good design wit h positive finding s, and e, good
design with negative finding s.
The results showed that those respondents who were given lltudiCEl with neg ati ve
findings were signifkantly less likely than were those respondents who were I;;iven st udies
with posi ti ve find ings to evalu a te t he desi gn of the study as methodologically ecund ,
to ju dge the study as im po rtant to social work , and to use the knowl edge gained from
th e study. This lIuggesh that social work er s do Qot P OlIS ell S the ski Us nece llllaty to
ll.5 SCSS and utilize important research in an obje ctive fashion and are ther efore unab le
to inco rp orate res earch int o th eir pra ctice . It may b e inferred from th ese findings tha t
the lack of requisite skills is caused by a fai lure in th e social wo..k curriculwn.
Gingeri ch (197 7) also maintained the view th at th e limited ut iliza t ion r.nd prcduc-
lion of research WSS , in part, a reflection of the deficiencies in research theory and
methods t aught in schoo ls of social work . In light of thi s , Ging eri ch designed lUI ed-
vanced research course 0 11 cl inical evaluation tha t wee con grue nt with the knowledge
needed specifically by students in the clinical concentra.tion of a soc ial work gradu-
a te program. The course involved leeturee on: (a ) pri ncip les of evaluative research,
(b) eleaaical experimental contr ol gro up des igns, (c) single-subj ect tim e-!lerictl designs,
(d) meeaurernent issues and method s, and (e) th e relationship of clin ical eval uat ion to
pro gram evaluation.
Th e effect of th e course on the st udents ' ut iliza.tion and prod uction of resear ch wee
measured by conducting a pr etest and POlIttest and com paring tbill with t he results
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from students enroll ed in two t rea tmen t method ccura ee. The results showed that in
terms of net ut ilizati on of rese arch, approximately 2& % of be th p-oups of students at
pre tes t repo rted having read 1 or mer e et udiee that were not required from du ni cou rse.
work or work pl ace during t he pu t month. At POllttellt, the differences between th e
two groups were no t s tatisti cally significan t. Thirty per cen t of the non research studen ts
and 40 % of th e resear ch sru denta rep orted ha.ving read one or more s tud ieB.
T he reeul ta for ne t produc t ion of research sho wed tb l'it very few student8 in bot h
grou ps cond ucte d research p rojects . At pr etest , onl y 5 % of ncnreseareh st udents an d
5 % oi resear ch st ude nts h ad engaged in pro d ucing reeeer ch that was no t required
from th eir cour se wor k or work place du ring th e Pllllt 3 mont hs . At postt est , th e net
prod uction of resear ch for bo th gr oup s was not s tatistically significant from th e pret es t.
Only:; % of the com parntive group of st udents were co nduct ing research pro jeds in
comp arison with 9 % of rese arch stu den ts.
Wel ch (1983) repor ts on th e results of a sim ilar effor t to im plem ent a direct practice
course to 15 second -year gradua. te students . The course was des jgced to en courage
th e evaluatio n of their inte rvention at rutegies with clients th rough the use of s ingle-
sub jec t resear ch designs . Th e course focused on thre e skill areas: (a) as sessment , (b )
intervention techniques, and (c) evnluntj on of in terventi on.
In ordcr to det ermi ne whet her the form er stu dent s were st ill using s ingle-s ub jec t
designs in their prac t ice, 73 %of the graduates were loca ted an d int ervi ewed betw een
the 12t h an d 14th m onth after gtadua t ion. Wel ch rep ort ed that none of th e fonner
etudente were curren t ly mak in& use of these ev aluat ive methods. The former students
cited t ime con s t rain ts and the lack of re ward in t~ei r em ployme nt se t t ings as the reasons
for their not ut ili:lling ti le single-subje ct designs .
The practi cal exp lanations offered by the su b jects in Welch 's (1983) s t udy for their
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dlsiatereet in us in! single-Iubject evaluative de.lligns were elso echoed by the p artici-
pants in a st udy cond ucted by Mutschler (1984). Mutschler trained six experienced
social worker-s in th e use of Bingle-subject designs that were most applicab le to th e
cllen t e served in thei r sgency. Four muntbs after the implementation pbeee, which
lasted a yeu, the workers were quest ion ed about their curre nt use or th e designs and
the fac tors wh ich promoted or retar ded their usc. While the perceived relevan ce an d
ut ilit y of e, design w~ correlated with it s uee, M ut schle r main hu ned that the ab sen ce
of incenti ves and the lack or comput er-es eleted inronnation sys tem., within IIOcialwork
agencies would limit "the imp lement a t ion of practice evaluation and the p cr 3UlU i tle use
or eval ua tion fin dings • •. "[p. 337).
The studie s ccndccted by Cee eelmec (1912), Kirk & Fischer (1916), and Mu tschler
(1084) identi fy curric ulum defici encies sa a major im pediment to the incorporetion of re-
searc h into pr actic e. However, th e stu di es of Gingerich (1977 ) an d Welch ( 1983) which
at tem p ted to r emcdy curric ulum deficie ncies in dicate that, dC8pite effor t!! to design
graduate courses relevant to the need s or soci al work practitioners, the net utilization
and production of research following completion of th e COUt:9es was not significantly
alt ered. Thi s indic at es tha t a la ck of rele vant research ed ucat ion for eccial work pr 3C-
t iti on er s is not, in Cact , the major cause or their unde rurllleetlcn and pro du ction of
research.
The anti -science faction, composed of these who opp ose empirical dini<:a1 p ractice,
views the results or th ese studi es on th e low ut ilization an d production of research hy
soci al work pr actitioners as evidence oCa. rundamcntal problem with scienti fical ly based
models for practice. This faction prese nts two m ajo r arguments to explain why the
scient .iflc model is inapp ropria te for soci al work and why i t is th us resisted. On th e other
hand , th e pro- scien ce fac tion, compose d of those who endorse empirical clinical pr actice,
pre8Cnh two argumen t:. us to why scien t ifically based prnceice mUllt be incorporated
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in to peeefice, B efore pecceedlng to the Al"gumenta of both factions , a review of the
clements which consti t u te &. llCient i6c o r empirical clinic al prac tice, will be provided.
2. 1 E ln pir ical C lin ica l Practice
2. 1. 1 D eDnition of E m pir ical C linic al Praetk e
The lK'ientifie me tho d is ty pified by the etence tha t ccnclueioae should be reached
by e, tho rough analyais of objective and quantitatively m eeeured data. The particular
application ort he scien t ific me thod to social work practiCR (emp irical clini cal practice),
is defined by J ayar a tne & Levy (1979) IllI havin g seven step,:
I . FormulaHng Ihe problem and identifying the goal" ofinlertlcntion . The ceeeworker
an d clien t id en tify t he pr esentiug problem and speci fy the goal s, or desired result s,
of the intervention.
2. De$igning the dlldy. An in tervention strategy is chosen for dealing with the pre-
eent ing problem. It is determined which variables or facto rs are to b e moni tored
8ll measures of th e effectiveness of the int e rve ntion .
3 . PuUing the plan int o operation . The int ervention sf.t·lt.tegy is imp lemented and all
effort is made to ame liorate the present ing problem.
4 . Collccting the data. Data is collected on the moni tored variables throughout the
implement a tion of the strategy.
5. A nalyzing ' :'Ie daf a. The collected data is p ut into a fo rm, such Nl grapha or
tables, wh ich fnci litate the dr awing of con clusions.
6. Drawing cDndu. .i QnJ. T he effecti veness of th e intervention llllevelueted b &lllCd.
on the changes, if any , oC the measured d a ta . D ependi ng on th e results, the
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intervention program may be continued, modi fied, or terminated.
7. Pre .wding the rendtl. A r ecord ot til e intervention is nlade. The record is to
be a concise report of the ease with data an al ys is used to draw conclusions. The
report is to b e w ed t o demonstr lLteto the client the pr ogress th at hWlh een made.
J', also provi des eceeeech matcriliJ.for later ref eren ce by the clinician and by ot he r
interealed cli nicilWB/resea.rchenl.
Jayar a lile & Levy (1979) mai nt ain that the use of t he empiri cal clinical metho d
places six dema n ds or re q uiremen ts on th e clinician. These demands 0 1' requiremen ts
include:
- T h a t the clinician have a cl ear ar.d thor tJugh. k nowledg e tJ/tAe treatm en t metho d".
T his is to ensure that the clin ician chooses the beat Ietervenucn for t he problem
under considcration.
- That the dinicinu have a tho rtJugh knowledge of the client .ty.dem and it" en vi_
ronm ent. This know ledge is required for the clinician to clearly iden tify tar get
problems, sp ecify the treat ment goals and choose the indices for evalua tion, and
se lect the b est intervention technique.
- That the cl inician have an empirieal and oll;ectiv e ori ent4 lion to the int erventio n
proc ess. The clinician must be able to define targ et problema and gOlJ s in such
a m anlier t h at they can be measured. As Jayaratne & Levy (1979) sta te "t.he
essence of e ffective ness illt.hat others in the client. 's en vi ronment perceive a chan ge
in t he client. 's act io ns and a ttit udes and that they b e able t.o asses", t his in an
objective m ann er" (p. 11).
• That the cli nician b e able to impleme nt rueGreh de.tign.t. The clinician mURtb e
familiar wi t h the celativ e s tre ngths and weaknesses of vad oua reeeerch designs
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an d their areas o f applicatiou. This knowledge of ..1l'i8elLl'Ch detign. will oft en have
been determined through the u se of an empirical c linical pract ice .
• Th at the c1inil.:iao be able to make U-le of the emp irif4 l Jeei 64ek ob14ined during
llI n infervenlion. The clinician mus t be able to de termine if the factor ' being
monitored a.re in fact useful in making decisions, if othe r data. must be collected,
and if tile intervention is being effective .
• T hat t he clinician be eble to we the re.lcllIrchof o'hcr.-. The clinici an m uet be
able to evaluate the research of others, and to incorpora te useful knowledge iuto
their own practice. This require s a knowledge of the li terature and of researc h
procedures.
2.1.2 A rg u me n ts S u r,.ouuding t he Use o f Scie ntifica ll y Based p,.ad ic e
The fact ions which oppose and support th e we of scientifically based practice in
social work each present a set of argumenh in support o f thei r stand on the issue. The
enu-eetenee faction bases its arg uments 0 0 the incomp at ibilit y and inappropriateness
of th e scientific method in social ...ork . The pro-science fac t ion centres ita argumenh on
the demonstr able effec tiveness (If the scientific method, and empirical clinical practice
in particular, and the benefits this has for the social work p rofl"ss ion . Each set of
arg uments will be presented in the following sect ions.
2.2 Argum en t s A g ai nst the UBe o f the Sdentifl c: Method in S ocial W ork
2.2 .1 I nco mpa ti b ility of the Scie ntific Method w ith Social W ork
A major argument against the use of the scientific method and its speci fie llocial
work form , the emp irical clini cal me thod, is that the sc ientific method win impose a
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se t of vuluee on soci al work which are ant it he tical to curre a e CODC'.ept ions of good I(Icial
work practice.
Saleeby (1979) arg ues tha~ the 8cieu.tific metho d "inclu dtll . frame of mind and
th e activities i8suin~ from that are dispass ionate, o ne -aided , skilled manipulation of
human be lngs ead the situation the y are in" (I' . 269) . The scie ntific met hod ill seen D3
imparting interpersoDal power to the caseworker and repreB6ing the synergistic learning
between ceeeworkee and client. Sal eeby feels that t he .cic ntific method controls the
client whereas ecelal work "ought t t) proceed from a mo del of h uman development baaed
on the expr ession o f human powers , the liber at ion of hu man choice, th e height ening c "
h um an cognition and awareness, and the widening of t he range of p oeslble action and
Int ereefion" (I'. 279).
MIl.ll9 ( 1986) ar g ues th a.t one part of value ir.compa tibility is th e restrict iveness of
the scient ific met hod B.!I applied to social work. He I:It ates th at "the re is a d anger of
our nan-owin g our v iews to a unidi mensional perspe ctive on the complex human eeene"
(I' . 38). He holds t he view that in social work , "perspec tives and met hods of inquiry
m nke all th e differen ce .. . in wha t we see WI problem a, in how we in terpret them, in
whAt we ai m to do about th em, and hew and why " (p. 37 ). For MlUIII , dive~ity of
pe rspective enhances good sceial wor k.
In summary, both Salee by and Meee ar c eepresentettve of the vie w that good social
work practi ce is egalitarian, liberat ing, and open-minded in its ap proach to helpin g
cli ent s. 'l' hese authors hold that the scienti fic method does not mee t these s t811dards
an d sh ould therefore be esch ewed.
2 .2 .2 The Inappropriateness of the S ci entiftc Metho d lor So cia l Work
A secon d major argument given against utilizing th e sci entific method is that itll
ass umptio ns and methodol ogy may not be Appropriate for studyin g the ieeues that
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social work ad dresses. Part 01 the inap propria teoess i8 BeUl &8 arising &om th e Ibeer
com plexity of the problems that lOCialwoeken c:onfroot.
Brennan (1973) stat ee t hat -lOciai warken, in th e ptoeeM 01evt!rf day prac tice,
mus t conside r a multitude of intrapenc..oal, sod el, and cultural dimenaiOIUl whi ch are
frequently too dusive , unpredi ctable, DDd multi faceted to be captured. by 1IOCi.&1 science
theory and methodo logy" (p. 1). He maintai ns that the koow1edse needed tor llOcial
work practice cannot be rest ricte d to t hat which is collected solely through the me thods
of empirical science.
M IUIlI(1986) poin ts out th at the complexity of social work is worsened by the dy-
nami sm of t he problems under considerat ion. In his view, t:.n p irical evaluative designs
whlch nim to predict , exelede , and delimit are futile to social work. "For in t he field
of pr cfesslonal action, othe r thi ngs are never equal, delimitation and exclusion «wha.t
the researcher may control may be changi ng far too fast fot yesterday 's social research
predictions to have much meani~ lor tomorrow 's pract ice" (p .45) .
T he belief tha t the scient ific met hod is ina ppropri ate for social work also arisesfrom
the concern th at its use entails a f'Mt rictive mindset humfuJ. t o goodcaseworker/client
ecmruunica t ice. lmr e (1984 ) maintains tha t "an att empt to isolt.te variables, eelect a
cont rollable technique, and count behavioural responses een militate ag ainst th e ability
to hear and perceive t he meaning of the tty for help" (p . « ).
Skepticism about the ap propriat eness ot t he sci....tific me thod to social work also
nrises from t he simple concern tha t. the scien tific metho d bee not p roved its worth.
Thi s is reflected in th e argument of Vigilo.nte (1974) that "proo f in the logical pos itivist
trndition is not possible for inter-personal phenomena" (p. 10). He maintains that the
scientifie method is appropriate when used to invest igate the physical aspect s of th e
uni verse such as dietea cee, speeds, depths , mass , dens ity, and tempera ture. However ,
he declares th at t he scientific method hns no t "proved to bee fficient for underst8.llding
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those processes, actions, and behavioUf'l'l associated with human re1atiOIllJ" (p. 113).
T he argumentllof Brennan (1973) , Maas (1986) , Inue (1984 ), and VigillWle(1974)
about the inappropriateness of applying the scientific method to oocialwork centre on
the redu crioni st quali ty of the scientific method. They hold tha t such reductionism
oversimplifies the complexity of human nature and excludes information that , while
not re adily qu antifiable, is still ueeful.
2.2.3 The A lternative to the Scientific Met hod
Having argued th at the scientific meth od is inappropri ate to be the dominant meIWII
of developing knowledge in soci al work , the anti -science faction proposes that qualit a-
tive research m ethodologi es are a more approp riate means for 8tudying hmnan prob-
lems. For this faction , qual itative research is seen 88 promoti ng a more egalitarian
relati onship bet ween the researcher and the subject an d as ernphesiaing the observa-
tion of the suby..ct in her/his context. Unlike qu antita tive resear ch, qualit ative research
is felt to yield:
results in which persons and their social contexts are less likely to be Irec-
t lonated or abstrac ted from each other. The theories th ey yield are likely
to give meaning to the kinds of human conditions and events we need to
underst and in professional action. (Maas , 1986, p. 45)
Qualitative resear ch ie thus seen as ha ving a set or values consonenr with the desired
values or social work and Il8 h aviug th e scope to dcn!with the complexity of humanity.
2.3 Arguments for Empirical Clinical P racti ce
Th o! proponents of the scien tificmet hod and its epeclftc social work form, empirical
clinical practice , base their claim Ior the place of empirical clinical prectl ee in lIocial
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work on two arguments: effectiveness and I~gi th:nacy. Th e argwnen t for effectiveness is
not that empirical clinical pract ice isat pr esent necessarily more helpful to clients than
thc qualita tive methods espoused by the anti-sciencefaction. Rather, the argument is,
first, that the efecnvc-eee and the helpfulueeaor a method must be demoaatrab le to
the client ; the client must know that her/ his enco unte r with the profession has been of
The second component of the effectiveness argument is that by using techniques in
a manner such that their effectiveness can be demonstrated, the profession can improve
those techniques. The imperative for tbis improvement of social work pract ice is basic to
the argwn ent about legitimacy. This faction argues that for social work to be legitimate,
to be seen as a profession with a legit imate claim to society's resources, it must be
demonstrably accountable and self-improving. This fact ion argues that effectiveness
and legitimacy through accountabili ty is best achieved by using scientifically based
practice. In the following two sections the case that empirical clinical practice can
fulfill these requirements will be made.
2.3. 1 Effect iveness
The faction which suppor ts empirical clinical practice has beenconcerned with the
claim that social work practice is or may appcu to be ineffective. Indeed, studies have
consistently demonstrated that the current methods of social work intervention have
110t been effective in helping clients. For example, Fischer (1973) located and reviewed
eleven controlled studies which explored the issue of casework effectiveness. He found
that nine of these eleven studies clearly showed that the trea tment program did not
bring about any significant change for the client when the experimentBJ and control
groups were compared. The two remaining studies were discarded because of a deficient
design and faulty stat istical analysis.
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Wood (1978) also reviewed studies which explored the efl'ectivenesa of social work
practic e. She found that in fifteen of the twenty-two studies reviewed, the interventions
used were not effective in preventing or ameliorating the problem. 'The seven studies
which recorded positive results involved a unique approach to pract ice that was charac-
terized by the following qualities: :an accurate definition o£ the problem, an annlysis o£
the factors which created or maintained the problem, an eseeeement of the l"'orkabillty
of the problem and setting of goals, the negotiation of a contract , a stra tegy for inter-
vention, and an evaluation of client progress. It is significan t that the seven studies
with demonstra ble effectiveness contained the elements o£empi rical clinical practice .
The major argument in support of empirical clinical practice is that a more effective
social work practice willresul t. The key to improved casework effecriveaeea in empirical
clinical practice is evaluation. In assessing the client's problem , the eeseworkee and
client choose those factors which have created or maintained the prob lem and choose
an intervention aimed at redud ng or ameliorating that prob lem. Monitoring these
factors prov ides the caseworker and the client with an object ive means Cor evaluating
progress. 1£an interventio n is not hav ing the desired effect, changes to the intervent ion
program may be made or anothe r intervention may be substitut ed. T his evaluation
and monitoring meets the requiremen t that social work practice be seen as effective.
Evaluatio n also encourages knowledge development and the improvement of social
worl . techniques and methods. Knowledge development occurs because the measure-
ment of an intervention's effectiveness can be made by monitori ng a client's progress.
An analysis of several inte rvention strategies using the single-subject design, allows
these techniques to be compare d and the £actors that enhence effectiveneee isolated.
Refined techniques , resulting from this knowledge development , make the caseworker
even more effective. In this manne r, empirical clinical practice allows social work to be
continual ly self-improving.
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2.3.2 Legitimacy
The second argument used by those who favor empirical clinical practice is that
this method provides eviden ce of th e demonst rable effectiveness or the social work
profession and in t um increases "the profession 's legitima te place in society" (B loom,
1978, p. 594). The legitimacy that effectiveness gives "underlies social work's claim
to professional sta tus and privileges and society's mandate for its service" (Rosen,
U178 , p, 439). Maintaini ng this ~date is particularly important in an era of reduced
budg ets and increasing cost of services. Cost conseious leaders demand that the p urpose
for which dollars are sought be ach ieved with maximum effectiveness. Newman &
Turem (1974) main tain tha t current budget restrictions have been imposed "because
sociuJ.work h88 not sustained the burden of proof of cost effectiveness •. . " (p. 9). The
practi cal aspect of t his argument is t hat if social work cannot prove it s effectiveness, it
will not receive its share of limited resources.
2.4 The Culture/Belie f Interpretation of the Rift
Several authors have provided uniq ue int erpretations to explain the existing rift
bet ween social work pra ctitioners and social work academicians /researchers . These
aut ho rs suggest that the rift between these two groups over the place of the scientific
met hod in social work pra ctice reflects a more fundamen tal conflict over differences in
cultu ral or belief systems. Karger (1983) for example, suggests that th e debate over the
use of qualit ative versus quant itative method ology and over the dominance and value
of th e scienti fic paradi gm itself, serves as a subte rfuge for the real underl ying issue. The
real issue he claims is "a struggle betw een the values [and) beliefs . • . of the researchers
in contradistinction to the pract it ioners' perspective" (p . 202). This is consisten t with
Hcrst cin'e (1969) suggestion th at the rift involves a difference in "rival belief systems
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or lheorelicall~tem.,,· (p. 275) rath er than a conffict over methodology.
Cuo (1975) suggeste that th e diff'erence in bdkf I)"ltems betweeu these two groups
a n be att ributed to differences in their occupa tioDal cul ture. Pr actit klnen are a ron-
servat ivegrou p who maintain regular hours , prefer concre te an d direct approacbeB, and
are generally enth usiastic about their t reatment app roachee. Reseanhen, in conlra."t,
are known to work ilTegular houu , prefer th e abetted &lid complex, ~ traiPed to
be skeptical and qUellitioning, and are exposed to an ideology which val UCll empirical
science over pradical knowledge and quan titative method s over quali tat ive approacb ee.
T his occup ational culture difference is also rnBDifc:sted in their approach to problem
solving. Acad emician s/ research ers ad here to structured approaches (l.e., the scientific
met hod) when solving problems. Practitioners on t he other han d are informal and
innovative. They refine their prac tice techniques through th e accumulation of vnlu -
able infonn al evidence from the ir encoun ters with clients o,ndother practi tioners . AI
such, preeflticnera find that adheri ng to one structu re is too restrict ive. Academi-
cians/resear chers, on the othe r hand, find such informal knowledge development by the
prac t it ioners as inad equate.
The int erpre tation of Caro (1975), Heratein (1969), and Kar ger (1983) hisupported
by La Sorte (1968). La Sorte an alyzed a !a.i.lcd act ion-research pro ject wherea t;roUp
of so cial worken bad accepted the role o{ researcher in conjunct ion with their case work
practice but were unab le to main tain the dual role. He Icu nd that llOcialwerkere were
uncomfortable perform ing in an impersonal an d object ive manner in o rder to ret rieve
unbiased do.ta. As 8. result , the aocial workers rejected th·- project and devote d their
loyal ties to their perman ent jobs. La Sorte reason ed that the worker's rejection of th e
resear ch proj ect stemmed !rom thei r basic belief tha t "t he very expectat ions, goals, and
techn iques of sod al work (were) . . . incompatible with the interests of social research"
(p.224).
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2.5 Summary
The rift between social work practitioners and social work academicians/researchers
centres on a disagreeme nt about t he application of the scien tific method to social work
pra ctice. While t he majority of practiti oners oppose its application, the ma jority of
academicians/researc hers advocate tha t t he use of the scientific me t hod be increased
ill social work practice.
The scientific method st resses that the use and developm ent of kno wledge be empir-
ically derived . For the social work clinician, this entai ls the use of empirically supported
practic e methods n.nd the empirical evalua tion of th ese methods in practice. Empirical
evaluation is the critical component of the scientific method.
The opponents of the scientific method in social work base their arguments on its
iucompatibility with good social work practice and its inappropriateness for dealing
with the complexit ies of practice. They propose instead, that knowledge developmen t
in social work be derived through the use orqualit ative rnethodclogiea ,
The proponents of th e scientific met hod argue thnt the lise of empir ical clinical
prac tice results in improved casework effect iveness and that this in t urn increases social
work's legitima te place in society. For t bese reasons, this facti on argues for the increased
115Cof a scientific practice by social work practitione rs.
Several authors inte rpret the rift as reflecting a more fundamental conflict over
cult ural or belief systems rather th an simp ly reflecti ng a conflict over the place of th e
scienti fic method in social work practice. This perspective , that the rift be t ween social
work practitioners and social work academicians/researchers arises b ecause of distinctly
different culture/belief systems whi ch con flict with one another, provides t he star ting
point of Davis' (1985) research . She provide s Il.D, ana lysis for the differing cu lture/belief
systems bet ween the two groups in terms of gender. This an alysis is t o provide the key
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to closing the rin and ilJbased ODth e eoncept of '"female IIUld malevoicc:a" introd uced
by Carol Gilligan (1982). Ia the !oIlo~ chapter, a thoro~ examination of 0 ..",,.'
analysi l of the rift wiDbe preeected,
Chapter 3
The Domination of Practice by Women and Acad emi a by Men
Tbe concept of female end male voices illcentral to Da.vis' (1985) analysis of the ex-
i~ting rift between social work practitioners and social work academicians/researchers.
Whereas traditional explanat ions of the rift between these two groups have focused on
the existence of two distinct cultures or belief systems which conflict with one another,
Davis' extends this explanation and argues that the rift reflects a conflict between two
distinct "voices" which are themselves based in gender.
Davis ' main tains that practitioners are a group composed primarily of women who
maintain a female world view or voice that is chara cterized by qualitative, contextual,
narrative, eubjeetlve, connectedness and empathic qualities . In contrast, acedemi-
cians /researche rs are a group composed primarily of men who possess a male world
view or voice that is characterized by quantitative, abstract, fonn al, ob jective, r~
tlonal, logical, and distant qualities. Practitioners have difficulty accepting scientific
practice , which the acndemicians ir esearchers espouse, because it imposes on them the
qualities of the male voice which conflict with their inherent female voiced qualltiell.
For Davis, the rift represents a conflict between women's distinct world view or voice
and the distinct world view or voice of men.
Davis supports her claim that practitioners speak in a female voice by first demon-
strati.1gthat those who have created and sanctioned the meanings in the practice world
ure women. This is accomplished by drawing on studies which point to the numerical
domination of women in social work practice. Second, Davis argues that the meanings
24
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created by these women refiect a female world view or voice. Support for this position
is drawn from the finding of Gilligan's research (1982) that women speak in a female
voice.
Davis support! her claim that academiciana/researchers speak in a male voice by
first demonstrating that those who have created and sanctioned the Ille..mngs in aca-
demic social work are men. This eseerficn is demonstrated by reference to studies
which document the domination of men in academia. In particular, Davia illustrates
that men are overrepresented in (aculty positions , monopolize positions with power,
gain tenure disproportionately more orten than women, possess higher education , arc
overrepresented as the authors of articles contained within social work journals, and
are overrepresented as journal editors and as journal editorial board members. The
second condition necessary to support the claim that academicians/researchers speak
in a male voice is to demonstrate that the meanings created by these men reRcet u
male world view Or voice. This position is supported by drawing on the empirically
supported finding (rom Gilligan's (1982) research that men speak in a male voice.
The domination o( social work practice by women and the domination o( social work
academia by men is a central (actor in Davis' analysis of the rift between practitioners
and academicians/researchers. For ,this reason, this chapter bas been divided into two
sections. The first section consists o( Wl examination of the evideuce which supports
Davis' claire that women dominate social work practice. The second section involves a
review orstudies which support Davis' claim that men dominate academic social work.
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3.1 The Domination Of Social Work Practice By Women
Davis maintains tha t women are the dominant force in social work practice. She
supports this asser tion by referring to studies which document the numerical domina-
tion of women in direct practice p06itions. Whi le a number of Canadi an and United
States studies confirm this finding , thq also point to women's underr epreaent ation in
the administrative posit ions in the llOCial work field. Davis does not, however, ecknowl-
edge this division of the social work field into provin ces of female and male dominat ion
nor do<:sshe explore the consequ ences of th is division. The power and influence that
men gain from occupying the positions which arc accorded a higher status and signifi·
cantly higher incomes than those positions dominated by women is not accounted for.
Davis concentrates on women's numerical domination of practice &8 the source for their
power.
In the following Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, data from a numbe r of sources, including
n variety of Canadian and United States studies, will be presen ted to demonstrate the
representation of women in both the direct practice and administrative positions. As
well, etudiee which explore the reasons for women's underr epresentation in the higher
echelons of social work practice will be pr esented in Section 3.1.3.
3.1.1 Nu meric al Domi na ti on of Women in D irect Practice P ositions
Can adien statistics suppo rt Davis' assertion that women disproportio nately occupy
direct practice positions. An Employment and Salary Survey conducted by the Cane-
dian Associat ion of Social Workers (CASW) in 1970 and reported by Gelber (1973),
revealed that women were heavily represented in direc t service positiorB. Seven ty-one
percent or nearly three -quarters of the social workers employed 8B caseworkers, group
workers, and comm unity organ izers were women.
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Table 3.1: Data on Sex Ccmposltioa and Rank in Newfoundland ead Labrador
Poaition Female Male
N % N %
Regional Director 0 0 s 100
Assistant Regional Director 0 0 • 100District Manager 20 3. 31 .,
Supervisor 7 47 8 53
Social Worker 161 7. 53 25
Headquarters staff 25 45 ,n 50
Admini strative positions 52 3. 83 61
In the province of Newfoundland end Labrador in 1989, the employment status
of female and male soelal workers was similar to that which W!\lI reported by Gelber
(1973). A review of the Department of Social Services Office and Personnel Directory
(January, 1989), indicates that women were overrepresented in the position of social
worker in both the regional and district offices. Seventy-five percent or three-quarters of
social workers in these offices were women. Table 3.1 illustrates the combined number
and percentage of women and men occupying social work positioc - in the regional
and district offices. If Newfoundland and Labrador social workers are a representativr
sample, then it appears that the overrepresentation .of women in casework or social
work positions has not changed in nearly 20 years in ceaede.
The reported employment status of women- and men in !IOcialwork practice in
the United States is similar to that which exists in Canada. Women are consistently
found to predominate in the position of caseworker. Fanshel (1976) illustrates this
finding with data from a National Association of Social Workers (NASW) Membership
Survey taken between November, 1971 and June, 1972 and from data gathered on new
members entering the NASW bet'ween 1973 and 1975. The 1971-72 survey revealed
that women were twice as likely 83 were men to be employed in casework positions.
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Thirt Y_lIeven percent of the 12,760 female respondents occup ied casework positioIlllin
contreat to only 19 % of the 8,99S male ~ellpondentll. This indicatell that approximately
73 %of the direct practice workers were women. However, beceuee only 38 % orthe
members who were surveyed responded, the sample is not DeCeS<IBrily representa tive or
the social work prcfeeslcn. Although ecmecaution is warrant ed, the finding tha t neady
three-quarter s or caseworkers were women, corresponds with the Canadian proportions
reported by Gelber (1973).
The data gathered on new members to the NASW during the period or 1913-15
revealed th at new female social workers were 30 % more likely than new male social
workers to choose casework positions, Forty-three percent of the 9,958 women occupied
casework positions in comparison with 33%of the 4,565 men. Therefore, 74 %of direct
pract ice workers were women; a finding quite similar to the 1971-72 survey. Unlike the
survey however, since the data wa.s gathered £rom 91 % of the new membera in the
NASW, the figures here should be significant . And again, this percentage of female
direct practice workers is consistent with Gelber (1973).
3.1.2 A d minis trative Positions
Unlike direct pra ctice positions, women are underr epresented in administrative po-
stucra. In Cenede, Gelber (1973) reports that a 1970 CASW Employment and Salary
Survey found that only 35 %of administrati ve, management , and policy-making posi-
tions were occupied by women.
The extent of women's underrepresentation in administrative positions in the province
of Newfoundland and Labrador is revealed upon review of the 1989 Department of So-
cial Sen-ices Office and Personnel Directory. The Directory indicates that women were
poorly repr esented in the top management positions in the regional and district of-
flees. One hundred percent of the regional director positions were occupied by men, as
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well as 100 % of the assist ant regional director positions and 61 % of distrkt manager
poslticns. It is only in middle manage ment that th e disparity between the eexea was
red uced. Men oeeupied 53 %of superv isory positions whereas women occupied 47 %of
the positions at thi s level. Table 3.1 illustrates the combined number and percentag e
of women and mea employed in top and middle manngement position. in the rcgionw
and district offices.
A further examination of th e listing for the headquarters st aff discloses that 45 %
wer e women while th e maj od ty, 55 %,were men. These numbers do not include cbvicue
non-social work poslnons such as min ister, executi ve assistwit t.o the minister, clerk,
accoun tant , and computer program mer. The number and percent age of women and
men who occupied p oaitlona in headq uarters are also given in Table 3.1.
It the total number of admi nist rat ive and man agement positions is tnken to incl ude
al l those pos it ions listed in Table 3.1 except fOJ: sociel worker, only 39 % were held
by women. Th is is consistent with the finding of Gelber (1973) wher e 35 % of such
pos itions were held by women.
The un derrepres enta tion of women in administrative positions ill also found in
United Stat es studies. Fanehel (1976) reports tha t a 1971-72 NASW survey of 21,7M
social workers revealed tha t men were represented "in ad ministration twice as oft en as
were women. Thirty-seven percent of the 8,995 male respondents were employed in ad-
ministratio n in comparis on to only 18 %of th e 12,760 female reapondenta. Th erefore,
less than 41 % of admi nistrators were women despite their numerical dominance in the
survey.
The data contained on new memb ers cnterin g the NASW from 1973 to 1975 revealed
tha t a fewer number of social workers wereemployed in edminl stra ticn compare d with
the st atisti cs contained within the 1971-72 NASW membership survey. However, this
finding is to 1 expected given that th e latt er sample involved younger individuals who
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had recen tly graduated fromschools of social w' -k. In terms of adminiBtrative poaitlons,
the new male members were twice as likely to occupy positions at this level th an were
new female members. Eleven percent of the 4,565 r-r-nand 5 % of the 9,958 women
occup ied administrative positions. Therefore, approximatelyhalI of these new members
who occupied administ rative pos itions were women even though there were over twice
II.'l many new women members as there were men. This underrepreaen tation of women in
edniinistrative positions is consistent with Gelber's (1973) study in Canada. However,
a direct comparison of the statistics noted in both studies canno t be made because of
differences in the populat ion sample.
3.1.3 Ex planations for Women's Underreprescntat lon in Administ ration
The studies reviewed document the numerical dominati on of women in direct prac-
tice pos itions; they also point to women's underrepresentation in the top mo.nagement
positions. Without exception, these studie s reveal that the top positions are predomi-
nantly occupied by men despite their under repreoenta tion in the social '. ,~ , ,, profession
[Kedushin , 1976). These consistent findings have prompt ed researchers to investigate
whether sexism and, in particular , sex-role stereotyping and discrimination can at-
count for the disparity between the sexes in administra tion . Kravetz (1976), Knapman
(1977), WIdSutt on (1982) investigated this dimension.
Kravetz (1976) suggests that the division of the social work fi.eldinto provinces of
female and male domination is based on sex-role stereotyping . She states tha t social
workers make career choices based on their own and society's concepts of what is ap-
propriate for their sex. The result is that a disproportionate number of women become
involved in the practice of casework which reflects stereotypical feminine characteristic s
and, conversely, a disproportionate number of men become involved in administration
which reflects stereoty pical masculine char acteristics. The large increase in the number
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oC men entering the profession since the 1950's hes exacerbated thi s divillioo. end M II.
result, men now occupy ft, large mtljority of the positions in administrat ion.
A discussion by Brag er & Michael ~ 1969) illustra tes the exten t to which social
work specialities are associate d with stereotypical views aboUt Iemale &I1d male roles
and how thi s stereotyping hs.s encourag ed differentisl aell-lIdeetioD and reeruitmen t of
women and men. For example, they argue that casework is perso n-oriented , focused
inward, deals with feelings, and often does not require the initiation of aggressive
action on behal f of clients. Since "in our society helpfulness, gentleness, and pe....lllivity
are more valued as fcm we than as mal e characteri stics .... women are more likely to
select and be recruited for helping occupa tions tha t stress educative and paychologicul
services" (p .. 597). In contrast , they argue that males are more likely to select and be
recru ited for community organization which is system-orient ed, focuses outward , and
emphas izes administrative tasks . Brager & Michael claim that this specializat ion "On
a scale of passivi ty-acti vity, or submissiveness-aggression, .. . requires more activism
and eggreeeicn than do the other social work methods" (p . 597).
Kna pman (1977) investigated family service egenelee to determine whether dlscrira-
inatory personnel practile. exis ted. Based on her survey of 20 agencies within the stat e
of Michigan , which represented 132 respondents (77 women and 55 men), sex differ-
ences were found in both the current positi on levels of the respondents and the posit ion
level in whichthey were hired immedia tely following receipt of thei r master's degree in
social work.
In thla study, the positions of the respondents were categorized into four levels.
Level one included th e position of direct service worker whose primary rceponsibillty
it was to provide service to clients and whose secondary responsibility often involved
the supervision of undergraduate or gradu ate stud ents . Level two positions involved
direct service to clients or the aupervision of undergrad uate and grad uate etudenta uad
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Table 3.2: Data on lnit inl and Current Position Levels of MSW Social Workers in
Agencies in the Stat e of Michigan
Init ial Position Level
Sex 1 2 3 4
Nfo N%N % N %
Female7599 1 1 0000
Male 45 87 510 2400
CUttent Position Level
Sex 2 3 4
N % N % N % N %
Female 52 68 13 17 10 13 1 1
Male 27 52 5 10 6 12 14 27
lfuk:. From "Sex Discriminatio n in Family Agencies" by S. Kuehnle Knap man, 1917,
Social Work, 1£(6) , p. 462.
th e supervision of some staff' members. Level three positions included branc h dlreetore,
administrative assistants, and program directors. Level four included th e position of
executive director.
The data revealed that in both their initial position and curre nt position level,
a. significantly greater number of women were found to occupy level one positions.
Ninety-nine percent of the total female respondents were initially hired at a level one
position following receipt of their degree in comparison with 87 % of th e total male
respondents. Only 1 %of the total female respondents in comparison with 13 %of the
total male respondents were hired at a more advanced level. Table 3.2 illustrates th e
initial position levels of the female and male respondents.
For current posit ions, Knapman found that 68 %of women occ upied a level one
p osition in compar ison to 52 % of men. However, only 1 % of the women occupied
a level four position in comparison with 27 %of men. WI-.:lemovement into the top
management positions was virtual ly nonexistent for we.cen, they maint ained st rong
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representation in level two (17 %versus 10 %) and in level three (13 % versus 12%). As
well, 67 %of level one end level two poai tion~, which predominately involved eesewoek
duties, and 35 % of administrative positions (levels three and four), were occupied by
women. T hese figures are consistent witb Gelber (1973) and Fenebel (1976). Table 3.2
illustra tes the current position levels of the female and male respondents.
Knap men did not provide data on the a.ge and years of experience oCthe respondents
which could skew the dat a and account for the overrepresenta tion of men in higher
levels. However, she did present da ta which showed that it was much harder for women
to progress to higher levels than it was for men. To be promoted from .Ievels one to two,
it took women th ree t imes as long as men. From levels two to th ree , it took women
twice aa long and from levels three to Icur , it took women 20 % longer . This finding, in
addition to the finding that women were hired for lower rank ing positions followingthe
receipt of their maste r's degree significantly more often tha n were men, could account
for the overrcpresentation of women in the lower ran ks. These findings eleo, according
to Knap man, provide evidence for the existence of discriminatory practices against
female social workers in family agencies.
Sutt on (1982) also explored the extent to which female social workers were dis-
cr iminat ed against in social work agencies. Based on a survey of members of the
Pennsylvania chapter of the NASW in May, 1979, who had obtained their master's
degree in social work, women were found to be underrepresented in top management,
Sutto n defined top management as including administrative pcaiticns in an agency or
organizati on. Twenty-five percent oCthe social workers who were employed on a Iull-
time basis for more than 10 years were in these top management positions. However,
only 28 %or these positions were occupied by women in comparison with 72 % of the
men. For those social workers who had been employed full-time for 2-4 years, 11%oc-
cupied top mana gement positions. But again, women were underrepresented in these
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pos itions: thirt y-five percent of top man&geIDPnt pos itions were occupied by women
in compa.riaon wit h 65 " by men. ThesefindiDgJ are consisten t with Gelber (1973),
Fanshd (1976), and KnaplWUl (1977) even though Sutton'. AolUp1e consU>&ed only of
those social workers with a master 's degree. The acquisi tion of aD advanced degree by
women apparen tly did not affect their relative Itandins in the hierarchy rillOcia! work
agencies .
Sutton did not report on the perceni;agea of women and men who occupied direet
serv ices posi tions . However , it can be concluded from this stu dy th at if women were
repr esented in top manageme nt positions significantl y less often than were men, and
accounte d for 77 %of the responde n ts, then women must domi na te lower level positions
such 89 casework . T his segregation o f female and male ecciel workers into low and high
level position s may be reflect ive of the finding t hat 38 % of females versus 22 % of
males, representing a 3:1 female ma jority, planned to be in d irect service positi ons in
th(" next 5 years while only 36 %of females as eempered with 56 % of males eeleeted
administration as thei r career goalto be accomplished within the next 5 years . However,
Su tton poin ts out th at wcmen's lowe e caree r soa1 may arise because of discrimina tory
personnel practices. She found that women did not receive the same moti vation from
their employers as did men to improve their educat ion or skill level, that they worked in
an environment where the to p posit ions were predominately occu pied by men therefore
sign alling to women that only lowerp ositione were attainable andfinally , tha t problenu
in t heir work environ ments eueh as low pay, lack of promoti on:J opportunities, and
discrimina tion hin dered th em in th e pursui t of their career goals.
3.1. 4 Summary
T he Canadian and United States st udies cited above consist ent ly in dicat e that ap-
proximately two-thirds to three-quarters of ~cial work pra.ctitionere are women. T hey
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also indi cate that only slightl y more than one -third of social work administratofll arc
women. The pceitiona women do bold in administration tend to be middle management
positions such as supervisor and district manager ra her than the high ranking posi-
tion of executive director . This division or social work into female and male provinces
reflects in par t , the finding that women are more likely than men to choose a career
in casewor k and less likely to choose a career in administration. The division also
r ~Bects discriminatory practices in soci al work egenciea, Women are less likely to be
hired at advanced levels, are promoted more slowly than men, do not receive the same
encouragement or motivatio n as do men to improve their education and skill level for
movement into high ranking positions, and receive subtle messages that these positions
are not attainable by virtue of men's domination of the top administrative p08itions.
The empirical evidence indicates tha.t women numerically dominate social work
pract ice. Davis claims that this finding provides suppo rt for the first crit erion of her
argu ment that practitioners maintai n a female world view or voice. wc men 'encmerlcal
domina tion of practice enables their views or \ . -e to predominate rather than the views
or voice oCmen. The second criterion of her argument is to provide evidence for the
posit ion that the views or voice of these women can be characterized by unique female
qualities , the female voice. This evidence is drawn from the research of Carol Gilligan
(1982) and will be presented in Chapter 4.
While Davis bases her position that pract itioners speak in a female voiceon studies
which point to women's numerical domination of direct practice positions, she fails
to acknowledge women's underrcpresentation in the powerful administ rative positions.
The influence of men in these positions of power on the views of fema.1e social workers
appears to be discounted. Discounting this male influence implies that a majority CM
resist the world viewor voice of a powerful minority. T his is a tro ubling point as it 1K-mu1
to imply a stronger link between one's sex and one's voice than Gilligan (1982) was
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willing to support . Given the male minority influence, the question raised is whether
the practice world can be charact erized 801e1y as female-voiced, a~ Davis maintains,
when men are overrepresented in the powerful administration positions. T his issue will
be thoroughly discussed in a critique of Davis' ( 1985) research in Chapter 6.
3 .2 T he D omin at ion of Acade mi c Social Work by M en
Historically, women occupied the ma jority or academic positions in social work.
Over the past th ree decades, however , the percentage of men in academic eoclal work
has increased dramatically. Gripton (1974) relates this increase in male faculty to
the active efforts of the profession to recruit male members since the 1950's. It was
believed that without men, the "social work profession could at best only achieve a
marginal professional status. The recrui tment of men waa viewed M the mecheni ec
to improve its prestige. This increase in the percentage of male faculty, however , has
resulted in the domination of social work academia by men.
The domination of academic social work by men manifests itself in several areas :
men are disproportionately represented in social work education in terms of uumbera ;
arc overrepresented in influential administrative positions and in high ranking teach-
ing positiona such as full and associate professor; have attai ned tenure, bold doctoral
degrees, and have published art icles in disproportionate numbers and , finally, ar e over-
represented in journal editor positions and on journal editorial boards . Davis draws
on several studies which empirically document the domination of men in these areas of
academia in order to support her position that men are the more poten t force in this
domain . Canadian and United Sts.te3studi es which provide evidence of the domination
of social work academia by men will be examined in the following seetions .
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3.2. 1 The Numerical Domination of Men I n Academia
Gripton (1974) reviewed eeveral etwliea which docwnen ted the progreeeion of male
dominance in Canadian schools of social work from 1951 to 1973. He found tho.t in
1951,35 %of full-time faculty were men. By 1970, :it %of full· time faculty were mcn
and by 1973, the proportion had Increeaed to 66 %' . ThUll, th e proportion of male
facult y had almost doub led between 19{jl and 1973.
Grip ton 's (1974) finding that men occupy the rnajority of social work faculty po-
sitio ns in Canada is confirmed in II. report by the Canadian Assceiation of Schools of
Social Work (CASSW) Teek Force on the Status of Women in Social Work Educa tion
(1977). Based on a survey of all dean s and directors in Cana dian schools of social work,
the report revealed that 60 %of fac ulty positions wereoccupied by men while 40 % of
th e posi t ions were occupied by women.
Studies from the United States reveal a sit uat ion similar to that which exists in
Can ada in terms or faculty eomposltlon, Ripp le (1974) analyzed the data collected by
the Coun cil on Social Work Edu ca tion on 84 graduate programs, of which 43 also
administered undergr aduate progrnms, and on 150 undergraduate pr ograms in thc
United Stat es duri ng the 19~3-74 ecedenle year. She repor ted that the proportion
of all faculty who were men in graduate an d undergraduate programs W8B 59.6 % and
56.6 % respec tively. For women, it was 40.4 %and '43.4 %.
The date.Ior the 1977- 78 acad emic year indicate d th at the percent age of male fac-
ult y had decr eased in both program levels since the time of Ripple 'a (1974) repcct .
Rubi n & Whitcomb (1978) report tha t based on the dat a supplied by 84 graduate
pr ograms , of which 50 also administered undergraduate programs, and by 178 under -
gradu ate prog ram s in the United Stat es to the Council on Social Work Education, men
composed 52.2 %of grad uate and 49.5 % of und ergr aduate faculty whereas women
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made up 47.8 %and SO.5% respectively.
This increase in female faculty, as note d by Rubin &: Whitcomb (1978) , WB8 not
1I1LS tained in the 1984-85 survey of 85 graduate schools of social work in the United
States by the Council on Social Work Educat ion. Norman' . (1986) analysis of the dah.
revealed that men, once again, were overrepresented in graduate faculty by apprccd-
matcly the same percentage as that which was revealed in the Canadian findings of
Gripton (1974) and the CASSW TaSk Force (1977), and in the American finding of
Ripple (1974). Fifty.seven percent of graduate faculty positions were occupied by men;
43 %of th e positions were occupied by women.
International Sl?J;st ics reveal that the numerical domination of men in academia
is not confined solely to Canada and to the United Stat es. DiNitto, Martin & Her-
rison (1984) surveyed 37 schools of social work, which represented 1,198 individuals
in 19 nation s, and found that there was a preponderanc e of male faculty members
in comparison with fen-ale faculty members (refer to Table 3.3). Fifty~six percent of
the acad emicians were male whereas 44 % of the academicians were female. However,
fuculty composition varied according to nations. Table 3.3 illustrates the number and
percentage of female and male faculty members {or each nation that WBS represented
in the study . It is important to note that despite the preponderance of female ia.culty
in several nations, this did not indicate that the power resided with them. Subsequent
cnelyeie showed that a luger number oCmales were tenured even. in nations where
faculty membership was predominantly female. For example, the chances of gaining
tenure were greater for men in Brazil (refer to Table 3.4) and thin.nation was ranked
second for having a faculty membership primar ily composed of females (85 %).
These studies reveal that in Canada , in the United Sta tes, and on average inter..
nationally, men are overrepresented in faculty positions. Approximately 60 % of all
faculty positions are occupied by men; 40 %of the posit ions are occupied by women.
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Table 3.3: Data on Sex Composition and Rankof Faculty by Nation
Country Schools Female Mde Higbellt Lowest
N % N % Rank Rank
F M F M
Australia (2) 14 (45) 17 (55) 1 1 5 3
Bangladesh (1) 5 (31) 11 (69) 0 1 1 2
Brazil (2) 77 (85) 14 (16) 9 6 43 3
Canada (2) 8 (34) IS (56) 0 2 2 1
D"""",k (1) 9 (47) 10 (53) 1 1 5 •Egypt (1) 48 (37) 70 (63) 0 2 19 21
F<an", (1) 10 (83) 2 (17) 1 0 2 2
India (3) 34 (63) 20 (37) 2 11 10 5
Isreal (2) 23 (48) 25 (52) 1 2 11 8
Japan (3) 3 (12) 23 (88) 1 2 2
Netherlands (1) 33 (32) 107 (76) 0 1 •
Philippines (1) 4 (100) 0 (0) 1 2 0
South Africa (3) 14 (01) • (3.) 1 10 0Switu rland (2) 13 (25) 30 (75) 0 5 13
Thailand (1) 24 (77) 7 (23) 3 17 6
1\ttkey (1) 8 (73) 3 (27) 2 0 1
United (2) '6 (41) 23 (59) 2 6 7
lGngdom
United (7) 60 (38) 9' (62) 16 32 14 17
States
West Germany (1) 115 (40) 16' (60) 0 1 83 114
TOTALS (37) 525 (44) 673 (56) 41 77 244 223
.lliU&. From"SexualInequality AmongSocialWorkFaculty: An InternationalComper -
ison" by D. DiNitto, P.Y. Martin,and D. Harrison, 1911, In.ternational Social Work,
"(2), p. 29,
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Table 3.4: Data on Permanent Sta tus (Tenure) of Faculty by Sex and Nat ion
(Tenure
To tal)
(12)
(16)
(12)
(10)
(19)
(115)
(8)
(37)
(16)
(26)
(40)
(2)
(18)
(36)
(31)
(11)
(39)
(94)
(88)
Na tion-
State
Australia
Ban glad esh
Brazil
Canada
De nmar k
Egy pt
Fran ce
Ind ia
Isreal
J apan
Netherlands
Phili ppines
South Africa
Swit zerland
Thailand
Turkey
United Kingdom
United St ates
West Gennany
Female
N % %Totnl
5 35.7 41.7
5 100.0 31.2
7 9.0 58.3
2 25.0 20.0
9 100.0 47.4
46 95.8 40 .0
6 60.0 75.0
23 67.6 62 .2
12 52.2 75.0
3 100.0 11.5
33 100.0 23.6
2 100.0 100.0
9 64.3 50.0
9 69.2 25.0
24 100.0 71.4
8 100.0 72.7
16 100.0 40.0
27 45.0 28.7
33 28.9 37.5
Male
N % %Tolal
7 41.2 58.3
11 100.0 68.8
5 35.7 41.7
8 53.3 80.0
10 100.0 52.6
69 87.3 60.0
2 100.0 25.0
14 70.0 37.8
4 16.0 25.0
23 100.0 88.5
107 100.0 76.4
a 0.0 0.0
9 100.0 50.0
27 69.2 75.0
7 100.0 22.6
3 100.0 27.2
23 100.0 60.0
67 67.7 71.3
55 32.5 62.5
~. From "Sexual Inequali ty Among Social Work Faculty: An International Compar-
ison" by D. DiNit to , P.Y. Mart in, and D. Hanison, 1977, Inl ernat ionQI Social Wo rk,
27(2), p. 32.
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3 .2.2 The Domination DCM ea In Positi ons or P ow er in Acade mi a
Men'a domination of lIOclal wod l:educatio n is not confined IOIelyto their numerical
domination. It is alsoreflected in the higher proportion or male £acuIt" in comparillOD
with female facu lty, who hold top administrative positiona , who hold high rankins
teaching positions, and who beve attain ed tenure .
( i) Administrative P oslt lons
The relative status of women and men in administrative positions in Canada is
revealed by Grip ton (1974). In a review of seve ral studies which documented th e
extent to which m en domin ate academia, and in par ticular administ ration, Gript on
reports that in 1973, all deans an d directors of Canadi an echoclsof social work wer e
men. This corres ponds to 9 % of mnle !aculty who occup ied this top adminis trat ive
position as ecmpered with 0 %of female faculty.
In the United Stales , studies abo reveal tha t m ea are overrepresented in the top,
higb-status administrative positions although the rela tive percentages are not as drastic
as in the C&Il.adian finding of Gripton (1974).
Rub in &:Whitcomb (1918) report that durin,; t he 1977-78 eeedemlc ycu , a treater
percent age or men than women in American eoeial work y-adua te progrnms were
deans/directors (3 .3 % VerswJ 1.2 %) and associate/assistant directors (2.6 % venus
1.9 %). It was on ly in t he lower-status administrative positions thd women were over-
represented. A hi gher percentage or female than male laculty were directorllf assistan t
directors of field in struction (2.4 % versus 1.4.%) an d director! of edmieeione (1.9 %
versus 0.9 %). In t erms of social work undergradua te programs, 16.1 %of male facult)'
occupied administ r ative pOlIitions in cont ras t to 12.8 %of female faculty. A furt her
breakdo wn of these p06itions was Dot provided.
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A smaller study by Gould (1979)of 302 minority and 517 nonminority faculty mem-
ber respondents from 84 graduate schools of social work iu Canada and the United
States during the 1972- 73 ecedemic year examined ethnic and sex-based inequalities.
An analysis of the responses again revealed that men were ovenepresented in admin-
ist rative positions. For ty.four percent of male respondents occupied administrativ e
positions in contrast, to 27 % of female respondents. Ethnicity also had its effects.
Among the males, 68 .8 % of minority and .~2 % of nonmlnori ty men were involved
in administration , wh ile amon g the temalee, only 28 % of nonminorit y and 25.7 %
of minority women held administrativ e positions. Althou gh Gould did not provide a
breakdown of the administra t ivepositions, unlike Rubin & Whitcomb (1978), it is clear
that sex was a greate r factor than ethnicity in the attainment of administrative posi-
tions. Even minority men were represented in administration significantly more orten
than were nomninority women.
Norman's (HIM) an alysis ofth e data from the Council on Social Work Education's
1984- 85 survey of 8S grad uate schools of social work in the Uni ted Sta tes supports the
previous findings of Rubin 8& Whitcomb (1978) and Gould (1979). Men were overrepre-
scntc d in the hlghe r-stetus administra tive positions while women dominated the lower-
stat us positions. While men occupied only 56 %of the admin istr ative positions, which
is appr oximately the percenta ge of men holding faculty posifiona BS cited by Rubin k
Whitcomb (1978), the se positions tend ed to be the better-paying and higher-ranking
oncs such WI deanship s (71 %) and associate deanships (60 %). Women dominated the
lower-paying and lower-status administrative positions such as field directors (59 %)
and assistant field directors (68 %). These st atistics indicate that even though the
number of administrative pos itions held by men were propor tionate to the number of
men in faculty, the positions acquired were of a significantly higher sta tus than those
held by women.
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These studies show that in Canadaand in the United Statetl , the top administrative
positions are more likely to be occupied by men even when the higher percentagc
o{ men in academia is accounted for. The United S ta tes data inmclltCll tha t whcn
women do attain positiOJU in administration, the positions are lower in status, pay,
and responsibility.
(ii) Rank a nd Tenure
Male {acuity 'are more like ly to occupy high rank ing teaching poaitiona and 1,0 have
attained tenure than are fem ale faculty. Gripton (1974), for exnmple, reports that in
1973 male facult y in Canadian schools of social work were overrepresented in the higher
ranks while their female counterparts were overrepresented in the lower ranks. Male
facult y were more like ly than female faculty to be full professors (10 % versus 8 %)
and associate professors (31 % versus 23 %) while female faculty were more likely to be
assistan t professors (41 %versus 40 %) and lecturers (28 %versus 9 %). These figures
exclud e the 9 %of male facu lty who were deans/directors and who would most likely
hold the tit le of full or associate professor. The percentages of male faculty who were
full and associate professors are thus understated in the statistics given above. Based
on the data provided by Gripton, 91 % of male (acuIty held a. position above the rank
ot lecturer as compared with 72 %o( female faculty.
A more recent study by the CASSW Task Force on the Status of Women in S0-
cial Work Education (1977) confirms the finding of Gripton (1974), that male (acuity
were disproportionately represen ted in the ranks of full and associate professor while
female faculty were disproportionately represented in t he ranks of lISsistant pro fessor
and lecturer / field-ins t ru ctorlother-rank s. Based on a survey of aUdeans and directo rs
of Canadian schools of social work regarding the rank and sex of their faculty members,
male faculty were more likely to be full professors (14.2 %versus 3.7 %) and associate
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professors (28.7 % venus 18.1 %) whereas female facul ty were more likely to be 88-
sist an t professors (32.4 % versus 31.3 %) and lecturers/ 6eld-instru ctors/ other -ranks
(3.5.7% versus 25.8 %). Thus , 74.2 %of male faculty were in the combined professorial
ranks in contras t to 64.3 %ol female faculty. This is similar to Gri ptoD'S (1974) finding
alt hough the percentage of male faculty in professorial ranks is Iese dramatic.
Studies on the relative stat us of American female and male soci al work academicians
reveal a similar situat ion to tha t which exists in Cenede, Men predominate in the higher
ranks of full and associate professor while women predominat e in the lower ranks of
eseistan t professor and lecturer/instructor.
Rubin & Whi tcomb (1978) report that during the 1977-78 academic yeer, male
grcdue te faculty were more likely than female graduate faculty to be full professors
(24.4 % versus 10.9 %) and as!lOciate professors (27.8 % VCf5 US 20.4 %) whereas fe-
mule faculty were more likely to be assistan t professors (32.5 % versus 25.5 %) and
lectur er/ inst ructor (30.3 % versus 19.3 %). A similar pa.ttern was revealed for the
undergraduate social work programs. Male facul ty were overrep resented as full pro.
Icssora (10.9 % versus 3.5 %) and associate professors (22.1 % versus 15.6 %)whereas
female faculty were overrepresented as assistan t professors (45.3 % versus 39.6 %) and
I...'Cturers;i nstr uctors (32.6 % versus 23.2 %).
A study by Gould (1979) found that during the 1972-7 3 ecedemic year sex and
etlmic differences existed in the distribu tion of facult:y ranks in both Can ada.an d the
United State s. Approximatel y 20 % of male graduate faculty respon dents occupied
the rank of professor in cont ras t to only 9.3 %of female graduate faculty respondents .
Eth nicity also had its effects at this rank. Nearly 23 % of non -minorit y and 14.6 %
of minority men were professors whereas 12.1 %of nonminority and 4.9 %of minority
women had attained that rank. Therefore, sex had a greate r influence on thia rank
than cthnicity .
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This pattern was reversed at the rank of as~istant professor. Forty percent of
female faculty reepoadente ".rete assist ant professors in contr ast to 27 %of male fo.culty
respondents. In terms of ethn icity, 46.5 %of minority and 33 %of nonminority women
in ecnrreae to 34.8 %of minority and 22.8 %of nonmiuority men were found at the
level. The influence of sex over ethni city at the rank of aBsistant professor Wll.ll not as
great as was seen in the rank of professor.
Women were also overrepresented as field instructors. Forty-eight percent of women
t aught at the instructor level in contrast to 34 % of men. In terms of ethnic ity, 50 %of
the minority and 44 % of the ••onminority women claimed this responsibility, whereas
only 41.4 % of minority and 30 % of the nonminority men were involved with field
instruction. Sex Wl13 the more impo rtant indicator of this rank than was ethnici ty.
In analyzing the data provided by Gould, it is appare nt tha t minor ity eoclal workers ,
when compared with nonminori t y sod a! workers, were at a significant disadvantage.
However , a more significant finding was the overreprcsenta tion of nomninorit l women
in low sta tus posit ions even when compared with minority males. T his indicat es that
sex, rathe r than ethnicity, was the more important variable in determining one's ran k
in the acade mic hierarchy.
DiNitto, Martin & Harrison (1984) repo rt on the relative position offemaJc and male
faculty in terms of rank and tenure following their international survey of 37 schools
of social work. In terms of rank, the data showed that 65 % of men had reached the
highest ranks at t heir insti tutions whereas this accomplishment was claimed only by
35 % of women. In terms of the lowest ranks, 46 % of the females were repo rted to be
at this level compared with 33 %of the males. However, the distri bu tion of women and
men according to rank varied by nation. Table 3.3 shows the number of women and
men who occupied the highest and l~west ranks in each na tion that par ticipated in the
study . (A breakdown of rank was not provided because the number and gradations of
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rnnk varied according to nat ion). It abouId be noted that alt hough men were (0UDd to
predominate at the lowest ranIr. in w eb DattolU as SwitzerIaDd and the Netherland s,
men predomincted in all ranks in these nation:!. The domination of men in both the
highett and lowest nwka in tbeee nat iona may reflect the predeIiction ror educators in
instiLctiOD9 (or higher learning to be male.
A comparat ive anaIyaia of those who were gran ted tenure revealed that 67 % of
males in comp...n!lOo with 44 'Yo of females were tenured. Again, dist ribution varied by
net lcn. Table 3.4 shows the number of women and men with tenure , the percentage of
women an d men with tenure, and the percentage of tenured women and men out of th e
totoJ faculty. While several nntions recorded that a disproporti onat e number of females
were granted tenure than were males, these findings should be interpreted cautiously
es exemplified by tl .e situ ation in Brazil. Brazil is a notion where a high percentage of
women faculty are granted tenure. But as reported earlier, Brazil bee a high percentage
of female faculty in the 6nt place (85 %). Women therefore dominate in all levels of
the academic hierarchy. But on the issue of tenure, t he percenta ge of women who gain
this permanen t status is only Il few points higher than men despite the fact that there
are 5.5 times more women than meo as faculty n.embere. The numerical superiori ty
of women which docsarise in the categories of composition. rank, and tenure £orsome
neucee, does not necessarily re8ect femaIe equality or sue-cess.
3 .2 .3 The Dom in ati on or M al e Fac ulty with Doctoral Degrees
Male faculty also display a marked ad vantage over female faculty in terms of edu -
cational atta inment . Male faculty are more likely to have earned a doctorate than are
female faculty in both Canada and the United States.
In Can ada, Griploll (1974) repor ts tha t in 1973, mele faculty outnumbered female
faculty in the possession of a doctorate by a ratio of 3:1. Thirty·two percent of th e
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male faculty held doctorate degrees in comparison with 12 %of thei r fema.le colleagues.
Gould (1979) also found significant differences in the educat ional attainment of
minority and nonminority soc ial work faculty during the 1972-73 academic year. The
survey revealed that men were more than twice as likely lIS women to have acquired a
doctoral degree (43.3 %to 19.6 %). T his dispari ty reflects the earlier finding of Gripton
(1974). In terms of ethnicity , 53 % of nonminority and 25 % of minority men held a
doc torate as compare d with 25.3 % of nonmino rity and 10.6 % of minority women.
Th ese rat es oCdegree attainment indicate that sex is I\.'J great II. factor as ethni city in
the attainment of a social work doctorate.
Studies on the degree attainment of social work faculty in the United States reveal
a similar situation , although not as severe, to that which exists in Canada. Rubin &
Whitcomb (1978), for example , repor t that dur ing the 1977-78 academic year, Ameri-
can male faculty were twice as likely as their female counterparts to POSflCSS a doctoral
degree in both the grad uate and undergr aduate program levels. The propor tion of male
facu lty who possessed a docto ra te in graduate programs was 51.1 % a..ndin undergrad-
uate programs, 29.2 %. The proportion for female faculty was 26.9 % and 16.2 %
respectively.
The finding that male faculty possess a docto rate degree significantly more often
than do female faculty reflects the dispr oportiDnate number of doctorat es granted in the
area of social work to men. Baldi (1971) surveyed the number of social work doct orate s
granted in the United States from 1920-1968 and found that men were almost twice
ua likely to have graduated with a doctorate than were women. Sixty-one percent of
a total of 618 doctorates had been awarded to men while 39 % bad been awarded to
women. Baldi also noted that while women accounte d for 85 % of the doctorates in
the early days of the doctoral program, the succeeding decades saw a reversal of this
trend so that between 1960-68, 65.5 % of social work doctora tes were earned by mer•.
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More recent data on the percentages of women and men graduating Crom United
States schools of social work with a doctoral degree indicates that the trend towards
male domina tion may be abating. Ripple (1974) noted that during the 1973-74 eea -
demic year , 64.2 %of the social work doctorates earned in the United States went
to men and 35.8 % to women. By 1978, Rubin &: Whitcomb (1978) report that the
disparity between the sexes was reduced to insignificance as 52.2 %oCdoctorates were
awarded to men and 47.8 %to women. Whether this marks the beginning of a trend in
the Unite d Stat es is difficult to ascertain since Canadian stat istics reveal that men still
Outnumber women in th e possession of a doctorat e,by a ra tio of 3:1 (Gripton, 1982).
3.2.4 The Domination of Men in Social Wo rk Journals
Th e studies reviewed document the extent to which men dominat e acad emic social
work . Their numerical dominati on in academia and their monopolization of the pow.
erful positions creates a favorab le condition for th e disseminat ion of their views. Davie
(108S) points to two furth er are as which contribute to the likelihood that th e views of
men will prevail over the views oCwomen in academic social work . These two areas
involve the disproport:")nate number of art icles written by men in socielwork journ als
and the cverrep resent utlon of m......as journal editors and as journal editorial hoard
membe rs.
(i) A rticles Published
Kirk ead Rosenblatt (10S0) tra ced author ship trends from 1934 to 1977 in S social
work jounlals. Their review found that from 1934 to 1938, approximately 33 %of t he
art icles contained in the selected journal, were written by men. From 1939 to 1943
on ly 25 %of the ar ticles were written by men hut these years corresponded with the
beginn ing of World Wax.II an d the service draft. Following that period in his tory,
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the percent age of art icles written by men steadily increased. It reached its peak in
1964 to 1968 when men wrote 60 %of th e art icles contained within the so cial work
journal s even though they coll9tituted on ly 1/3 of the profeeelon. From 1969 to 1977,
th e percentage of male authorship levelled off at ap proximately 59 %.
Further evide nce of the overrepresentation of artlclea written by men in social work
journals was prov ided in 3 more recent st udy by Kirk IWd Rosenblatt (11.184). Six-
t een soci al work journals were reviewed from 1977-1979 . Results showed that facult y
members with a docto rate wrote 85 %of t he cr ticles contai ned within these [oumels
compar ed to 14 %for faculty memb ers with a master's degree. Th is finding is signif.
kant as male faculty are twice as likely as female faculty to possess a docto ral degree
(Go uld , 1979; Gripton, 1974; Rubin &: Whitcomb, 1978) IWd therefore will be overrcp-
resented in art icle publica tion. However, even when th e number of articl es published by
female an d male faculty with doctorates were compared, three times 118 m any urticbi
were written by male than by female facul ty (63 % versus 22 %).
Ei rk and Rose nblat t alsotook rank in to account and found tha t those in the higher
ranks were the most productive. P rofessor s publi shed :\9 % of the ar ticles, associat e
professo rs publi shed 29 %, assistant professors published 29 %, and inst ructors and
lectur ers publi shed only 3 %of the articles. Since me n predominate in the higher rnnks
(C ASSW TlUIkForce,1977; DiNitto, Martin and Harrison , 1984; Gould , 1979; Grip ton,
l r74 ; Nonn an, 1986; Rubin &: W hitcomb, 1978) and since these ranks eceount for the
greate r number of publ ished articles, an overrepresenta tion of the work of men results .
However , even when women and men were comp ared at each rank, men were mort>
productiv e than women except for the rank of lecturer where the re was no essen tial
diffeeen ee in t heir productivity ra tes. Tabl e 3.5 illustrates the publica tion produ ct ivity
of each sex by academic rank.
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Table 3.5: Percentage of Ar t icles by Social Work Fac:ulty - Controlling for Gend er and
Rank
%0£ %0£ Pr od uctivity
Gender/Rank Faculty Articles Rati o
Female
Professor G 9 1.50
Associate P rofessor 10 9 0.90
Assist ant Professor I. 13 0.81
Inst ructor 0 0.00
Lect urer 10 1 0.10
Mole
P rofessor i 30 2.14
Associate Prcfeeso- 20 1.33
Assistant P r....r. I. 1.23
Ins tructo r 1 0.25
Lecturer 1 0.12
!ink. From "The Contribut ion of Women Faculty to Social Work Journals" by S. Kirk
und A. Rosenb latt, 1984, Social WOTk, .29(1) , p. 69,
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(ii) Journal Ed ito r ial PositioWi an d Journal Ed itorial Bcerde
Not only are the ideas of men disseminated more often than tbose or women beeeusc
of their higher publication rates, but men also possessthe power to control wh ose Ideas
willbe disseminated since they are disproport ionately represented 88 journal editors en d
as journal editorial boa.rd members. A study by Kirk and R.o>JcnblaH (1980) illustrates
this point. Based on a survey of t bp.eex of the editor and the sex eompositton of the
editorial boards in 19 social work journals, it was found that 68 % of these journals
had a male editor and 64 % of the editorial boards members were men.
3.2.5 Su mmary
The overwhelming evidence contained within these studies is that men dominate
academic social work in North America, In particular, the positions of power and the
means for disseminating ideas are largely controlled by men, This is illustrated in
the finding that: men occupy approximately 60 % of all faculty positions, arc over-
represented in the top, high-stat us administ rative positions such lIB dean/director and
associate dean/director, occupy the high teaching ranks such as full and associate pro-
fessor, attai n tenure in disproportionate numbers, are more than twiceas likely as their
female counterparts to have acquired a doctoral degree, publish a disproportionate
number of articles in social work journals, and are disproportionately represented in
the position of journal editor and as journal editorial board members.
Davis dr aws on this material to support the first criterion in her argwne nt that
academicians/researc hers reflect a male world view or voice. Men's numerical domina-
tion and monopotiw.tion of power in social work academia ensures that their viewswill
predominate . The second criterion in her argument is to demonstrate that the inher-
ent world view or voice of these men can be characterized by distinct male qunlitiea,
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the male voice. Support £orthis position is dr awn (rom the rceeuch of Carol Gilligan
{1982}. Th e (ollowing chapter will conBist of a re view orGilligan' . (1982) research into
the eoncept of "'voice".
Chapter 4
The Concept orFemale and Male Voice8
T he argum ent by Davis t.hat social work practitioners refkct a fem&leworld view or
voice and, conversely, t.hat tocial work academicians/ r-.archena reSect. a mal e wor-Jd
view or voice consti tutes the basis of her analy sis of the rift tha t exists betwee n these
t.wogroups. In conceptualizing this rift as a female-male dichotomy in voice, Davis
maintains thn t two conditions are necessary. First, it i. necessary to demonstrate that
the views of women predom inat e in practice and tb at the views of men predominate ill
academia. Evidence for thi s position was provided in Chapter 3. Second , it illnecce-
sary to dem onstrat e tbat the views of women can be characterized by distinct female
quaiitieIJ,t he female voice, and that the views that charaeterize men are distinctly male
voiced. To support this posit ion, Davis dra ws on the rescereh orCarol Gilligan (1982).
I .. the concept of "voice" is cent ral to Davis' analysis of the rift, a review of GiUigan 's
(19B:!? ) work into this concept of "voice" and its application to the rift is presented in
this chap ter .
Th e premise of Gilligan' l (1982) research is th at women and men differ in thei r
concept ions of self and morality and in how th ey deal with experien c.::.of conflict and
choice. She refers to these differences as the female voice and the male voice. Gilligan
etressea that these differen t voices are not necessar ily determined by sex, bu t rather
reflect a different way of constructing realit y and of experiencing life. Theoretically,
women can speak in a male voice and men can speak in a female voice, but her obser-
vations consisten tly showed a correlation between voice and sex. Although Gilligan did
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not explore the reasons for these different voices, she did tug,gest that they arise in a
social cont ext where female and malesocialization combine with reproductive biology
to shape differential experiences for females and males.
The motivation Cor Gilligan's research arose from a belief thd the theories of de-
vclopmental psychology had limited applicability. This belief developed during the
course of her experience 8.'1 an educator in the fields of identity and moral development
when she becam e cognizant of both the distincti veness and the problem in interpret-
ing the voice of women. When compared with the descriptions of identity and moral
development, 11.5proposed by Erik Erikson (1950) an d Lawrence Kohlberg (1981), th e
development of women was unique. It WIlS at this point that Gilligan "began to notice
the recurrent problems in interpre ting women's development and to connect th eseprob-
lerna to the repea ted exclusion of women from the critical theory-building studies of
psychological research" (Gilligan , 1982, p. 1). Consequently, the experiences of women
were (and continue to be) evaluated as inadequate or deviant when compared with the
etun dar d (male) model of development.
In light of the masculine bias contained within the developmental theories, Gilligan
directed her research at incorpo rating the experiences of women in order to provide
an expanded under standing of human development and a clearer represent ation of
women's identity and moral developmC;Dt in part icular. This chapter consisb of a
review or Erikson' s theory of psyr.hosocial development , Kohlberg's theory of moral
development, Gilligan's analysis of the limitations of each theory, her three research
studies, and the concept of "female voice" and ''male voice". In th e final section the
applicat ion or the concept of "voice" to th e rift is presented.
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4.1 T heo ries oCHuman Development
4.1.1 Erikson's Theory oCP sychoso cial De velopment
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Erikson 's (1950) theory of peychoeccial development (refer to Appendix A) pre-
sents the view th at identity or personality is shaped by the nature and qual ity of
social relafions esta blished as an individual grows from childhood to old ate. Although
Erikson held that t his development was cont inuous throughout the life of an individual,
he believed that th ere were eight significant conflict s in each individual's life and that
each conflict was associated with a distinct stage of development. In each stage the
conflict had to be dealt with and resolved before an indiv idual could progress to the
next stage. It is the resolution of the conflict in each stage th at ...mt ributes a layer to the
personalit y of the individual. Erikson also held that there was no strict relatio n be tween
the age of an individual and her/his stage of development, despite the chronological
nature of the stages.
In stage 1, t he conflict to be resolved in the healthy personality is "basic t rust versus
basic mistrust". 111 this stage, the child learn s whethe r or not it can rely on its mother
to satis fy its bas ic needs. The sense of trust or mistrust learned at this stage will nffect
all Iurtbe r relatlcnsblps.
"Autonomy versus shame and doubt" is the conflict to be resolved in stage 2. At
this stage a child is physically developed enough to express a will of its own and to
stand on its own two feet . If the parenti ng is strong enough to prevent the child from
needless pain and suffering and loose enough to allow the child to develop a sense <JC
mastery and self-confidence, then autonomy is the result. If the parenti ng errs to either
side oCthe balance, shame and doubt may result, doubt about one's abilities to deal
with the environment and shame Crom the pratfalls oCchildish impulses .
The conflict of "initiative verilusguilt"characterizes stage 3. At this stage the child's
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social relatioWlhave broadened to include siblings and playmates . To the ehild'"ssense
of autonomy has been added an ability for plann ing, in pal'ticular for plmming self-
gratification. Regulating desires so that the child develops a sense oCmoral responsi-
bility is the problem in this stage.
Society's requirement that each member acquire the skills and knowledge needed for
adulthood and to contri bute to the society leads to the problem, in stage 4, oC"industry
versus inferiority ". Either a child att ains a sense of competence by mastering the tasks
of her/h is cult ure's schooling or the child develops a sense oCinCeriority from comparing
hcrscl£/hi mself to the other children who succeed at their tasks.
The fifth sta ge, "iden tity versus rote confusion" , involves an adolescent's search for
a sense of ident ity and self-worth. Role confusion can occur from doub ts about one's
sexual identity but most commonly occurs from an inability to settle on an occupat ional
ident ity or career.
Stage 6, "int imacy versus isolation", is somewhat peredcx iccl in tha t having at-
tained a sense oCidenti ty, the individual is now willing to surrender some of that
identi ty, to fuse it with another in love and intimacy. Isolation occurs if the individual
OUIDotmake that conunitment or if the individual avoids intimacy.
In the seventh stage, "generativity versus stagnat ion", the main concern is with par-
entin g and nurturing the next generation. Generntivit y need not always be concerned
with one's own offspring, but can include wider commi tments to others. A sense of
st agnntion, o( personal impoverishment , leading to self-indulgence occurs when one
docs not make the emot ional investment in that which is being generated.
T he final stage is "ego integrity versus despair". Ego integrit y is obtain ed when the
individual has accepted IUId is sat isfied with her/ his life and its finality. The loea of ego
intcgrity is signified by the fear of death and the despair at t he inevitability of death
that accompanies it.
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(i) Gilligan'. Analysis or tbe Limitations of Er ikson'. Thory ofPsychoao-
elal Development
Gilligan accepts Erikson's theory of psychosocial development as bein& lUI accurate
reRection of the lives orhis male subj ects; she argues agail1!1t its valicllty to represent
the lives of women. In Erikson's chart , identity formation precedes intimacy and gener-
ativi ty, the atages in which close relati oIlShips are developed and extended. Other than
the mst stage (trust versus mistruat) which anchors development in the experience of
relationship, the stages which lead to identity formation emphasize th e completion of
tasks relating to separat ion, individuation, and autonomy. Thus, identity is defined
through the experience of separat ion.
Gilligan argues that this quality or separateness, which she refers to WI a male-voiced
quality, accurate ly reflects the identi ty development of males. For the male subjects in
her studies, identi ty was defined through their careers and achievements rather than
through their attachments to others. In her stud ies of female subjects , however, identity
was defined thro ugh the experience of relationship and connectlcm two qualities which
she refers to as female-voiced qualit ies,
T his unique development of women was later described by Erikson (l 96B) when
he observed tha t their identit y was fused with int imacy in that iney came to dcfinc
themselves through the experience of relationship. Despite this observa tion, Erikson's
devdopmental chart remains unchanged and identity formation is defined through the
male experience of separation. Against this background, the female experience of rela-
tionship and eonneetlon can be misinterpreted as problematic. If females define them-
selves in terms of their relationships 10others, then they can be judged as having
a deficient sense of autonomy. Since autonomy is the crucial element of identi ty in
Erikson's model, women can alsobe construed to be deficient in identi ty development ,
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4.1.2 KohJb erg' l Theory o r Moral D evelop me nt
..
Kohlberg's (l98 J) t heocy of moral development (refer to Appendix B) ill baled on
the clai m that the development. or moral judgemen t h u a na tural progre&.:lion that is
univereel tc all people and to all cultures . TJ-et heory holds t.hat t hisp~ i. a
facet o r human psychology similar to th e growt h or speech ability or ab6tract thinkin&.
These lat ter subjecb ha ve been fertile fields of .tudy by child development psychologists
such 89 Jean Pleget , Th e implication of this assumpt ion is tha t the development of
moral judgement is likewise open to empirical study.
Kohlberg undert ook a longitudinal study of 75 boys over a span of 20 yeera in
order to explore the reasoning used to resolve hypoth etical dilemma's an d how this
reasoning cbange d with age. Despite the many solutions th a.t may have been posited
for th e dilemma's, Kchl berg discerned und erlying pa tt erns oCrea.'IOl:iog. These petterna
were referred to as "st ages" beca use the children's reasoning appe ared to become more
sophist icated with age. 'i'hat is , an individual who reasoned according to the stage 3
patte rn would ha ve pre viously reasoned at stage 2 when younger and at stage 1 when
)'mmgcrltill.
Kohlbcrg's s~cs can be chararterized by four feat ures . First , an individual pro-
gresscs sequentially th rough th e stages. Tha t is, stages can not be jumped. Second,
there is no stri ct correlat ion be t ween age and stage. A younger individual can reason
at a h igher stage than an older individu al. Third , progres s throu gh the stages is not
automat ic. T he reasoning of a m ajority of the eubjecta in Kohlber &'s study leveled off
nt IUl intermedi ate stag e while a minori ty of others reasoned at a higher or lower stage.
Fourt h, th e stage s arc not exclusive, An individual who is described as reasoning at
lL stage 3 level would no t always resolve dilemma's using stage 3 reasoning bu t would
occasionally argu e at stag e 2 or Btage 4.
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Based on his observa tion oC75 American boys, Kohlbe rg con st ructed a theory that
consists of six stages of moral judgement whieh correspo nd wit h three developmental
levels. Level l, which consists of stages l aud 2, is referred to as the Pr econvent ional
Level. At this level, re asoning is governed by physical or hedonis tic consequences rathe r
than by cult ureJ values such as laws an d justice. In stage I, righ t ad ion is determined
by it s physical consequences. One enga ges in right action illorde r to avoid punishment
by those who P0Sl>CSS th e power. In stage 2, right action is determined when it serves
one's own needs and occasionally the needs of others. Qualities such 8.S reciprocity end
fuirnesa which are present at this stage, do not arise out of a sense ofloyaltyor gra tit ude
but ra ther from the egocentric notion t hat kindness will result in their receiving special
favors.
Level 2, which consists of stages 3 and 4, is referred to as the Conventional Level.
At this level, cul tural ideas of goodness and duty become involved in moral reasoning.
In stage 3, right action is determined when it pleases or helps others. The reason
for doing righ t is to be "good" in one's own eyes and in the view of others as one
would want good behavio ur from others if the situation was reve rsed. In stage 4, right
action is determined when it conforms to autho rity and lawso that social order can be
maintained. Laws may only be broken to uphold greater social d uties or rights.
At level 3, t he Postconventional or Principled Level , moral decisions now become
a matter of rights and principles that are agreeable to a ll. III stage 5, right action is
determined when the basic rig hts, val ues and legal ccne rects {i.e., bills of rightll) of a
society are upheld even when t hey conflict with the rules and laws of the group. In stage
6, right action is determined by universal principles of justice -e tbcr than by written
laws. These principles include a primary regard for the value and dignity of &11 human
beings and for the reciprocity and equality of human rights. W hen these principles
conflict with societal laws, one acts in accordance with the universal pri nciples.
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To test (or the universality of these st ages of moral development , Kohlberg under-
took a number of cultur al , social, and religious studies. T he cultural IJtu dies involved
the exploration of moral patten's of reasoning of boys in Malaysia , Taiwan, Mexico,
Turkey, and the Yucatan . Whtle the dilemma's used and the resolutions of these
dilemma's conformed to the culture ~,f the group, Kohlbcrg found that the reasoning of
these male subjects was consistent with the reasoning of his American male population .
The only differencenoted was that the American boys demonstr ated a higher level of
moral development at age 16 than did the boys of other cultures .
The social studies involved ma tching middle-class children with lower-class children
from the United States, Taiwan, and Mexico. Results showed that both classes of
children in each of these three divergent cultures progressed through the same sequence
of moral reasoning but that childre n from the upper -clese progressed faster and far ther
than children from the lower-class.
To investigate whethe r moral reasoning was affected by religion, Kohlberg studied
a group of Roman Cat holics, Protestants, Jews, Moslems, Buddhi sts, and Atbeist8.
Although KohIberg did not elaborate on these studies, he concluded that no important
differencesin moral reasoning arose because of religious affiliation.
While the culturnl, social, and religious studies indicated that individuals progressed
through the stages of moral judgement at varying rates, the pat tern of this sequence
wnsnot significantly affected. T hus, Kohlberg claimed that his stages of .noral thought
had universal application.
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(i) Gilligan's A nalysi s of the Limitations of Kchlbeeg'e Theory of Mora l
Development
Gilligan does not argue agains t the legitimacy of Koblb erg's theory to reflect the
moral development of moles. Indeed, her own study alsofound tha t the moral devel-
opment of men was tied to th" undmtanding of human rights and niles. In addition,
her stud y also provided a more comprehensive overv iew of this male moral i ty of rights
with her descriptions of t he moral dilemma of competing rights which arises for men
and the abstract and formal thought process required for its resolution . Imp licit in this
concept ion of morality, argue s Gill igan, are the male-voleed quelldce of individuation,
separation, and di sten -e. What Gilligan argues a.gainst is the universal applicat ion of
t his morali ty of rights because of a fundamental bias in Koh lberg 's research. This bius
pertains to the exclusion of females and the observat ion of only m ales to inform h it;
t beorr on moral deve lopment.
Gilligan observed that when o n e st ud ies women , a differen t co n cept io n of moral
d e velopm ent emerges. Wit h women, deve lopment is equated with an understanding of
responsibility and relationsh ips rather than with rights and rules. The moral problem
in volves oneofconfl icting respon sibilities ra ther than competing rights and 8. contextual
an d narrative mode of thought, in stead of an abstract and ronnal mode, is required
to resolve the dilemma. Female-voiced qualities such IlS connections and relationships,
in contrast to t he male-voiced qualitie s of individuation, separation, and dis tance, are
im plicit in a moral ity of responsibility.
A morality of rights wi t h its emphasis on separateness emerges with t he study of
me n, A distinctly different moralit y of responsibility with its emphas is on connection
emerges with the study of women. U the model of women's develop ment differs from
th at of men's, as Gilligan argues, chen any study of women whichU8Cl1 the male mood
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for comparison, willli kcly result in erroaeoue conc lusions. Kohlherg & Kr am er (1969)
illustrate the devaluation orwomen's development when compared "Iith the male model
and Br averman (1986) documen ts the harm that can be imposed on women if this model
contin ues to b e considered as the norm.
Kohlbe rg & Kramer ( 1969) maintain tha.t st age 3 of Kohlberg 's theory on moral
development (where good behaviour is equa ted with pleasing ot hers) characterizes 0.
sizeable proporti on oCwomen whereas me n of similar age drop this stage in favor of
ti le higher stages. For th ese researchers, stage 3 morality "is a fun ctional moralit y for
housewives and mothers; i . .dJ not for bu sinessmen and professionals" (p . 108). T hill
implies that wo men will recognize the inadeq uacy of their moral p erspective when they
enter the employment sector and the necessity of progressing to the higher stages where
men p red ominate .
A more se r ious concern about adhering to a male model of development which
cxclcces the experiences of women, is that it imp edes clinicians from understanding the
psychiatric problems common to women. Draverman (1986) docum ents this point . She
mllintai ns tha t the key to underetending female symptom atology is in acknowledging
their so cializat ion experiences and the un ique psychic structure which results from t hese
experiences. In particular, Braverman ar gues that only by acknowledging two eepeete
of this structure, the need to ser ve and th e need to aflUiate, will a clinician be able to
help a woman deal with her problem (s) and facilitate change .
Braverman applies thi s knowledge of a woman's need to serve and need to affiliate
to a si t uat ion where a batter ed woman ret urns to her par tner. Since the need to serve
is the b asic principle in which a woman' s life is organized and her self·worth and self-
esteem are derived from this activity, she must remain affiliated to others . The loss of
n relationship represent s a diminution of self. T herefore, t he return of this woman to a
bntterer eppeera reasonable since it reflect s her need to serve and her need to a.ffiliate
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taken to extreme.
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In contrast, a clinician may view her return as masochistic or pat hological if the
theories relied upon were based on the male experience of separa tion and individua-
tion. Consequently, a clinician may experience anger and frustration wit b her re turn.
However, these feelings may be the result of an impeded undel'lltanding of fcmnle symp-
tomatology which arises Crom the neglect of incorpora ting women's experiences into
developmentol theories.
4.2 Gilligan ' s Stu dies of Human D evelopment
In recognizing the misrepresentation and consequent devaluation of the unique de-
velopment of women because of the masc uline bias contained wit hin psyeholcgicul re-
search, Gilligan includes "the group left out in the construction of theory to call at·
tention to what is missing in its account" (Gilligan, 1982, p. 4). The inclusion of
women, in addit ion to Gilligan's study of men for comparative purP06C8. illumin etce
the unique voice of women in contrndis t inction to the voice of men and prcvidea II.
clearer representation of women's identity formation and moral development.
The three st udies which Gilligan engaged in were a college student study, an abor-
tion decision study, and a rights ~d responsib ilities study. The college student study
involved the random selection of 25 female and male students who had chcsea to take
a course on moral and political choice during their sophomore year. T he students
were interviewed during their senior year at college and then 5 years after graduation.
The interview , which was standard for all three studies, involved questioning partic.
ipants about their concept ions of self and morality and abou t experiences of conflict
and choice. They were also requested to resolve a moral dilemma which Kohlbcrg had
devised during his research on moral deve lopment. The purpose of introducing the
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dilemma, which will be described in depth at a later point , W88 to observe the logic of
conflict resolution.
Th e second etudy, an abortion decieioa study, involved the referral 0{ 29 women
from pregnancy counselling services and abo rtion clinics in a large metropolitan city .
Th ese women were from diverse ethnic backgrounds and social classes, ranged in age
fro m 15 to 33 and were either single , married, or living common-law. Two in terview s
were conducted, one during the fint trim ester when the women were considering their
chcicca and the second at t he end of the year following th e choice. Interviews were
completed for 21 of these women.
Th e third study, the rights and responsibilities study, involved a samp le of females
find males wh o were mat ched for age, social dBSS, oeeu pation , education , and in telli-
gcnce across nine point s in the life cycle: ages 6-9 , 11, 15, 19, 22, 211-27, 35, 45 and
60. Informat ion on concepti ons of self and mo rality, experiences of conflict and choice
and the resolution of a moral dilemma were gathered by interviewing a sam ple of 144
pur t icipan ts or 8 females and 8 males at each point in the life cyde. More intensive
in tervie ws were conducted with a subs ample of 36 par ticipants or 2 females and 2 males
at each.poin t in th e life cycle.
Based on th ese three st udies, Gilligan concluded tha t the voice or world view of
wo men differ ed from that of men. A presentation of th ese qualities asso ciated wi th the
voice of women an d the voice of men will now (allow as well es a di scussion of how
till' theories of psychosocial and moral develop ment as prop osed by Erikson (1950 ) an d
Ko hlberg (19 81) inac curately reflect the female voice.
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4.3 The Female Voice
6.
The voice of women speaks of the importance of relat ionships and ccnaect .iorawith
ot hers. Women ten d to believe that all indi viduals are connec ted to one another end
because of this, th ey tend to live cther'e Iivee till their own. Thia eenee of connectedness
causes women to fed a strong respo nsibility to care for others and to be sens itive to
th eir need s in order that no one experience s distress or feels left out. Women believe
tha t connectlc na must be maintained through concern for others and that when people
ste p cari ng for one another and when 001 nec tions are severed, eggreselcn resu lts. Thi s
aspect of t he female voice is illustrated by th e resear ch of Pollak &: GilligMi (1982).
In th eir study, 50 female and 88 male Harvard University students were asked to
writ e an imaginat ive story to four pictures . Two of these pict ures involved scenes of
affiliation where two ind ividuals were port ra yed in close relatio nship with one anothe r
and two pi ct ures involved scenes of achievement where two individuals were depicted as
being actively involved with their work. Res ults showed th at 22 %of women wrote a t
least one story whi ch contained descriptions of violence but th at upon closer analysis,
the women wrote more violen t stories when shown pictures of achievement t han when
shown pictures depicting scenes of affiliation (16 % versus 6 %).
If fantasies oCviolence are indica tive of th e per ception of danger, th en Cor women,
t he danger describe d in scenes of achievem ent was related to a fear tha t if successful,
they would be isolat ed from othe rs an d left alone. Thus, women perceive danger and it s
resulting violent response to be tied to the fracture of hwnan connect ion. Activities of
care are t hought to sustain relat ionships, p revent iso lation, limi t aggr ession, and make
th e world safe.
The an alysis offered by Pollak and Gilligan to explain women 's violent responses
to scenes of achievement sheds new light on Homer 's (1912) int erpret ati on of women 's
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' 'fear of euecese" in reepcnee to ecale-•..meut sittm tions.
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Horner analyzed the stones of 90 females in response to the verbal lead, "After
lint term finals, Anne finds b-..self at the top of her medical school class" , and the
performance of 30 females in ~hievem.ent situations. She found tha t 65 % of fem ales
provided negative responses to the successful female medical student cue . They as-
societed competence in women with social reject ion, personal or eociet al destruc t ion,
and loss of feminini ty. In the achievement situations, 13 of the 11 females who scored
high ill "feat of succss" did better in a noncompe titive situation than in a mixed -sex
compet itive situation. Twelve of the 13 females who ecored low in "fear of success"
performed at a significantl y higher level in the compet itive situat ion.
Horner interpreted these findings within the framework of an expectancy-value the-
ory of motivation. T his theory holds that anxiety is aroused when nega tive COIlJle·
queucea arc expec ted to follow an action and that this anxiety then serves to supp ress
the action. Horner concluded that the negative reactions or "fear of success" experi-
enced by the female subjects in the flrst study arose because of an expectation t hat
negative consequences would follow competent or successful behaviour since such be-
haviour is conside red inconsistent with femininity. The second study provided evidence
for the second criterion of an expectancy-val ue theory of motivation-that a high level
of anxiety or "fear of success" suppresses achievement mo tivation and inh ibits pe rfor-
The conflict tha t women experienced when faced wit h the likclihood of success can
be inte rpreted d ifferently. Pollak and Gilligan attribute d women's violent respo nses
to scenes of achievement to their fear th at success would sever human connect ions
by setting them apart from others. Th e finding by Homer th at women fear success
because of the negative consequences associated with achievement behaviour may not
reflect their "fear of success" per se but may instead reflect a concern tha t if successful,
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they will be isol at ed or diKonnected from others . By in terpretins wowen ', ru d iona to
achievement ag ainst an undentallding of \be im poriance of conDeCtiolllll in their IiVeII,
the likelihood t hat wom eDwill be judged as inadequate or clevilWt win IJ 80 be red uced.
Their responses appe ar quite rt"Q.8OO.&ble in fisht of this new undentanding cl women '.
development .
T he theme of connecti on dcliceet es a unique developmental pattern with ",g an!.,
to women's identity Iorme t ion . Identity for wo men ilJ fused with intimacy and this
is illustrated by women's responses to a request from G illigan to describe themselves.
Wit hout eXl';eption, al l women described themse lves in the conte xt of a relation ship.
Th ey depicted their ideuti ty In terms of their role as wife, mot her, or lover. Th eir
acade mic and professional careers, while important in their lives, did 1I0t define who
they were. Ins tead, th eir careen were described in a m nnner that brought them into
conne ct ion with others and thereby provided t.hem with the opportunit y to im pnrt
gcc dnese onto others. This is exemplified in th e response of a 27 year old female
medical stu dent.:
I see my self in a nwt uring role, maybe no t right. now, but whene ver that
might be , as a phy lician , as a mot her • .• It 's hard for me to think of myself
withou t t.hinking about. people around me that I' m giving to . (Gilligan ,
1982, p. 158)
Th is conception of identity development where the self is delineated throu gh eon.
nect ion is no t represen ted in Erikson's theo ry of psychosocial developmen t . Insteed, hil
theory defines identity through separation. Whil e stage 1 emphesizce th e importance
of th e mother -child relationship as the basis for a child's later development , st ages
? throu gh 5 em phasize the t heme oCseparation. Thill conceptualizat ion of identi ty
development su bordinat es relat ionshi 'I to the importance of individua tion .
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Gilligan argues t.hat this developmental schema of identity fonna.tlol1 with its em-
phaaia on male-voiced qualities represents the antithesis of womeD', identity develop.
mont. As documented earlier with the research of Pollak & Gilligan (1982), women
view the quest (or autonomy and separation 88 dangerous because of ita allBOciation with
aggression. Relatio nships prevent isolation and mue the world safe. The limitation
of Erikson's theory is ib failure to describe the continuing importance of relationships
and connections in the lives of womenand the progres sionof these reladcnshipa toward
a maturity of interdependence.
An emphasis on connections alsoinfluences the typ e of moral dilemma which arises
for a woman . The dilemma which she confronts is the conflict of responsibility to
oneself and to the other individual. Gilligan observed that in order for this dilemma.to
be resolved, a contextual and narrative mode of though t is required.
A contextual mode of thought implies that a woman explores and understands the
dilemma in terms of the people involved. Her greater orientation towards relationships
and connections prevents her from being able to simply extra ct. th e problem from its
context and resolve it objectively. Rather, emphasis is placed on how the problem, and
any decisions or actions therefrom, affect the part icipants -phyaieally and emotionally
and how it affects the relationships between the par ti cipants. Her tendency to be able
to know anoth er's feelings based on what she would likely feel in the same situation
aids her witb the resolut ion of this dilemma.
The narrative character of a woman's thought involves relating the problem and
its effects D.ll a story. She explains in detail the consequences of an action on each
character in the story. This narra tive character as well as the contextual mode of
thought is beet illustrated in the response of an Ll-yeer-cld female to a moral dilemma
posed by Gilligan in the rights and responsibilities stu dy.
The dilemma. involved a European woman who was dying from an unspecified type
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of cancer and who could onlJ be saved by O"'C dru& (a. form orradium ). Thia drug
could be obtained from ita dieeoverer , the town pha.nnaa&t , but the aaking pri~ wt\t>
ten t imes the amoun t it cost to prod uce the drut. The dying -.oman'. husband, Heinz.
W all unable to afford the dnJg and u ked that the pharmacist reduce ih ecee or M"lUlgc
for payment at a later date. The ph.um.acist reCused to consider either request. Out
of desperation, Heinz broke into the pha.rmaciet', store in order to eteal the drug. The
question posedwas-sbould Heinz steal the drut? (Kohlber g & Kramer. 1969).
In attempting to answer this question, the young girl spoke of the import ance of
maintaini ng the con nection between wife and husband. Because her world WIlS one
of relationships and ccnoectlcne, she reflected on th e pain thnt the woman 's death
would cause for others . From this awareness of the connect ions bet ween people, there
arose a recognition of the responsibility for others. T herefore, she believed that the
pluumacist bad .. res ponsibility to ensure that the connection betweenwife and hnebend
be maintained. Through the process of communication, an llgreement could be worked
out between the pharmacist and the young man 50 that the woman could receive the
medication and thus the connection between wife and husband be sustained. The
resolution of this dilemma refled s a contextual and nanative mode of thought .
The observation that women engage in a contextual and narrative modeof thought
to resolve their principle moral dilemma is significant because Kohlbers 'l lItagel of
morN development do not reflect this unique mode or thought. Rathe r, his develop-
mental char t emphaai aes an abstrac t and formal thinking process that is characteristic
of the male subjects used in his research project.
Gilligan argues t hnt women's mode of thought in contradis tinction to men's fonnal
and abstract mode of thought arises because of a different conceptualizat ion of what
constitutes a morol dilemma. Whereas women define the principle mora.!dilemma as
arising from a problem c.fcare and responsibility in rela tionship s becauseof their greater
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orienta tion towards ec naect-dneee, th e principle moral dil emma for men involves a con-
Rid between the righ ts of individuala because of their proclivity towards eepMaten ess.
Kohlber g's stages of mo ral developme nt reflect a progressive manner of thinking about
and resolving a moral dilemma which is based on this male confli ct of compet ing right s
rat her thun women's moral d ilemma of conflicting te8potl8ibilities. This provides an ex-
planation for why women are often ra ted deficien t in moral devel opment. They seldom
reach the higher abstract stages where relations hips are subordinated to laws ( ~ t f\ge 4)
and laws to principles of justice (stage s 5 and 6) because the thought pr ocess involved
and the moral dilemma from which it arises do not reflect the reality of women's lives.
Bused on the inadequacy of Kohlberg's theor y to represent the moral development
of women, Gilligan co nstructs a developmental chart w hich illustrates the progression
of women's though t and resolu tion to the moral dilemma of conflicting responsi bilities.
Inte restiot;ly, the dist inct mo ral language of women was particularl y revealed with
the abortion decision study , a study which included the participation of only women.
The significance of th is is t ha t if women's moral development is revealed throu gh the
study of female participants, then both Erikson's and Kohlberg' s theories, which were
developed th rough the observation ')f male par ticipants only, more accurately reflect
male rather than female development.
Gilligan's theory of women 's moral development (refer to Appendix C) consists of
th ree stages , with each stage representing a more complex unders tanding of the relation-
ship between self and o ther , and two transit ional phesee which involve a reevalua tion
of the conflict between selfishness and responsibility. A woman 's response to the moral
dilemma of conRicting responsibilities is dependent upon her le vel of development . For
example, a woman who is sit uated in stage I, experiences a sense of powerlessness be-
cause of a feeling of being disconnected from others an d left all al one. T he individual is
ab le only to concentrate on h erself in order to ensure survival. Since self-interest serves
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as the basis {ar judgement, the moral dilemmaof conflicting reepcneibllitiee is resolved
in the best interests of the woman.
A transitional phase {all ows this stage. It is characterized by an enhancement in
self-image, an abili~y to see oneselfas worthy o{social inclusion, and a new awareness
of the connection be tween self and others. Because o{ this sense of connectedness with
others, a. woman recognizes that she has a responsibility not only to herself but also
to others. Therefore, moral judgeme ut which is based solely in the best intercst of the
woman (as in stage 1) is now criticized as being selfish.
Followingthe first transitional phase where egocentric judgement is considered to
be selfish, a second stage arises where a woman I ) W excludes herself in the service
of others since payiog attention to her own needs is considered selfish. Sell-worth
and morality are measured by her ability to protect and care forot hers. Although a
woman in this stage possessessomewhat of an enhanced self-lrauge in comparison to
the individual in stage 1, mainly because of the satisfaction derived from imparting
geodneea onto othe rs , there still rcmaiua u sense or powerlessness and wcethleeeucee.
This poor self-image, along with the paralyzing injunction never to inflict burt upon
another, imposes deference upon the woman. A woman in thi. stage does not listen
to her own inner voice but instead defers to others on whose acceptance and approval
she depends upon. Based on the exclusion of self which characterizes this stage, the
moral dilemma of conflicting responsibilities is resolved by sacrificing her own neerls
and wishes in favor o{ the other.
The logic of self-sacrifice and the psychologicalproblema created by it are ecknowl-
edged during the second transitional phaseora woman's moral development. Because
of an increased sense of power and self-worth, a woman begins to reject her depen-
dency on others to make decillionsfor herself. She also beglne to question whether it is
moral or immoral, selfish or responsible to include her own needs and still be a caring
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Individual. But in the end, this concern with selfishness yields to 3. concern about the
rculity of her sit uation end abou t the consequences of her decision.
Stag e 3 is reached when a woman rejects th e conventi onal feminine self which is
characterized by such qualities 88 sell-sacrifice, dependence, and passivity. There is
l.to new awareness of responsibility to herself and an acceptance that her needs are
cqually ea imp ortant a.q others. This sta ge involves an emphasis on self-determinat ion
and a more m ature unde rutandi ng of relationship s and corwections to others. This
understanding involves an awareness of the inter dependence of individuals and the
acknowledgement that she is unable to care for oth ers if she does not first take care of
herself. The mo ral dilcnuna of conflicting responsibilities to self or to other is resolved
by weighing th e consequences of the pot ential action on both part ies and accept ing
rC'! '~ tnsibility for the cho ice.
Th ese stages of moral development illuminate the close tie which exists between
the con ceptions women have of self and morality. Both are entwined in 8. developm ent
lIlat is anchored to the importanc e of relationships that progress toward a maturit y
of interdependence. Based on th is observation, Gilligan extends her sta ges )f moral
development to encompass the i_1,entity development of women.
Based on the analysis cont ained within this se ction, the female voice can be identi-
fied by the following: an emphas is on the import ance of relationships and connect ions
and an emphasis onsubjective, qualitative, conte xt ual, narr ative, caring, an d empathic
qualit ies. The female voice in social work would be evident if there werean emphasis on
the psychot hera peutic value of a. caring relation~hip betwee n therapist and client that
maintains the connectedness between the two, an emphasis on th e cont extual nat ure
(rcln.lionships, social s t ructures) of women's prob lems, and a cari ng, empathic, and
narrnbive approach 10 problem resolution .
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In contrast to the emphasis women place on connections and relationships, the
voice of men speaks of eepereteneee from others. Their orienta tion is towards autonomy,
independence, and dis tancewhich they protect by limiting their intedere ncewith others
because they also do not wish to be interfered with. It is this sense of autonomy end
independence which creates a fccliug of aafety for men. This 8Elptd of the male voice
is supported by again referring to the research of Pollak & Gilligan (1982).
These researchers requested from their sample of 50 fcmale and 88 male Harvard
University st udents that they write an imaginative story to four pictures, two of which
depicted scenes of affiliation and twoof which involvedachievement situations. Resulta
showed that 51 % of the male subjects and 22 % of the femnle subjects wrote at
least one story which contained descriptions of violence but th at a significantly greeter
number of mele than female subjects (25 % versus 6 %) wrote violent stories when
shown pictures depicting scenes of afflllaticn than when shown pictures of achievement
(6.8 % versus 16 %).
If aggression is perceived as a response to danger, thea the danger described by
men in scenes featuring affiliation or intimacy, was a danger of being entrapped or
betra yed, of being smothered in a relat ionship or humiliated by rejection. Achievement
situat ions, which threaten to sever connections for women, esta blish clear boundaries
for men, protect their need for separation, limit ap;gresslon, and appear eerc.
T he research of Pollak 8£Gilligan, which links men's feelings of safety in competi-
tive achievement situatio ns to thcir oricntatio n towards separa tion, challengesHorncr's
(1972) explanation for men's react ions to achievement situat ions.
Horner found that 90 %of the 88 male subjects wrote positive etori ee in response
to the verbal lead, "After first term finals, Jobn finds himself at the top of his medical
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school" and t hat "moat" of those male subjects who scored low in "fear of success"
( two-thirds of a samp le of 30) periormed better under a competitive than nonecmpet-
it ive achievement sit uation. Homer reasoned th at these findings could be explained
within the framework of an expec tancy-value theory of motivation . This theo ry bolds
that when negative consequences are expected to follow an action , an xiety is aroused .
T his anxie ty in turn suppresses the action . Since the expression of compete ncy and
st rong achievement motiva tion is consistent with mas culine sex-role behaviour , Horner
reasoned that the male subjects in her first study displayed a low level of an xiety or
"fcur of success" with the successful male medical student cue because they did not ex
pect negat ive consequences to Collow. Home r 's second study illustrat es that a low "fear
of success" in contras t to a high "fear of success" is correlate d with high er achievement
motivation and performance . Since competence, intellectual achievement , and compet-
it ive beha viour are inconsistent with feminin e sex-role behaviour, Horner no ted that
t he anxiety or "fear of success" which was arou sed for the female subjects in achieve-
ment situat ions and which the n serv ed to inhibit perfonnance (and discussed earlier)
W~ related to t heir fear th at sucess would threate n their femi ninit y or would serve as
th e basis for rer-ding them socially.
The more positi ve response of men to achievement situatio ns can be interpreted
differently in light of the research of Pollak & Gilligan (1982). They argued that men
ex perience a feeling of safet y with separation. Therefore, th e sig.J ficantly lower levels
of anxiety or "Cear of success" demonstr ate d by the male subjects in Horner 's studies
m ay not reflect a tendency toward s low "fear of success" per se but rather reflect
t heir comfort with the dist ance an d separ ateness qualities of role-b ound compe titive
situa tions .
The male orient ati on towar ds separation delinea tes a pa tte rn of identity forma tion
which is dist inctly different from t hat of women . Whereas th e iden tit y of women
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is fused with intimacy and defined in relatlcoshlps and connect ions, the identity of
men precedes intimacy and is defined.in separati on. In response to Il. request {rom
Gilligan to describe themselves, men spoke of their achievements and ambitioWlrather
than attachments to oth ers. Althou gh some men ' \ briefly refer to the existence of
importan t relationships, no parti cular person or relationship was identified and their
descripti ons of sel! soon ret urned to their great idees or need for achievement . This is
exemplified in tbe response of a YOUDg in tern :
I think I like people a lot and I like liking people.. . . 1 think I am a litt le
lost, not ading qui te like I am inspired-whethe r it is just a question of lock
of inspiration, I don 't know- but not accomplishing things, not achieving
things. • . .1 have great ideas . .. but I can't imngine me in them. (Gilligan,
1982, p. 162- 3)
Separa tion therefore, seeures the identity of men th rough the activit ies of work
and achievement. But t he price for this separa tion, argues Gilligan, is a feeling of
isolation which call harden into indifference or lack of concern for ot hers. Intimacy is
t he trans formative experience for men which brings the self back in to connection with
ot hers and enab les men to experie nce the effects of an act ion on others n.'i well as on
t hemselves. This sequent ial orderi ng of identity and intimacy noted by Gilligan in t he
developmen t of men, is in sharp cont rast to the development of women where their
orientation towar ds connectedness delineates an i~entity that is fused with intimacy.
Hence, Erikson's model of psychosocial development where identi ty is formed through
stages of increasing autonomy prior to int imacy, more accurately reflects the male
rath er than female patt ern of iden tity development .
The male orien tation towards separa tion also Influences the type of moral dilemma
which arises for men. w bereee t he basic moral dilemma for women is the confl.idiug
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responsibility between self and other because of their greate r orientat ion towards con-
nectedness, the moral dilemma which arises for men is the compet ing righ ts between
individuals beeauae of their greater orientation towards separa tion. Gilligan observed
Lhat in order for a dilemma of competing rights to be resolved, an abs tract and formal
mode of thought was required.
The abstract character of men's mode of thought implies that dilemma's are ana-
lyzed end reduced to principles or rights. These principles or rights, rath er than the
effects of an uctiou on the individuals inv...lved in the dilemma, serve as the basis for
judgement.
Once the dilemma is abstr acted, the formal nat ure of men's mode of thought is then
displayed. T his involves establishing a hierarchal ordering of the prinelplea or rights
and then applying the laws of logic in order to ascertai n which principle or right will
prevail. Th is abst ract and formal mode of thought is best illustrated by reviewing the
response of an ll-year-old boy in th e rights and responsibilities stu dy to the "Heinz"
moral dilemma.
T he young boy constructed t.he dilemma as a conflict between the right to life and
the right to property. There was a hierarchal ordering of these rights and the boy
concluded that Heinz would be justified in stealing the drug for his ill wife because the
right to life superseded the right to proper ty. If stealing the drug did present problems,
the law would mediate the dispu te.
This young boy did not see the world as being comprised of relati onships but of
people standing alone. Resolution of the dilemma did not involve an analy sis of how
the action of stealing the drug would effect the connection between wife and husband
as it did for the Lf-year-cld girl. Ra ther , the moral dilemma was se t up as a math-
ematical problem and the solution was ratl cnally deduced. The situat ion was viewed
impersonally in tha t stealing the drug would enable the husband to avoid th e possibility
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of an emotioDBlconfrontation with the pharmacist and the law, rathd' than perllonal
communication, would resolve any dispute. In tbis WilY, the problem was abatractcd
Irom ita context and the logic of fairness provided an objective way to resolve the dis-
pute. In contrast to the contextu al and narrative mode of ,:onfl.ict resolut ion common
to females, the fonn of conBict resolution exhibited by this boy was more abf;trnd,
formal, logical and objective.
The response of this young boy to the "Heinz" dilemma reflects a stage 4 "low-and-
order" orientation if Kohlberg's theory on moral development were applied. There WiUI
an emphasis on higher authority and the law being used to maintai n social order. His
permission for Heinz to steal the drug also demonstrates an understanding that societal
laws ran be broken when they conflict with other social rights such as the right to life.
In contrast, the response of the Ll-year-old girl to the same dilemma.would rate a full
stage lower than the boy's response. Her response rcfl,'cts a stage 3 "interpersonal
concordance or good boy • nice girl" orientatio n where right act ion is dependent upon
helping others. She considered neither property nor law in resolving the di lemma but
rathe r emphasized the necessity for the pharmacist to help Heinz and his wife so that
the connection between the two could be maintained. However , this response ari~Cli
from a different conception of what constitutes the moral dilemma. For this girl, the
dilemma involves relationships and an emphaeia on the ability to care. It docs net
involve a problem with competing rights or the use of law uad authority to resolve
the prob lem. Further, her orienta tion to connections and relationships gives rise to a
contextual and narrative mode of thinking rather than the abstract and formal thinking
that is required to resolve a dilemma based on competing rights. For these reasons,
it is not nppropriate to rate her on Kohlberg'e scale of moral development because
it is based on the male conception of morality and requires an abstract, formal, and
ded uctive mode of thought to resolve the moral dilemma of competing rights . This
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girl does pceeese a IlOphisticated understandi ng of the natu re of choice, as does the
boy. They however, display different understandings of morality and different modes
of thought .
Based on the analysis contained within this section, the male voice can be identified
by the following: distant (separate), formal, ra tional, logical, abstr act, quanti tative,
and object ive qualities. The male voice would be evident in social work when the rele-
tlonship bet ween worker and clieut were distant and fonn al (as i3 tbe case when "con-
tracts" are used, since boundaries between worker and client are established through
the explicat ion of rights and responsibilities, and through the delineation of length of
service), when behaviour is investigated objectively using quant ita tive approaches such
M single-case designs, and when problem resolution is pursued in an abst ract, ra tional,
and logical manner (as is the case where the problem is isolated from the interpersonal
situation).
4 .5 Surnma ry
Based on a belief that developmental theories aid not adequately port ray the expcri-
ences of women beeanre of the masculine bias contained with the psychological research,
Gilligan (1982) underccok three studies which included the participat ion of women, in
order to provide an expanded conception of human development and women's identity
and moral development ill particular. T't e differences recorded in the ident ity formation
nnd moral development of her female and male subjects were associated with female
and male voices. While Gilligan claimed that these voices were characteri zed by theme
ruther than by sex, she consistently observed that the women and men in her studies
spoke in distinctly different voices which were characterized by unique qualities.
Gilligan reports that in her study of women, an ' orientation towards connections
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and relerlcuships emerges. In her stud y of men, an orientat ion towarda sepBlatioll
emerges. Thi s proclivi ty towards connectedness in women end eeperete uese in men,
delineates un ique developmental pa t terns in ident ity fonnation , influences the type of
n., 'a! dilemma which ar ises, and results in distinct modes of thought .
Gilligan observed tha t for women, ident ity formation iMfused with int imncy end de-
filled in conncetion and relati onship. With men, identi ty fonu ation precedes intimacy
and separ at.ion secures their ident itr through work and achievement . This eequentiel
orderi ng of idl lti ty and intimacy noted in the development of men where identi ty is
defined in separation, accurately reflects Erikson's model of psychosocial development .
In Erikson's model, identity format ion precedes intimacy and the steps leading to the
formation of an identity require the complet ion of t asks relat ing to separation , individ-
uation, an d autonomy. The significance of Gilligan's finding is tha t Erikson 's model
of identi ty formati on represents the anti th esis of women's development an d can only
accurately portray the development of men.
An orien tation towards connection gives rise to a specific moral dilemma. For
women, this dilemma involves the conflicting responsibility to self or to the othe r in-
dividual. Gilligan noted that in order to resolve this dilemma of conflicting respcu-
sibilit ies, a contextual and narr at ive mode of thought is required. In cont rast, the
moral dilemma which confronts men is the competing rights or individuals because of
thei r orientation towar ds separateness and distance. To resolve Il. dilemma baae d Oil
compet ing rights, an abstract and formal mode of thought is required .
The finding that women and men differ in the ir understan ding of moralit y an d
possess different modes of thought consistent with an orientation towar ds connectedness
or aeperateneea is significan t because I<ohlberg's theory of moral de..clopment is based
on th e male conception of morality an d requires an abstr act an d f" ,.. ~e of thought
to resolve the male conftiet or compet ing rights. Kohlbcrg's theory , th crefore, rep rescnh
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the antithesi s of women's development but accurately portrays the development of men.
Based on the inadequacy of both Kohlberg's and Erikson's theories to represent the
development of women, Gilligan constructs an alternative sequence for the development
of women's moral judgementa and identity.
Gilligan IlMOciatea the development of women with the female voice and the devel-
opu.ent of men with the male voice. The female voice is characterized by IIUbjective,
qualitetl vc, contextual, narra tive, caring, empathic, and connectedness qualities. In
coutrust , the male voice b characterized by objective, quautitative, abstrac t, formal,
logical, rati onal, and separa teness qualities. In the following section, the significence
of this finding to Davis' analysis of the rift is examined.
4.6 T he Application of "Voice" in Analyzing the Rift
As previously discussed, Davis established that the views of women predominate
in practice and that the views of men predominate in academia. This finding Ial-
filled Davis' first criterion for conceptualizing the rift as a female-male dichotomy.
Gilligan's finding that women and men possess differing world views or voices fulfills
the second criterion in that it establishes that the view.. of practitioners (composed
primarily of women} are female voiced and differ from the male-voiced views of ace-
dcmicians/ rcsearchers (composed primarily of men). For Davis, the rift represents a
conflict between female-voiced pra ctitioners and male-voiced academician/teiearchers
over the use of the mule-voiced pract ice model, empirical clinical practice .
The voice of empirical clinical practice can be ascertained from the elements and
logic of the scientific method which underlie it. The scientific method's approac h to
problem resolution involvesabt~ractjng the problem from its coutext, assigning a hler-
nrchel ordering to the abstracted elements (i.e. dividing and quantifying the elements
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into dependent and independent variables), and applying fonnal rational logic to exam-
ine the rela.tionship between these verieblee. This approach to problem-solving was also
demonstra ted by the young boy in Gilligan's rights and rosponalbilltlea study (outlined
in Section 4.4) in resolving the "Heinz" moral dilemma. The qualities of abstract ion
and formnl logic, charecterieed by Gilligan as male-voiced qualities, are implicit ill
Kohlberg's (1981) stages of moral development . As Gilligll.O has noteJ , Kohlbcrg's
stages of moral development more accurat ely reflect the development of men th an
women since only male subjects were used to inform his developmental theory. Since
the qualitie s of abstraction and formal logic are implicit with the scientific meth od and
chnracterize the male subjects in Gilligan' s and Kohlherg's research, it can be reDSOned
that the scientific method and its specific social work Iorm , empirical clinical practi ce,
is male voiced. More extensive argumen ts correlat ing th e scient ific method with the
male voice are provided in the following chapter.
An analysillof the arguments utilized by practlt ioaera and academicisus/re searchcfl:I
to oppose or support scientifically b8.'ICd prac tice in social work (and presented ill
Chapter 2) provides evidence for Davis' position tha t the rift represents I:l. fundamen-
tal conAict between the distinct female-voiced views of prac titioners and the distin ct
male-voiced views of~ademicians/researchel'll. For example, t he faction composed pri -
marily of prac ti tioners who oppose the use of an empiricn.l clinicn.l precti-e displll.ythe
qualities of the female voice in what they dislike about the scientific meth od and in
wha.t the:: would prefer social work practice to be . Saleeby (1979) argued tha t the use
of the scientific method in social work practice creates a distant, formal, and bicrer chel
relationship between worker and client and that the interp ersonal power bes towed upon
the worker could result in "one-aided, skilled manipu lation of human beings" (p. 269).
Brenn an (1972) spoke of the inappropriateness of abstracting a client's problem from
its context since the problems social worker's address are too complex to be capt ured
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by scientific methodo logy. Imre (1984) further adds that abstraction (separation from
context) can oversimplify a situa.tion and prevent effective aide from being delivered.
What is par ticularly evident with these arguments is the dislike of the impersonal ,
distant , and abstract qualities of the scientific method. These qunlities which char-
eetedac the scicntific method reflect male-voice qualities. This faction which opposes
the use of scient ifically based lIOeialwork prac tice prcpceee qualitol.tiveapproache s as a
more appropriate means for studying the complex human problems confronting Badal
workers. Qualitativ e research methodologies reflect the female voice in that the theme
of connectedness is manifest ed in the egalitar ian relati onship between worker and client
and client 's problems are not abst racted from their context . The relationship between
qualita.t ive research methodologies and the female voice is expanded upon in Chap ter
5.
The fact ion composed primarily of academicians/researchers who suppor t the use
of scientifically based social work practice display the male voice in how they seek to
demonstrate casework effectiveness. For this faction , eft'edivenCS9 is evaluated by mea-
silting or quan tifying changes in specificbehaviours which are assumed to be the resul t
of the probl em being studied. Proof of effectiveness is deduced from the mathematical
relationship of the measured data. As noted by Gilligan and Kohlber g, problem sclv-
ing that uses an abstract, formal and quantitative mode of thought is characteristic of
men. This faction espouses the scientific method because it encompasses (as discussed
above) these male-voiced elements .
The central elements in Dlwis' analysis of the rift between social work practitioners
and social work academicians/researchers are the dominance of each domain by one
sex and the existence of a distinct view or voice {or ea.cbsex. As noted in Chapter 3,
there is also a sir ",;fleant minority of the other sex in eachdomain. Davis holds that
til(' cffect of these minorit ies is reduced by the existence of mechenisma which suppr ess
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the voice of th ese min oritiell. These mechanisms and how they llCrVc to perpet uate the
rift will be examined in the followin.& chapter .
Chapter 5
Facto r. Maintaining th e Rift
Davis (1985) maintains in her analysis of the rift between social work practitioners
and social work a.cademicians/researchers that practice is characterized by the female
voice and academia by the male voice. As documented in Chapter 3, a large minority of
men occupy direct pract ice positions despite its characterization as female voiced and,
conversely, a large minority of women occupy social work academic pcaitlcna despite
its characterization as male voiced. Approximately 25 %of practitioners are men and
approximately 40 % of academicians are women. Since men predominantly speak in
a male voice and women in a female voice (Gilligan, 1982), this raises the question of
whether minority-voiced members of a field are infiuenced by the dominant voice of the
majority.
Davis (1985) holds that in academia, there are mechanisms which suppress the fe-
male voice in female minority members and encourage their adoption of the dominant
male voice. However, Davis does not in turn explore how the male voice is suppressed
in male minority members in practice . Davis "suspects" that the inherent world view
of male practitioners can be characterized as female but does not investigate th is aa-
sump tloa. This unexplained mechanism in practice which suppresses the male voice in
male practitioners and results in their ut ilizing the female voice, and the mechanisms
in academia which suppress the female voice in female academicians and encourage
thei r adoption of the male voice, function to perpetuate the rift between Iemele-voiced
practice and male-voiced academia. While Davis does not explore these rr.echanisms in
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dept h, this chapter supp lies the backl';round necessary for an analyBmof her argwnents
on the assimilation of minority voiced members of a domain.
In the first of the following eecucce, the mechanisms for the eeslmllat lon of female
minority members in academia are examined. The second section explores why malo
pra.ctitionen may be inherently female.voiced ll.8 argued by Devls. In the thi rd end
concluding eectica, a Bumnlary of the main points of this chapter is provided.
5.1 The Suppressio n or The Femal e Voice In Female Social Work Ac a-
d emicia ns
Davis argues tha t there are two mechanisms by which the female voice is suppressed
in female social work academicians. The first mechanism is the academic institut ion.
In particu lar, a number of facets of the institution serve to suppress this voice. First,
schools of social work have adopted the academic reward system which rewards the
possession of a doctoral degree and the publication of research with promotion and
tenure. Second, schools of social work have also adopted the academic research model
which emphasizes the use of quant itative rather than qualitative methodology. T hird,
quant itative methodo logy, as Davis argues, is more consonant with the male voice
whereas qualitat ive methodology is more consonant with the female voice. Therefore,
for women to be rewarded with promotion and tenure, they must obtai n doctoral
degrees and publish research. Since it iQ primarily quant itat ive research fot which
doctorates are awarded and which is published, women must adopt the male model of
knowledge developmcne-e-quantitetive methodology-if they are to achieve success ill
social work academia. Through this process of rewarding the male voice with high rank
and status, the academic inst itution is instrumental in suppressing the voiceof women.
As II. consequence of the necessity for women to adopt the male voice, a distrWlt
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of th e Iemele voice ariaea. TWa diJtrust or the remale voice, which de6nelI the second
mechanis m, leads to the c:onsciOUll or uaccaed cue decision by female-voiced academi·
cians to adopt Uiemaleyoke elnee the femalevoice iI nei ther valued oar reward ed in
I.Ctldemia.
In the fust of the folk'1II'in~ 8ublectiOllll, the fa.oets of the ac&demic ulltituoon which
are inst rume ntal in lUpf'fCIlling the female voice, will be present ed. T he second sub-
section involves an examination of th e process by which obtai nin&a doctoral degree
and pub lishing research encou ragell the use of th e male voice. Th e discouragement of
the female voice in acade mia, and the dist rust that thi s engenders, is examined in the
final subsection.
5.1.1 Th e A cademic Ins tit ut ion
(i) The Ac a demi c Reward Syst em
Academia is a masculine domai n, whether in Canad a , the United St at.el, Bri t ain,
the Soviet Union , or elsewhere. Seyeral authors (ceeee, 1981; Fi nkelatein, 1987; Hornig,
1915) h~ve documented the ex ten t to which men dominate acade~a.. Their rev iew of
the research reveals that: men 8lC overrepresented in faculty positions; an : ecne en.
tr&l:ed heavily in the highest teuhing n.nh such u full and associate profeuor; are
dispropo rtionately represented in administ r&l:ioD; are more likely than women to hold
a doctoral degree and att3in tenure; are liv en lighter teaching loads which rel ul h in
more time Corresearch a nd the increased probab ility for pub lk nt ion; &Ild are paid more
thun women with "equivalent qualification s.
Ast in & Bayer (1912) argue th at this inequalit y between women end men in academi a
is crea ted and perp etuated, in part, by an academi c reward system that was estab lished
by men and whichis "biased toward beh aviors an d activi ti~ exhi bited more often by
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men than women" (p. 101). Thill conclusion was beeed on .their ana!ymlof da.ta eel-
leeted on 3,438 female and 3,454 male facul ty respoo.denl.Jby the Carnegi e Commiuion
on Higher Ed ueat m in eoo.jun ction with the Officeof Rc:eearchof the Amt'rican Coun-
cil on Education in Spri~ ::.'69. It was found that the tYlOIDOlIt air;nifica.nt predicton
of high rank were t he poaeuion oC• doc tora te aud high product ivity as measured by
articles published. Th c most significan t fact« in !ainicg t enure 'was rank. Therefore,
the possession of a docto rate and hi&h p ublication productivit y, whichmen possess to
a lerge r extent than women, means that men are rewarded in academi a more th an ar e
women. Hwomen arc to eueeeed in acade mia, t hey must ou tai n doctora tes and engage
in research since "rewards go primarily to those women who ac cept and share men',
criteria for academic rewards" (p. 101).
T he male-biased acad emic reward system abo defines social work' s criteril1 for pro-
motion and tenure. This i, the conclusion of Millet (1978) who maint ains that :
In the absence or criteria defined by :JOCiaI work ed ucation as relevan t to
the education of its studenu, it can beexpected tha t llOcial work educators
will bemeasured by crit eri a estab lished by and for the academic disciplines.
Those criteri a lean heavily upon scb~arly reseerca and publication in ref-
er eed journals as evidence of knowledgebu ilding. {p. 76)
Miller found that in a su rvf!)' of 68 eccredl ted gadua te schools of social work in
Canad a and the United Stat es , degreequalifications alon!!:with research an d publicat ion
product ivity were i.mport ant factors for promotion into high ranking teaching posiuons
end for tbe attai nment or ten ure. For exam ple at the assi stan t professor level, Miller
found that 38 %of the 68 resp onding schools required a doctora te while other schools
encour aged 8SSistan t pr ofessors to have a doctorate in prcgreee or en expressed int erest
or cal.ability in reeeerch .
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At.the associa.l.e professor level, 63 %of the 68 respondiD!: xhools required a doctor-
ate or one well in progrese, and more than 29 %of IChoo1I emphuized the nec:euity (or
researchand publication. Also men tiooed frequently was the desir ability for creat ive
potential an<lfor resional recognit ion.
At t.he fun prorC8llOt level, 70 % or 48 of the 68 BChool3 which res ponded required
a dcctoret e, Emphasized frequently were substantial rceean:h or pu blication, nal w,nal
recogni tion, and ext ensive contributiOD to t.he schooland university.
Requiremen ts for tenure were similar to those of the associate and full professor.
Emphasis was placed on t he possession of a doctor at e, I\.lI well as eubetentinl research
and pub lications.
Miller's study demonstrates the importance of research, pub licatio n pro ductivity,
and the possession of e doctorate in dete nn ining academ ic success in social work. As
male social work facuity publish more ·:s.an th eir female coun terpar ts (Kirk &: Rosen-
blat t , 1980, 1984) and are t wice as likely to possess a dceto rete (Gould, 1919; Crip lon,
1914; Rubi n &:Whi tcomb, 1978), this implies that in lIOcial work, as in academia, the
reward of high posit ion an d stat us willl!:O to t hose women who emulate the bebavioun
of men.
( ii) T he E m pir ical R esear ch Model in U niversi ty
In addi tion to acceptin&tbe acad emic crit eria for promot ion and tenure, schools of
eociel work since the 1950', have increasingly edcpted the empirical model of research.
Currently, "In t ht; univer sity th e research model of the sciences dominates. Research
interests of social work faculty tend to refled the eclenee model . . . .. (Austin, 1978, p.
159). In th e science model, quan ti tative reeeerch is emp hasized.
This interest in empirical research in social work appears to correspond with the
increased proport ion of men in the profession since the 1950's . A study by Tripodi
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(1984) found that social work researchers have been engagiLg in empirical research to
a greater extent since tlUl.ttime.
Tripodi surveyed six social work journals from 1956 to 1980 to invest igate the pro-
porti on or empirical and nonempirical research art icles. He found that the percentag e
of publi shed arti cles that were concerned with research had almost doubled during the
survey period. The percentage had incr eased from 13.8 % in 1956--60 to 26.9 % in
1976-80. Over the eeme time span, the percentage of empirical research articles had
almost tripled. In 1956-60, 7.0 % of published articles were devoted to empirical re-
search and the percentage in 1976-80 was 19.1 %. The percentage of journal art icles
reporting noncmpirical research hOO also increased though not ee dr8IJlatically as the
percentage of empirical research articles . In 19.5~O, 6.8 % of articles contained with in
the six social work journals were devoted to nonempirical research and by 1976-80.
7.8 % of social work art icles contained nonempirical research. These figures indicate
that research has become increasingly important to social work and that the primar)'
form of that research is quant ita tive,
A further consequence of having adopted the academic ,reselU'(;b model is'tha t the
docto ral program is alsoresearch oriented. Since quantitative methodology is the dom-
inant mode of knowledge development in social work academia, it also dominate s the
social work doc toral program. To obtain a doctor ate, an individual mus t therefore
demonstrate substantial competence in quantitative research . Further, an individual
tr ained in quantitative rC5ClU'(;b and employed in a milieu such 8S the university where
quantitative research is the nonn, is unlikely to publish any othe r research other than
quantitative.
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Associating research methodology with maacufine or feminine characteristics is not
original. Carlson (1972) (or example. analyzed the differences between quant itative
and qualitative methodology by drawing on two concepts introduced by Balcan (1960) .
Bakan used the concepts "agency" and "commucioe" to characterise t he wnflil'.tual
tende ncies that e:cist within all organisms. He maintained tha t "Agency mani fests
itself in the formation of separatiollB; communion in t he lack of separ ations . Agenq'
mani fests itself in isolation, alienation, and aloneness; communion in contact, openness,
and union " (p. 15). He further adds that "wha t we have been referring to as agency is
more characteristically masculine, and what we have been referring to as communion
is more characteristically feminine" (p. 110).
Using this reasoning, Carlson (1972) postulates that:
curr ent scientific operations (separating, ordering, qUMtifying , menlpulat-
ing, controlling) . . . are "egendc" Ieaturee which research has eleo identified
as distinctively masculine. . . . In contrast, more communal kinds of ecien-
tific inquiry - • . . involve na turalis tic observation, .. . qualitative peuern-
ing of phenomena .. . and greater personal participation of the investigator.
(p.20)
Dav is (1986) ena lyeea the diffe-rences between quantltetive and qualitative research
methodology in terms of gender rather than drawing on Bakao 's (1966) concepts of
"agency" and "communion". She argues that the quantitative methodology espoused
by a.ea.demic institu tions and adopted by schools of eociul work is more co nsonant with
th e male voice. The undervalued end underutilized qualitative met hodology, argul'1l
Davis, is more consonant with the female voice.
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(a) Q uan t it a ti ve Research M et ho d ology aDd the Male Voice
Davis maintains that the predomin ant theme of quanlitatift methodol~ is eep-
IU1ltioo. This theme of aeparalioD is IDBllifested in two fortnA. In the first rorm,the
relat ionship between reeearc.hClan d subject it form al, distant , and hierar ch al. Contnc:t
between rescN'Cher and subjec t follows carefully defined rules. The reeeareber &!Ike
the questions, often remotely t hroua;h questionDaitell, and the lubject supplies the en-
swell . Personal interaction between resear cher and subject is mioimized in a quest for
objectivity.
In th e second form, the sub ject is often separated from her/his conte xt. Research
is oflen conducte d under art ificial condi t ions such as in laboratoti es, and on artifi cial
IIJld con trived situations. A frequen t aim or reeeerch is to eUminat e the context from
the response in order to perm it generaliz at ions.
Quantification is the primary way in which separetlco And conte xt st rip pin g is man-
ifested. Behaviours are reduced to descriptions on a scale and an individual is reduced
to a number on those scales . For example, an individual who feels sad, pessimjstic,
fl\t i&ued, and suicidal is reduced to a num ber on Beck'. (1967) Dep ression Inventory.
Even the responses of an individ ual to questionnairCll are limited to a seledion of qUl\tl.
ti6cd choices . No room is left Co. t he unique individual reepcaee. Reality is reduced to
abstractions-numbers.
Separation is 0.190 implici t in the inherent assumptiow of quant itati ve research.
First , th e focus of quantitative research is on short-term events, or isolated segments
ot longer- term events . This focus eseumes that isolated segments reflect the who le
of the experience. Second, qu anti tative research also IUIsumesthat behav iour~ be
ca tegori zed, broken down end separate d , into ind epend ent and dependent variables.
Reality is reduced to simple relatio nships between these variabl es.
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The purpose of separation in quan titative methodology ill to reduce reality to ab-
st rac tions. The relationship between these abs tractions can then be derived in a formal,
logical, and mathematical manner.
The qualities of separation, abs traction, and the use of formal logic, are implicit in
quantitative methodology and che.raderize the male voice, the predominant voice of
men. Based 00 t his reasoning, Davis concludes tha t quantitative methodology reflects
a male model of knowledge development.
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(b) Qualitative Research Metbodology and the Female Voice
Davis maintains that, in contrast to quantitative methodology, the primary theme
of qualitative method ology is colWection. The theme of connection, as with the theme
of separation in quantitative methodology, is manifested in two forms. In the first
form, connection between the researcher and subject is emphasized. In qualitative
met hodology, the goal of the researcher is to form an egalitarian partnership with the
subject and to become involved with the subject in exploring psychological phenomena.
In the second form, the connection of the subject to herIhis context is emphasi zed.
Iuteraction between researcher and. subject takes place in natural surroundings such as
in the subject's home. The researcher explores the reciprocal relationabip between the
1mbjcct and her /hi s environment and allows for free and unrestricted interaction.
Qualitative approaches to data collection are the primar y way in which connec tion
is manifested . The case study or narrative approa ch, which allows for the full story
of the subject to be told, is the predominant fonn of such data collection. Gilligan
(1982) exemplifies this narrative approach with ber in-depth interviews and drawing of
ccncluaicne based on the th emes beard from the stories of the individuals .
T he qualities of connection , relationship, and of cont extual and narrative though t,
are implicit in qualit ative methodology and charsderlze the female voice, the pre-
dominant voice of women. Based on this reasoning, Davis concludes tha.t qualitative
meth odology more accurately reflects a female rather than male model of knowledge
development.
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5.1.2 The P ro cess of Suppre8sing the Femal e Voice in Female Aeedeml-
dans
In the previous section, facets of i.he academic institution which serve all key com-
ponents in suppressing the femak voice in female social work academicians were iden-
tified. This section examines the process by whichthe reward system, in concert with
the domination of male-voiced quantita tive methodology in academia, ececmptiehee
this suppression.
As documented by Miller (1978), a requirement for achievingsuccess in social work
academia is to obtain a doctoral degree. Doctoral degrees are awarded to those indi-
viduals who demonstra te substantial competence in research. As "research based on
a Cormal scientific investigation model h8Sbecome an essential and centr al element in
social work education" (Austin, 1978, p- 171) this implies that doctoral degrees are
awarded to those who master, in particular, quantitative methodology.
An individual who wishes to pursue qualitative reeeerch iu a doctoral program may
encounter obstacles. First, quantitative methodology is the dominant mode of reeeerch
in schools of social work (Austin, 1978). This means that course work will be directed
at improving quantitative rather than qualitati ve research skills. As well, it may be
difficult to locate supervisors both willing and competent to guide doctoral students
in qualitative research. Second, given the acceptance and adoption of quan titative
methodology by schools of social work, it can beexpected that quantitative methodol-
ogy is the Dorm by which ell research is judged. This quantitative norm iAlikely to be
held by committees of senior faculty who review doctoral propceala and disscrta tions.
Such faculty are predominantly male (CASSW Task Force, 1977; DiNitt o, M81tin &
Harrison, 1984; Gould, 1979; Gripton, 1974; Rubin & Whitcomb, 1978) and can be ex-
peeled to reflect the dominant male voice of social work academia with its predilection
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(or male-voiced quanti ta tive research (Davis , 1986). Thi8 may reeult in quaJita\ive re-
search being judged M inadequate or insufli~ieDt . Given t he existence of these obst acles,
a female doctoral student uaeble or unwilling to ad opt quant ita tive metho dology may
he unlikely to obt ain a doctore te andmay th erefore be at a di8advantage in achieving
high rank and status in social work academi a.
As documented by Miller (1978), a second requirement for achieving success in eo-
cial work ecede mie is to publish, Academics who have bee n trained to use quantitative
methodology for reseerch are unli kely to adopt qualitativ e met hodology wi thout mot i-
vation or reward . Since social work academ ia is male voiced (Da vis, 1985) , motiva tion
or reward is un likely to be for thcoming for those female academician s who employ
female-voiced qualitative methodo logy.
For th ose female faculty members who were tr ained in quali tative methodology as
doctoral stu dcnts or for those in academia who switch to qualitat ive methodo logy, th ere
may be a further obstacle in geUing quali tative researc h published. As documented in
Chapte r 3, 68 %of social.work journal e{\itOrtl and 64 % of editorial board membeee Me
male. Given tha t men predominantly speak in a male voice (Gilligan, 1982) and th at
quantitative methodo logy in soci al work is else male voiced (Davi s, 1986), qualit ativ e
research may not be accepta ble. Since publication is import ant for success , female
ecedemiciene are likely to choose quanti tative methodology 8.'1 it gua:rantees a b ette r
probab ility that their research will be published.
5.1.3 The Di8trust of the Female Voic e by Female Academicians
The paucity of training in female-voiced qualit ative methodo logy and the lack of
rewar d for its use in social work academia, is not without its consequences. Davis
(1985) assert s t hat th e discouragement of the female voice results in female social work
academicians expe riencing distrus t with thei r own inherent voice. This dist rus t in t um,
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serves as a second mechanism for silencing the female voice in these individualll.
Confidence in a eeeeereb methodology arises with an acquired competence in the
use oj' that methodo logy and with the beliefthat the methodology illboth accepted and
valued. These three elements are apparent with male-voiced quanti tative methodology
in academic social work. First , quanti tative methodology is the dominant form of
research in academia and in social work (Austin, 1918). Given it ', dominance and
the emphasis on resear~l in the doctoral program, doctoral students are more likely
to be trai ned for competence in quantitative methodology. Second, the acceptance of
quanti t ' Ive methodology is evidenced by its increaalng dominance in published social
work research. In 195fHi0, 51 % or research articles utilized quantitativ e methodology
and by 1976-80 the percentage had increased to 71 %(Tripodi , 1984). Third, its value
is seen by the weight given to published research and to th e posseaalcn of a doctoral
degree in deciding promotion and tenure {Miller , 1978).
These elements are not evident for Icmale-vclced qualitativ e methodology. First , it
is difficul t to receive training in qualitative research skills at the doctoral level in so-
cial work since the doctoral program emphasizes competence in quantita tive research.
Second, since mastery of qualitative method ology is not also required of the dcctc eel
student, this implies that the qualitat ive research mode is not conaldered Il8 accept.
able or 88 valuable as quanti tative methodology. T hird, the decline in the value and
acceptance of qualitative methodology is refl:ected in the decreasing percentage of re-
search art icles in social work journals utilizing that methodology. In 1956-60, 49 %of
research art icles contained qualitativ e methodology 8.8 compared with 29 %in 1976-80
(Tripodi, 1984). Since quantitative research increased during that time period and
composes 71 % of all research arti cles, th is implies that quantitath-e methodology is
viewed as the preferred mode tor conducting research. Qualitative methodology must
therefore be considered by social work academicians as being a lese uacf'ulor valuable
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mode for conducting research.
It is difficult for women to develop confidence and truflt in a voice that is deval-
UL-d, unrcwarded, and underutilizcd in academia and in schoola of eociel work. When
those in position s of power say that the female voice is wrong, .....omen rome to ques-
tion the normality of their feelings and to alt er th eir judgements in deference to the
opinions of . . . [those in} authority" (Gilligan , 1982, p. 16). Since men predominantly
occupy positions of aut hority in socialwork (CASSW Task Force, 1911j DiNitto , Ms.r-
tin & Harrison , 1984; Gould, 1979; Grip ton, 1914; Rubin & Whitcomb, 1918) female
acad emicians must defer to the voice of their male counterparts.
This deference to m en is not only rooted in women's academic subordination , it is
also rooted in ancient norms which proscribe the improprie ty of an authoritative voice
for women. "The old norms inhibit women from speaking out, quest ioning , challeng-
ing, crit icizing. In sbort , women are supposed to accept whate ver authoritative word is
delivered to them; the y a:re not supposed to raise tbeir voices against authority (Aisen-
berg &: Harrison, 1988, p. 71- 2) . For th ose women who uph old these norms, praise and
approval are bestowed upon them. For those who challenge the norms, resistan ce is
met and a promulgation of negati ve ima ges follow. The result of the old norms and the
resistance encountered by those women who challenge those nOn:D8, are raised doubts,
lowered self-confidence, and a hesitan cy in speaking in their own voice. This hesitancy
or distru st serves as e, force in euppreselng th e female voice in female acad emicians an d
in tu m perpetuates th e dominant male voice in social work.
5.2 Explanations for Pemale-Voieed Male PractitioneMi
Davis (1985) main tains that men in social work who possess a female world view are
more likely to congrega te in direct prac tice than in academia . Although no explanation
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was provided to suppo rt t his aElIIumption, it can be reasoned that one mechanism
responsi ble for this in part , iBsell·ee1ection.
Da.via holds that th e pract ice domain is f,' male voiced and academia, male voiced.
Female-voiced men would appear to choooea c8t'O"'r in dh"C(: t prac t ice 88 it is roJ\llOnl\J1~
wit h thei r world view. Men who were not secure or comrortab le with their career
cholee would likely leave especially given the stereotypical feminine cheru eteristica that
pree tlce is eaecclated with (Bragei' & Michael, 19(9 ) an t! the low prestige lat h g and
deficit in rewards that are eesocieted with an occupation domine.ted by women (Coser,
1981). If the only men entering practice ere themselves female voiced, then this domelu
remains female voiced and the rift wit h male-voiced academia is maintained .
5.3 Su mmary
Davis argues tha t the rift between social work practitioners and social work ece-
demician9/researchers is perpetuated by mechan isms in each domain which suppress
or exclude the voice of the minority members. Davis idl..'ntifies specific mechanisms in
academia but does not ident ify My explicit mechanism in practice.
In academ ia. Davis highlights two mechanisms which serve to suppress the female
voice in female academicians. The first mechanism is the academ ic institution. This
institution rewards the possession of a doctoral degree an d publication of reeesrcb with
promotion and tenure. Male-voiced quantita tive metho dology is the academic model
for research a nd research is the locus of the doctoral program. Since schools of social
work have become incorporat ed into the culture of the academic inst itution, wome~
who wish to succeed in social work academia and who do not already speak in the male
voice r.lust adopt this voice.
The second mechanism ident ified by Davis in academia is the distrust of the female
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voice engen dered in female o.cademiC8.The mal e voice is the o.ccepted voice, t he voice or
a u thority, in academia. Women are trained in university to express them selves in this
voice end discover th at succes s iD.academia is also deoendent upon the me of thUJvoice.
T he lack of reward, devaluation, an d underutilization for female-voiced methodology
in universit y resulh in wom en experiencing a sense of di6truat with their own voice .
This distl"U8tof th e female voice, in concert with women' s &vciallzatron to defer to the
authoritative voice of men, results in women. eonaclouely or uaecaeciouely adopting the
mal e voice in academi a.
Iii cont ras t to her position with reepeet to academia, Davis does not provide any
m echanism in prect.ice which suppresse s the male voi ce in male practitioners or whi ch
enc ourages these men to ad opt the female voice. Her assumption is that men in prec tl ce
tend to maintain an inhere n t fcmnIe world view or voice. T~" '\ppnrent logic for thi s
ass umption is that the male-voiced male would not be attracted to a stereotypicaUy
femal ...profe ssion, whereas th e femal e-voiced male would b e.
Th e argument by Davis that pract ice is a female-voiced d om ain is beeed on the find -
ing that women numerically dominate direct practic e positions (Fanllhel, 1976; Gelbe r,
1973) and on Gillig an's (1982) rese ar ch which indi eetee that women speak in a fe-
mal e voice. Furth er, the vie w held by Davis that male prartitioners ten d to maintain
a female wodd view or voice, oolidi fies the female voice in prac tice. However, Davh l
pr ovldea little evidence of any mechanism in practice that suppresses the male voice
in male (or possibly female ) pract it ioners and encourages th ese ind ividuals to adopt
the female vclee. T his raise s the question of whether a maj ori ty comp osed of women
is su fficient to mairrtain the dominance of the femal e voice in practice in the face of
po ssible t-ressur es to adopt behaviours which reflect the male voice . One source of
pressure could origin ate Irom the educational training of social work pnu::titio nenl by a
male..-lcmi u ated acad emic sys tem. DaviB provides a strong a rgument for th e influen ce
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or aademia 011the voice of female academician&. H would be expeeeed that aademia
would abo ha ve ton:l e ef!'ect 011 the voice o[ graduat.ins m al workers. A IeCOOdeoueee
of plftSlUe could ori p llat.e from BOcia1 work administraUou. The evidence indicates
that men dominate the adminin:ra.t.ive P'JIIitiona in lIOciai wor k prac t i ce (Fans hel, 1976 ;
Gelber, 1973) and p resuma blr 'peak ill a =aie -roice. Sin«: -xi... ...mrkadmi nlstn,..
t iOD exerts & major i08 oenc:e 011praeti Cle, the <m:rTepreM'DtaUoo 01m :' .1 in this domai n
mWit have an inBuenee 011 tho beha vioun of t'emeJe pr adi tiooen. Th eat points willbe
considered in the critique o f Dam ' researc h in Chll.pler 6.
Cha p te r 6
A C r it ique o f Davi.' Analysis of t h e Rift
The concept of "voice" introduced by Carol Gilli gan (198 2) is centl'fll to Dav is '
( 1985) an81ysisof the rift betwee n social work pra.ct itionera B.I1d 80cial work ecedeml-
cians/researchers. The val idi ty of Gilligan 's research, however, has been t he subject
of eouside reble di scussion in tbe litera ture. Attempts have b een mede to verify the
euppcsie ioa tbat women and men differ in their conceptions of mon'l1ity and in h ow
they deal with exp eriences of conflict and ch oice. Wnlker (1984), for example, critically
re viewed 108 stu dies which examined sex differences in moral reasoning. He found
that in only 17 % of the s tudie s re viewed was there a noted difference in t he moral
rcusoning; between female and meke subjcct ll. In severe.l of these s tudies , however ,
Walker loc ated methodclogkcal flaws due pri marily to sex and occupat ional /e ducational
differences being confounded. More recent studies continue to deliv er mixed results.
Fri edman, Robinson & Fn edman (1987) report that in their sample o f 101 pberal arts
and conununit.y college students, fe male and male studen ts possessed highly similw:
patterns of moral reescning, In con t raat, D obrin (1989) rep urt s that in his sample of
11 5 social workers, it was the female rather than male social workers who displayed a
h igh er level of pri ncipled ethical judgement .
While Gilligan's research on voice has not been firmly established. the concept has
raised important p rovocative question, and suggests interesting possibilities in several
di sciplines including social work . As with Davis, this thesis d oes not a tt empt to elItab-
!ish the validity of Gilligan 's work. R ather, the conce pt (If "voice" is considered to have
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h e uristic value in lUlalyzing divisiollll in 80cial work . This is t.he position also taken b y
Rhodes (1985) who draws on voice to analyze the t.wo disti nct app roaches t o ethical
d e cision-maki ng in social work; .ue approach emphasiz ing th e female-voiced quality of
respoll8ibill t)' and the ot he r the mele- velced concern Cor individuo.l rights. T he Iocu e
o f this chapter, th ere/ore, is on _ iog the validi ty of Davi s' applic ation o f voice t o
her analysis of th e ri ft.
In th e firlIk seetlcn of thi s chapter, a critica1anwyllis of Davis' poaition th at men
and the m ale voice domin at e soci al work ec edemie, is presented. This is followed in
the secon d section by a critical analysis of Ds vis' p osition t h at women and t he female
voice domin ate scctel work practice. The t.hird sect ion evalua tes the .atrengt h of Davis'
concllL~ion that th e rift represents a clash between the female world view o r voice of
p ractitioners end t he male wo rld view or vo ice ofacademicians/researchers. A summary
of the main poin ts of this ch apter i s provided in the fourth and concl uding section.
6 . 1 T he Dominati on of the M al e Voice in Sodal W o rk Academ ia
Davis m aintai ns in her amelysis o f the rift that social work academia is dom inated by
the male voice. This position is su bstantia ted with bot h evidence and argument. The
primary evi dence p resented is tho.t men numerically dominate social work academia
(though there is a significan t lemale minori t y), and are dLspro port ion atcly re presented
in p~itioOB of authority within social work ac ademia, and &II editors and editorial board
members o f social work journa ls. D avis also presents an argu ment t h at dtsm ieeeeth e
effec t of th e subs tantial minority o f femal e academics on t he domi nant male voice
of e cedernla. She posits t h at female eeedemlclens do not ebeeeten but raf her adop t
the male voice because of the nature of th e acad emic insti t ution and its reward o f
m al e-voiced research with promotion and t enu re. Her eeeorod ery evidence reftee on the
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dcmlneace of quantitl.tive ree eerch in academic social work end the extent to which
qua ntitativ e approach~s meet GiUiglUl's (1982) criteria for the male voice . Each of
these point s is conside red separately.
6.1 .1 The N umerical Domination orMen In AcademIa
The evid ence presented in Ch apter 3 that men domina-e eoclel work academia and
cont rol the means for disseminating Idees is incontrovertible. Can&d.ian and Unit ed
Sta tca etudiee consistently reveal that: men occ upy approx ima te ly 60 % of all faculty
position s; ar e disproportiona tely rep re sented in th e top, high-atatus administrative
posit ion s su ch as dean /director and associate dean/director; oc cupy th e high ranking
teac hi ng poaitjoua such 8.3 full and esscelat e profe ll8Or; attain te nure in disproportionate
numbers; are more t han twice as likely as w.omen to have acqui red a doctoral degree;
pub lish a disproportionate number of ar ticles in social work journals; and are ever-
r,"::- rese nted as journ al editors an d as journal edit orial bo ard m emb ers. T his evidence
supports Davi s' posi tion th at m en are in the p osition to create B.Dd san ct ion the views
or m eanings in aeade mle eoelal work . If it is ac upted that men p ossess a distinct male
voice , t hen this evide nce imp lie s that the views or voice of social work academia would
be primarily male .
6.1.2 Research in Academia
Through 6D examinat ion of the voice of the two distinct methodologies evident in
academi c research, quali tati ve an d quantitative, Davi s pro vides corroborative evidence
for her position that the male voice is dOmin an t in academi c social work . It was
reas oned tha t if th e m ale voice domin ate s in this dmneln, then th e dominant mode for
cond uct ing research woul d be conson an t with th at voice.
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Davi. eval uated th,. ...salita t ive and quanm.tive metbodolopn for evidence 01the
female or male voice. Tbi. W&II aecOP1pu.hed bJ detenniWng the important char.der .
il ti a of each methodology and ma tchia& these cbaract.erittia with the criteri a nt. b-
liabed by Gilli&aD (1982) Coreach voice. Davi . COAduded that qualltat.ive methodolog'
i. eonsonant with the femal e voice and quantitative methodology with t he mal e voice.
TlWi position ill not on e that has eeoeived at"t ived~t.
The aV8ilable evid ence d ocumented in Chapter 5 iDdic:alell that. q uantit at ivc or
em p ir ical methodo logy is the dominant mod e for conducti o,; fellmfCh in lIOcial work
although qualitative methodology does constitute ... eip;nifk an t minority fXpublished
resear ch . The dominanc e of a male-voiced methodol ogy . ugg eBU tha.t the d ominant
vlewe or meanin g, ( for whic h men are in the more f llvourabl e posit ion to creat e end
sanction in academic social wor k) reflect the mal e voice. T hill domin at io n of q unnlita-
tlve research supp ort s Davis ' positio n that academia ill predominately male vo iced.
The exis tence of a .ignlficnn t amount of female-voiced qual itative rescercb, in eocial
work journals, albeit dcereasing relative to th e am ount of male-voiced quan t itative
research , ra.isee a Dum ber or qllest iona . Does t he dec:reuing percentage doqualitative
research publlahed since the 1950'. by !IOcialWOf&academician., aod noted in Chapter
5, reflect the iocreaai ng percentage or men in &Ocial work aca.demi ..? The an_er i .
unclear, althou&b the concept of "voice- woul d imply that thi. ia 10. Or, deee the
decreasing per centage of qualita tive reeeerch re Bect, aa poin~ o ut by Tripodi (1984),
the in c:reasing number or 8OC:ial wor k doctoral programs whic h emph asize empirical
rese ar ch? A pert inent qu estion that can be answered i. whether t beee is BD:ycotTelalion
be tween one's sex and the type of research one publl.hetl.
T he concept of "voice" would suggut t hat IlIl analysis of p ublicat ion s b:y eex of
researche r an d methodology utiUzed would reveal differences be tween female and male
BOciai wor k ec edeml ciea s. A eigomc3.nt preference by women aa compared with weD
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for qua litative research, or for less scientificall y sophisticat ed or more statistically de-
scriptive quanti tat ive reeeercb, would provide eome evidence for eacheex p09ge88ing a
distinct voice. One confounding factor of such an analysia is, as Da via maintains is the
case, th e extent to which female academicians adopt th e male voice. Such a study of
sex and methodology does not ap pear in the liter ature and is beyond the scope of this
thesis.
6 .1.3 I ncentives Cor t he Male Voice in Acad emia
Davi s asserts that there are incen tives in academia for t he use of the male voice. She
posits that the academic reward system in concert with the domina tion of mele-voiced
quantitat ive re search pressures women into adoptin g the male voice. These incentives
serve to minimize the effect of the signi ficMt female mino rity on the dominant male
voice of academia.
The process by whi ch women adopt this male voice, as outli ned in Chapt er 5,
appears reasonable. However, direct evidence t hat female academicians ac t ually adop t
t he male voice is not a vailable. It may be poss ible to locate d irect evidence which
contradi ets Davis ' assertion through a study (as outlined above) correlat ing autho r's
sex wit h methodo logy used in published research . If th ere were a difference in the
research methodol ogy utilized by the eexee, and women did indeed favour quali tative
reeeercb or less mathematically sophist icated quantitative research more often than
men, then the difference between the sexes would be a measure of the etrec gt b of
the ado ption p rocess. A large difference would imply th a t wom en do no t adop t a
d ifferent voice despite subtle pressures fro m the academic institu tion. If there were no
differen ce, then either the women entering academia are m ale-voiced to begin with, or
t hey ass imilate complete ly, or the concept or "voice" is in fact inval id and women B.I1d
men do not possess distinct world views.
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Davis maintaina in her analysis 01. the rift that social work practice iAfemale YOiced.
Thia posi t ion is-supported with both evidence and upunent. Tbe primary evidence
presented iAthat women numericallr domi nate direc t pr&ctict: poe it iona. Dam ab o
argues that the sisnifi cao t minori ty of m en in pr&Ctice do not threaten the doil1inant
female voice bu t may In tact posllCllS an inheren t world view or voice th a t can be
char lLCte ri zed aa female. Each of th eee point. illlconsidered eepacatdy.
6.2 .1 The Numerical D omination or Women in Direct Practice PositiolUl
Davis draws up on the evidence , docume nted in Chap ter 3, thll.t women occupy ep-
p roxima.tel y two-t hirds to three -quar ters of direct social work pr ac tice positioDs to sup -
po rt th e posi tion t hat the views or meanings created and sanctioned in t his domain are
p rimari ly t hose of a communi ty or women. Thi , position, bowevee, is questionable einee
n avis does not also consider the evi dence which pointe to women' s underrepresentati on
in adminis trati ro. Only alightly more than one-thir J of social work administ raton are
WDme".:L T hillper centage illimilar to the perJotag e of women who occupy influential
academic posit iont such as deanships and 8!IlIOCiatc deanships (Rubin &:: Whi tcomb,
1978).
Administration extrls considerable influence over the behaviour of pract itioners . It
is the adminis tr a tors who determine how social wor k servicel ar e to be delivered and
who are in a posit ion to reward complia nce witbjob IlCCurity , promotion, and pa y. Given
women's und errep resentati on in th ese influential positionl, it would appcar t hat the
ability for women to create and san ct ion the views or meanings in eociel work prac tice i ,
severe ly im paired. Given the impo rt ance of me n's do mination of inBuen tihl po sitionl in
academia in estab lishing the dominance of the male voice for that domain, th e neglect
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to account for women's underrepresentation in practice adminiBtration cODlJtitutes a
major difficulty with Davis' argument that social work practice is female voi('pO.
It could be ergued , however, that. the predominantly male administrators inherently
possess or have adopted a female wodd view or voice theN:by enhancing the probability
that practice is female voiced. This poese8sion or adoption of the female voice by male
administrdtors eppeere unlikely in light of the argument made by Br&ger &t Michael
(1969) that art.tninibt.ration is characterized by atereotypieel meecullce qualities . Fur-
ther evidence tha t male administrators are not female voiced is provided by the findings
that men are i!'1);:e likely to be hired for admini strative posit iena following receipt of
their master's degree in social work (Knapman, 1977) and that a greater number of
men select admi nistrat ion as a career goal (Sutton,19 82). Thus, men entering the prac-
tice field are dr awn to those activities (i.e., admi nistr ation) tMt are mOlltcolUlistent
with th.e male voice. U these influential male administrators were male voiced, then it
must be shown how an d why prac tice remeina a female-voiced domain 88 maintained
by Da vis.
8.2 .2 Incentives for the Female Voice in Practice
To suppor t the posi tion tha t the female voice is dominan t in social work practice,
Davis presents an argum ent which dismisses th e effect of the significant male minori ty
on the female voiceof practice. She posits tha t thosemen who choose a car eer in direct
social work practice are likely to possess an Inhe rent female world view or voice. No
direct evidence was provided for this supposit ion. However, it can be reasoned that
n,oJe-voiccd men would be unlikely to choose a career in socia.! work practi ce given
its associa tion with s tereotypical feminine qualities (Brager &: Michael, 1969). This
sugges tion appears weak when cont ras ted to Davi s' argument that a reward syst em in
concer t wit.h the domination of male-voiced quantitative research subtlely encourages
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the significan t female minority in academi a to ad opt th e domiD&Dt male voice.
Whil e Davi s maintains that men in pract ice are fem.ale voicedthrough &elf-selection,
she doe s not consider whether prac tit ioners may experience pressures to adop t the
male volee. DaviBargues tha t the domination o f eeedemle by men ereatee preseuree on
female acede rnlcieas, both as student s and as (aculty, t o adopt the male voice. Since
female practitioners, pnriicularly tb cee who ha.ve obtained a post r;raduat e educat ion,
share much o f the same training in the male d omina.ted milieu of academia 88 t heir
female academic counte rparts , it would be incon sistent t o argue that only those women
planning an academi c career would he pressure d into adopting the male voice. It could
be logi cally argued that the pr essure exp erienced by women at the baccala urea te ar.d
mas ter's levels to adopt the male voice is not as great as that experienced by women
at the doctoral level where the emphasis is on empirical research. It would be illogical,
however, to assume that the existence of a male-voiced academia. would have no effect on
the content of undl·rgrad uate and graduate level courses. Sioce male-voiced academi cs
also grade the st udents in these courses, prima lad eevidence exists for c reward systcm
which pressures female lIOci81 work students at all leve ls to adopt t he male voice .
The pressure exerted oil. female social work stude nts by academia to adopt the
male voice may not be eufflcient to keep these individuals Ulling thi9 voice once they are
removed from t he ecedemie institution. Howeve r , if social work pract ice administ ra tion
is dominated by the m ale voice and is instrum ental in creating the reward eystern for
practice, it is re asonab le to expec t tha.t fema le p ra cUtioners, as is the case with femalc
academics, cxperience pressure from th e institution in wb icb they are employed to adopt
the rnaJe voice. The ex istence of a rewar d syste m in both the educational training and
employment settings of eccial work practitioners which encourages the use of the male
voice chal lenges Davis' position that practice conatitu tes a Iemale-voieed domain.
Empirical ev idence to auppcr t the clai m that eocial work prac tice is eithcr fem.ale
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or male voiced ie not available. Corro borative evidence that social work academia is
dominated by t hemale voice Wall provid ed by the domin anceor. male-voiced empirical
resear ch met hodolo gy in academia. An examinaticJD of the reeeerch met hodoJogy uti-
lized by practit ioners in published researchm6Y alsoprovide e vitkoce lor the voi ce or
pract ice. H fo r examp le practitioners exhi bited a greater pre!erenee than academici ans
Cor qualitative researc h, or for 1e8ll scientifically IiOphi8t icated quantitative research, it
could beargued that prae titio nel'llate t he more female- voiced gro up. One confounding
Cactor , howeve r, le the limited training in advan ced scientific analysis among practi-
tioners which would account Cor their greater use of qualitat ive or less sophis t icated
quantitative methods . A second eonfoundlng factor Ie that th e domination oreoclal
work journal edit orial positions and editorial boards by men may, as has been argued
for female academicians, pressure female pra.cti tionem to publish in the male voice . Ev-
idence for t he voice of male pr actit ioners migh t also be found in a comparative s tudy
of sex of practitioner/r esearcher and methodo lo gy utilized in published social work re-
sear ch . Such studies do not appear in the literature, and while pert inen t, are beyond
th e scope of this thes is,
6.3 T he R ift
An examin a tion of Davis' interpretat ion of the rift be tweensocial work pl'8Ct it ionefll
end social work academicians/researchers raises a number of question s. The most
import ant question is whethe r the concep t of "voice" is of any value to a.discussion of
the rift. Certainly, ihere is evidence which challenges its necessity in anal yzing the rift.
For example, 68 noted in Cha.pter 2, th e research of le ve ral aut hors ( Casse lman . 1972;
Kirk &: Fischer, 1976; Mutschler, 1984; Welch , 1983) has identifi ed more mnndene
explan at ions o r prac tical reasons for why prac t itioners do no t utilize the em piric al
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prac ti ce models which acar.emicians/reeearchers enthWliasticall y endone. Howe ver,
these latter expla.natiotl8 do not by themselves elimina te voice_ a fad Ol'in the rift . A
fur th er challe nge to th e use of voice lUI an anal yti c con cept is t hat Gilligan'. research
has not been conclusively estabUthed. This does not neccuari ly mean, however, t hat
the re is no validity t o the conce pt. In the race o£ sucb eh ellengee, one mwt appe al to
its heuristic value, as Davis hasdone. The value of voice is then de termined by whe ther
application o f the concept leads to meaningful or enligh tening concl usions .
A further questio n raised from an examination of D avis' in terpre ta tio n of the rirt
is whether voice is indeed involved. For voice t o be rel evant , i t must be shown t hat
groups and ide as involved in th e rift can be associated with eithe r the female or mule
voice . Such easocierions do appear in an exami nation of the rift . First , various groups
do display a dominant voice. The arguments put forw ar d by the two fac tions which
oppose or support the use of a scientifi~ly based social work p ractice reveal dis tinct
qualities wruch permit each group to be eesociated with either t he female or male voice
(as discussed in Chapter 4). Further , Davit ' position that soc ial work eeademie, it
dominated by the male voice appears reasonable. Second, tbe ideM involved in the
rift can be associated with a dominant voice. T he qualities of a ecientiric or empirical
clinit:a1practice identified in Chapter 4 , for example, are consonan t with the male voice .
As well , the qualitative and quan titati ve methodologies u t ilizedin academ ic social work
reflect qualities consonant with the female voice and male voice. The only apparent
difficulty in applying voice to the rift is that t he voice of practice and of the practice
administration has not been well established.
Because oE the difficulty in Clltahlillhingthe d o minBnt voiceof practice , contra.ry to
Davia' claim, th e question that arises is-what is the voice of practice? If it is male
voiced, there should not be a rift nor should the re be a v igorous debate over the u se of
empirical models in social work. On the other band, it is d ifficult t o claim t hat practice
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is female voiced s ince women are pot in a position to create and eeactica the views
or meanings in thi s domain Il.I1d since they have received a male-voiced educational
tr aining. These p oints Imuest that there Dlal uot be a dominant voice in pract ice.
If this is the ease , can th ere still be a rit t? Ia the absence of a doJPinant voice in
practice reflective of a stage in which one voice is being replaced by another ? U th e
voiceof practice is becoming increasingly male, then what is the unplication for female
consumers of social work services? Possible answers to these queetiona are provided in
a reformulation of Davis' analysis of the rilt in Chapter 7.
0.4 Summary
Davis interprets the rift as a conflict between femme-voiced pl'actitioners and male-
voiced academician s/ researchers over the use of a male-voiced seientifk socialwork
practice. The availab leevidencedoes support Davis' position that social work academia
is male voiced. First, since men are disproportionately repeeeented and predominate in
the positions of authority in academia, the views or meanin gs created and sanctioned
in this domain are primaril y those of a communi ty of men, Second, corroborative
evidence that these views reftect the male voice is pr ovided by the dominance of male-
voiced empirical re search in ecedemie social work. Third, the nMUl': of the acedemie
institu tion and its re ward of male-voiced research with promotion and tenure pressures
the significant mino rity of female academicians into adopting the dominant male voice.
In cont rast to th e stren gths of Davis' position on acad emia, there are two major
difficulties with h er position tha t practice is female voiced. First , Davis neglects to
account for the unde rrepresentefion of women in the influential administrative positions
in practice and the :ffeet thiemay have OD their ability to create and sanction the
viewsor meanings for pract ice. Second, Davis does not consi der any pceeible presaures
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on practi tioners to adopt the male voice due to t he educational traini~ t hey share
with academicians and du e to a rewerd system controlled by the predominantly male
pract ice administration. Theee difficulties eMt doubt on Davia' poeition tha.t social
work pract ice is fem ale voiced.
Despite these difficult ies with Davis' analysis, there i8evidence that voiceis involved
in the rift . Those who opposeo r 8Upp01"tthe use of an empirical clinical practice may b e
described as female or male voiced. Academia can else be described as dominated bythe
male voice. As well, empirical clinical practice and its parent empirical or quantitative
research methodology display qualit ies consonent with the male voice while qunlitativ e
methodology reflect s the female voice. The remaining requirement in order to analyze
the rift in terms of voice, is to establish the voice of praetlee. Since there is a r if t
between practice and academia, th is indicates that practice is not male voiced. On th e
othe r hand , the two major difficulties with Davis' position reglll'ding practice suggest
that it may Dot be female voiced. The remaining option, that neithe r voice currentl y
dominates in this domain, and the implicat ion that this may have for female consumers
of services will be considered in the followingchapter.
While not in the purview of this thesis, an inte resting avenue for confirming the
concept of voice and for determining the voice of practitioners and academicians/-
researchers is through a study of gender of researcher an d methodology utilized in
published research . U women fevour qualitative research , or less scient ifically sophia-
tice ted or more statistically d~riptive quantit ative re8earcb, more often then men
then this would provide evidence for the existence of distinct world viewebetween the
sexes. A confounding factor., however, iBthe extent to which women pceaeeeor adop t
th e male voice. Conseq uen tly, a st udy of the difference8 in th e choice of methodology
utili zed between female practitioners and female academicians may shed light on the
comparative extent to which these female groups possess or adopt the male voice.
Ch apter 7
A Reformulat ed Interpret at ion oUhe R ift
The rift between practitioners and academicians /researchers is interpreted by Davis
as a cleah between th e dominant female voice or practice and the dominan t male voice
of academia. However, the difficulties idel, ;jfied in Chapter 6 with Davis' posit ion
about pr!\.Ctke raise doubts about her interpretation of the rift as a strict female-male
dichotomy of voice. Thi s chapte r explores an answer to the louestion of what is the
voice of practice and, based on this assessment , provides a reform ulated interpretation
of the rift.
In the first section of this chap ter , the voice of practice is detennined. This is
followed in the second section with a reformulated interpreta tion of the rift. In the
third section, the implications of this reformulation for female consumers of social
work services are examined. In the fourt h and concluding section, a summ arization of
the previous sect ions is provided.
7.1 T he Voice of Pradice
In using the concept of "voice" to interp ret the rift b etween pract it ioners and eea-
dC'.Jnicialls/ researchers, it is necessary to ident ify the voice of each group. As noted
in the previous chapter, Davis' posit ion that social work academia is male voiced is
strongly supported. Her position that social work practi ce is female voiced, on the other
hcnd, is difficult to accep t. Davis fails to account for women's underrepreeentatdon in
administration and their consequent inabili ty to create and sancti on the views or voice
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for practice, and does not consider the preeeuree on female pract itioners to adopt. the
male voice, as abe does for female ecedemicieae , These oversights necessitate a new
assessment of the voice of practice.
In determining the voice of practice , it ill necessary to eeeeeathe options availab1e.
Th,' first option ill that the voice of pract ice is female 8.8 argued by D&vis. However , as
noted above, t here are two major difficulties with th is position . Moreover, if prac tice
were predominantly female voiced then the reject ion of male-voiced empirical practice
models by practitioners would be as complete as the accep tance of these models is by
academicians. If practice were solidly female voiced, there would not be a rift between
these two groups but an unbridgeable chasm.
Th e second opt ion is that practice is male voiced. Such a pceleion, however I ill also
problemat ic. If practice were male voiced, then praetitioners would not display nny
hesitation in implementing a male-voiced scientifically based pract ice as endorsed by
academician s. If there were no hesitation on the par t of prac titioners to adopt empirical
models, t.hena rift between pract itioners and academicimli / researchers would not exist
contr'ery to the evidence presented in Ch apter 2.
The third and most probable option is that ther e currently is no dominant voice in
practice. While there is no availab le direct evidence for this posit ion, t he difficulties
with the first two option s leave thi s as a plausible and likely altern ative. This enema-
tive, tba~ no voice dominates, is tenable since it may be argued that academ ia at one
time also did not exhibit a dominant voice.
To argue that social work acad emia at one time did not exhibit a dominant voice, it
must be demonstrated that the male voice did not always dominate in this domain . This
conclusion is reached by comparing evidence simill'l.1' to that used in establis hing the
current male voice of academia bu t for ear lier decades. Presently , men are numerically
dominan t , are disproport ionately represent ed in the n:1st influential pos 'Hons, and
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the male-voiced empirical research method ology ia the dominan t mode for conducting
research in academia. Prior to the 111S0's, however, womenwere numerically dominant
an d female-voiced nonempiricll1reeeerch was the standard. Tms finding is obtained
from an extrapolat ion of the available data OIl the percentage of women in academia
(Gripton, 1974) and on tae percen tage of published research utilizi ng nonempirical
methodology (Tripodi, 1984). Thi s evidence indica tes th at the views or meanings
created by the numericclly dominant female academia, ead reflected in research, were
female voiced. Since these significan t changes in the academic populat ion and approach
to research occurred over decades, th e change in dominant voice is unli kelyto havebeen
sudden. Therefore , the transit ion from the female to the male voice must have been
prolonged and must have included n. time when neither voice dominate d. If the absence
of a dominan t voice alice occurred in acade mia, it is possible that pr actice is presently
experiencing a similar absence of a dominan t voice. Since the absence of a dominant
voicein academia reflected a trans ition in voice, it is plausible that the curren t absence
of a domin ant voice in practi ce may also re8ed a similar transition .
To suppor t the position that practice is in transition, it must be demonstra ted
th at this domain at one time exhib ited u. dominant voice. This is accompli shed by
noting tha t the pressure exert ed from the male dominate d educational system on female
practitioncn to adopt the male voice (an d described in Chapte r 6) W IlS considerably
less when tile female voice dominated acade mia. Without this pressure, and given
the smaller percen tage of men in practice prior to the 1950's (Gri pton, 1974) an d
presumably therefore in admi nistration, pract icewould have been pred ominan t ly female
voiced.
Fischer (1981) provides further suppor t for the position that & tr ansfonIUlotion is
presently occurring in the socia! work profes=l'lll; a change "in the way social workus
view knowledge and practlee and in the ways they use knowledge to conduct practice"
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(p . 199). To explain how a new conceptualizat ion of social work practice evolves,
Fischer dra ws on Kuhn 's (1962) model or&sdent iBc-and by extension , a professional-
revolution .
According to Kuhn, th e scientific and professional communities are guided in their
theo rizing and research by a superordina te model or paradigm. T hese models restrict
the problems that the communities consider, bias the communiti es' perceptions of the
phenomena involved in the problema, eccet rain the solutions sought (or the problems,
and often prevent the comm unit ies (rom raising questions about the validity of the su-
perordinate models themselves. Over time however, new and unsuspected phenomena,
or anomalies, which violate the models 8I'e uncovered by research . At first , the com-
muniti es attempt to eliminate any apparent conflict by accounting for those anomalies
with superficial modifications to the superordin ate modele. As the anomeliee increase
in both number and importance, th e communities eventually begin to question the va-
lidi ty of th eir models, though at first negative results and new ideas are not accepted.
Thi s "crisis" provokes the communities into examining and investiga ting new models.
Ult imately, a new model or paradigm which solves the crlsis-prcvoklng problems is
adopted and the scientific or professional revolution is complete .
Flscher (1981) argues that this mo del of a scientific or professional revolution is evi-
dent in social work. First, until recently, a loosely structured subo rdinate model guided
social .vcrkers in their prac tice. "T his model consisted largely of common theoretical
understandings, for the most part not empirically based, plus shared COl'" .:ept ions of the
mos t important characteristics of practice"(Fiecher, 1981, p, 199).
Second, several studies of eervsce effectivenessconducted over many years (Fischer,
1973; Schuerman, 1975; Wood, 1978) failed to clearly demonstra te that social work
practic e results in client improvement . Fischer notes that these consiBtently nega tive
findings, or anomalies, evoked a crisis in the profession which manifested itself in part
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in th e denouncemen t of these findings by llOCial work pr aetit ionen (HaUowitz, 1973).
E"entually, thi s crisis prompted lIOCial workers to lnveatisate and examine new model.
for pract ice which would resul\ in a mo re efficaciow treatment eeeviee (haDOR', Blyt he
&. Briar , 1987; SieSd , 1984).
F iscl1er argue. that the 6.aaJ. stag e in Kuhn's modd of a .aenli fic or professional
revolution, lhe adop tion ora new superordinate modd or paradigm, eppeera to be
tAking place in lIOcial work. "Th e paradigm shift appears to involve a movement toward
more systemati c, rational, emp irically oriented developme nt and U5t: of knowledge for
pract ice... . a movement toward scientifically based practi ce in social work" (Fis cher,
1981, p . 200). Th e revolution will be complete, main t ains Fischer , when social work
prac titioners adopt 88 their stan dar d .. odel an empi rical ly oriented pr ac tice.
Th e outco me of the trans ition in voice, from female to male, in social work acad emia
suggests that prac t ice will share t he same fate . Thi s is a reeeonebl e expectatio n eiaee
the p ressures on pract itioners to ado pt the male voice ar e growin g stro nger. All Davia
(1985) points out, male-voiced empirical modelahave become popular among social
work acOOemicians and the practice textboob which t hey draw upon for claasroom
irntnlction intteaBingly reflect these new modelsor practice . Given the increased p0p-
ularity oCempi rical clinical practice in academic instruction, female eocial work pr ac-
tice IItudents are coming under increasing pressure to demonstr ate mastery of the male
voice.
Practit ioners can also increas ingly expect to receive additional press ure to ado pt
an empi rical ly oriente d practi ce once they comme nce employment in th e field . T hill
p ressur e origina tes from the predomin antl y male admi nist rat ion who woul d not have
difficult y accepting male-voice empirical mode ls becau se of th e voice congruency and
because the IU'guments in Cavour or empiri cal clinical pr actice, efl'ectiveneBs an d legit-
imacy, have particular weight with adminilltratonl. In thi s era orbu dge t telItrict ions,
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administrators must demonst ra te eft"ed ivenes8and A«Ountability and willdeman d that
the practitioners under their adminis trative control !umi&b this evidence ~' ~ing empirical
clinical pract ice. To increase pra.cti tionen' use of an empirical practice, edminietretors
are likely offer incentives . Since a lsck of agency incentives is a majo r reason cited by
practitioners for their underutilization or research (Ceeeelmen, 1971; Mutschler, 1984),
an offer of reward is likely to have the des ired effect.
1.2 The Refor mu lation
The conclusion that social work practice is currently without a dominant voice,
challenges Davis ' interpretation of the rift as a conflict between the female voice of
practice and the male voice of academia. An alternative interpretation of the rift is
therefo re required .
The framework for an alter native interpretation or the rirt is provided by combin-
ing the research or both Fischer (1981) and Gilligan (1982). Fischer' s description of a
revolution in social work towards B.scient ifically based practice is viewed as a trans for-
mation from the female to the male voice. This transfonnation in voice is driven by the
increasing proportion ofmen to positions of power and influence within the profession.
The revolution towards a male-voiced empirically oriented prac t ice init ially began
in social work academia. Th ough academia was once controlled by women and the
female voice prevailed, t he increasing control of influential academic positions by men
altered the voice in this domain. Wi th male academicians in control of the academic
reward system, female academicians are pressured into edcpu- 1 the male voice. The
dominance of empirical research models in academia suggests that the revolution in
this domain is largely complete .
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Th e increasinS dominance « the male voice in academia. in eceeert with the in-
fha of men into pra.ct !ce, and in part icular into influen tial a.dminietra.tive positions,
has resulted in the revolution IpreadinS to practice. Practitiooen have come un der in-
creasi ng pr eeecre , thro up their male-voic::ed education al trainin& and t~h the male
dominated reward . y.tem in prac tice, to adopt Icienti5e pnctice mode1B. Thi . tension
between th e inherent female voice of prac titioneR and the inconsru ent male voice of
empirical clinical practice, endorsed by both academiciam end admini str ators , hu re-
sulted in practice being in a state of flux. As these male-voiced groups, acade micians
and administrators , are in a position to demand the use of an empirical practice, it is
probable th at the male voice will dominate in this domain . However, t he conversion
of prac tice to the male voice is not complete 88 is reflected by the presence of a rift
between prac t ice and academia . The rin over empirical clinical pract ice is thus viewed
Il.S a conflict between the inherent voice of th e predominan tly female practi tioners and
the voice which they are pressured to adopt by the male-voiced voups-aeademia and
administration.
7.3 I mpl ica ti ons o f the Re formulation
It ba.sbeen argued by the faction composed primarily of lIOciaiwork aeademicianA j -
reseercbere that the adop tion of male-voiced empirical practice models by IIOcial work
prnet itionc rs will result in a more efficacious treatment service. However, the cease-
rlucnces of this transit ion toward the male voice in prac tice fOl' female consumers of
social work t reatmen t have not be considered. In this section , the implications of th is
revolution in voice for female conswne rs are examined. This examination first requires
a dete rmin ation of the voice or the predom inantly female client population which the
profess ion serves.
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Women constit ute the majority orthose who seek psychological eervleee (Richard-
son, 1981); they are disproportionately represented amoU& those diagnosed with de-
pression (Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987) and among those seekiog social assistanc e (G elber,
1973). As th is clientele compceee a.large sample, and if Gilligan's (1982) concept of
"voice" is valid, the majority of these women would speak in a female voice. T he only
confounding factor which would pnvem the voice of these women from being female
is the extent to which members of this group have adopted the male voice. However ,
since the ma jority of the se women are likcly to occupy homemaker or clerical positions,
ra ther than be employed in such male dominated setti ngs as academia or buslneee where
the male voice is rewarded , the widespread adoption of the male voice is unlikely.
As the voice of the predombantly female client population is female, th e t rans ition
occurring in pract ice toward the male voice mesns that there is a growing divergence
in voice bet ween clinical practitioners end the ir female clientele . Given tba t an incon-
gruence in voice between practitioners and academician s/re searchers is at the centre
of their disagreem ent over the 'use of empirical clinical practic e, a possible new rift
between practitioners and female clients may emerge because of their aimUar incongru -
ence in voice. This new rift between prac tit ioners and female clients would manifest
it self in comm unication difficulties and would impede consensus over goals, treatment
modalities, and criteria for success. Th ese communication difficulties are a consequence
of the distinctiveness of the female and male voices. The voice of an individual biases
the interpretati~n of a problem end what is judged to be a sa tisfactory resolution to
tha t problem, and determine s the approach taken for its resolution . Since consensus
between practitioners and clients is crucial to the delivery of a beneficial an d sa tisfac-
tor y service, it would be ironic if t he adoption of the male voice by practitioners, for
reasons of casework effectiveness, had the opposite effect.
While there is no direct evidence that incongruen cy in voice results in a detrimental
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tre atment outcome , circumatan tial evidence tha t cccgru eaee in .,oicedoe. effect female
client IJ&tiJactioo i, provided by Chllnaky " Howard (1976). In their study ol118
women who 8OU~t outpatient peychotherapy , it Wall reportedthat at leut for tboee
women di~ with depressive readiolUl, a therapeutic rdationship that was less
detached and separate, and more expansive was c:orrdatedwith ge&ter client satmao-
tion . This study appears to show that female cliente prd'er practitioners th at display
female all opposed to male-voiced qualities .
Th e difficulty that practi tionen ha ve in providin&an effective treatment eeevlce to
women beceuse oran incompatibili ty in voice is furth er exacerbated by the ea drocen-
trism or curre nt psychological theories which un derlie practice. As noted by CilligllD
(1982) and discussed in Chapt er 4, the theoriea of Erikeon (1950) end Kohlberg (1981),
tor example, ar e based on the cbeerve tioa of male 5ubjed s only and emphaaiae thro
male-voiced qualities at individuation, separ ation. and distanc e. These male-voiced
theories, however, do not refl.ect the reali ty oCt he women', lives nee the importan ce of
the female-voiced qualitie:. of connect ion and affiliation in their lives. Since the theo-
ries which underlie practice do not accurately represent the psycbolotJ oCwomen, the
trea tment offered to this client populat ion would be inappropriate and nonbeneficial.
Smith (1984) and Braverman (1986) examine how an accurate understanding of
the psychology of women enables practitioners to Wlderstand the psychiat ric problemt
with which women present and to provide a more appropri ate treatment service. They
illustr ate this point through the exam ple of a battered woman returning to ber abu-
sive partner. If the theories relied upon by practitioneca emphas ized the male-voiced
qualit ies of separa tion and distance, then the return of this woman to her part ner may
be misconstrued all masoch istic. Her return may also invoke anger and frustr ation on
the part of the pract it ioner. However , if practitioners unders tood the importance of
connection and affiliation in the lives of women and their association of separation with
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danger (Pollak & Gilligan, 1982), then the ba tt ered woman 's return would app ear more
reasonable since it reflect e th e need for affiliati on taken to ext reme. This recognition
of th e importance of connection in th e life of the battered woman provides the key to
effecting a bene ficial treatment service.
7.4 Summary
The difficulti es in arguing that eceiel work practi ce is domina ted by either t he
female or male voice leads to the conclusion that neithe r voice curren tly domina tes
in this do main . It is reasoned that this absence of a dominant voice in practic e has
occurred because of a revoluti on in voice t hat is spreading throughout th e profession.
This revolu tion has been driven by the increasi ng control of the profcssion exer ted by
men. The revolution is largd y complete in acad emia and the once dominant female
voice has been usurped by th e male voice. As a consequence of this revoluti on, femal e
academicians have adopted t he male voice since acquisit ion of this voice is rewarded.
With th e eme rgence of the male voice in academi a, pressure has been exerted on
practit ioners throu gh their academic trai ning to ad opt th e male voice. This pressure is
reinforced by th e predominan tly male-voiced practi ce admini stration. Adminis trat ion
would ha ve no philoeophleel pro blem in ad opt ing male-voiced empirical prac t ice models
espoused by male-voice acad emicians because of the congruency in voice. Furt her , th e
argume nts for using a scientific practice, effectiveness and legitimacy, have grea t weight
with admini strators. As a result, ad minist rat ors are likely to require the implementu-
tion of th ese prac tice mode ls by t he prac tit ioners under their superv ision. The rift is
therefore reasoned to be a conflict between t he inherent female voice of pract itione rs
and the m ale voice which they are under pressure to adopt by both acad emia and th e
practice edministra tlcn. As empiric al clinical pr act ice becomes t he required st andar d,
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it is reasonable to argue th at the female voice will erode and will be replaced by t he
male voice sa has happen ed in academia.
It can be reasoned tha t female clients display the female voice. U practitionel'S are
increasingly adopting the malevoice then a rift is growing between tbeee two groups .
The incompatibility of voice between pra.ctitioners and female consumers may result in
ccmmunieat icu difficulties, as it has fot practitiooeJ'lland academi cians, and the abilit y
to deliver D. beneficial treatment service for women may be hindered .
Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this final chapter. a summation of the main points IWd conclusions raised by
this thesis is provided . As well, the implications of this reeeereb,its limitations, and
the opportunities for future research are briefly discussed. The thesis summation ill
presented in the first section, This is followed by discussions of the implications and
limitations of this research in the second and third sect.ions respectively. The final
section presents possible topics for future research.
8.1 Thesis Summary
Several explanations have been provided to account for the r.u.:\ins of the rift be-
tween social work practitiollers and 80cial work ecedenlcleae/reeeeeehere over the u'",'
of empirical clinical practice . One particular interpretation of the rilt , offered by Liane
Davis (1985), is examined ill. c1etail in this thesis . In her analysis, Davis draws on the
concept of "voice" introdueen by Carol Gilligan (1982) and argues that the rilt repre-
eeate a conflict between the female voice of practice and the male voice of academia
and revolves around the use of a male-voiced empirical approach to practice.
Davis supports her position that practice is dominated by the female voice and
academia by the male voice by first arguing that the views which predominate in prac-
tice are primarily thoSeof a community of women and that the views whichpredominate
in academia re£lect those of a community of men. See.ond, Davis draws on the research
of Gilligan (1982) to argue that the views which dominate in practice reflect the female
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voice while the -news 'lll'hich dominateacademia rd led the male voice. Davis fur ther
arl;uca that the rift bet~ female-YOieed practice and ma1e-vokedacademia is main-
ta ined by~ms 'lll'hicb suppuu the voice of th e 8ipifice.qt minority ol the other
&eX in each domalu..
The data preeent ed in tw. thesi., th at men at'e numeriea11y dominant and ere
di, preport ion&lely represented in positions of power in academi a, lends credence to
Ollovi. ' claim that men are in the more favourabl e pos it;on , as compar ed with women,
to create and sancti on the views in t his domain, T he data does not , however , support
Devis' claim tha t women are in a similar position to create an d sanction the views in
practice. While women are numerically dominant in direct practice positions, only a
third of the inftuent ial prac tice admi nil tra toI'Bare women. Devie' neglect to accoun t
for women's underr epresenta tion in pract ice admi nistration and the consequen t effect
this hason t he ability or women to create an d sancti on t he views in practice cons titu t es
the fint difficulty with her interputatiOl1 of the rift .
The mecllaniams, identified by Davis, whkh suppresa t he minority voice in each
do main and maintain the rift between practitionen and aeademicilUlll/researchen were
exami ned. The fint mechani sm identified in academi a which suppres"U th e female
voice in female academ ician! is the academic instit ut kJn: This institution, as was shown ,
rewards the pceeeselon ata doctoral degree and the publication of origin al reaearcbwith
promotion an d tenure . , A. well, male-voiced quantitative research methodology WIUI
shown to be the dominant mode for conductin g researc h in social work academia. This
dominance of quantitative methodology lead to the conclusion th at doctoral degren are
awar ded to th ose female graduat e studen ts who demonstrat e mastery of male-voiced
resear ch methodology. Likewise, it was concluded that it is the publication of original
qUlUltitative research which illreward ed wit h promotion and tenure. Women who wish
succeed in academia mU5ttherefore adopt the male voice.
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Th e IIeCODd mechaniBIn identified.by Davis in academia whichsuppresses the voice of
female academicians is the distrust of the female voice engendered in these individuals.
Th is distrust arises as a consequence of the devaluation, underutilization, and lack of
reward that academia displays for the female voice B8 compared to th e male volee.
This distru st cf t he Cemale voice, in concert with women ', socialized deference to th e
authoritative voice of men, results in Cemale academicians consciously or unconsciou sly
adopt ing the male voice.
In contrast t o th ese t wo mechanism s in acade mia for th e assimilation oCwomen ,
similar explicit pressures causing male practitio ners to eith er pcaseea an inherent female
voice or to ado pt tha t voice were not be identified by Davis. Thi s Iallure to determine
a specific mechanis m reflects a logical inconsistency an d requires a reconsideration oC
Davis' argument.
Contrary to Davis' position tha t practice is dominated by the female ,voice, th is
th esis presented th e argument tha t pressures are exert ed on female prac titionera to
adopt the male voice. One pressure identified arises Crom the male-voiced educat ional
training that female pr actit ioners share in part with thei r female academic counte rparts
and whichresults in tho se academi cians adopting t he male voice. PrtlCtitioners wishing
to gr ad uate must meet the requirements of th at male-voiced tral ning. The aeecnd pres-
sure emanates £rom the male dominated practice administ ration . Administration exert s
considerable influence over the behavi our-of prac tition ers. It rewards compliance with
job SCC1!!ity, pay, and promotion. Davis' Cailure to consider th ese preeeurea on prac ti-
tioners to adopt t he male voice constitutes the second difficulty with her interpretation
of th e rift . T hese oversights , along with her neglect to account for women's under-
represent ation in administrative posit ions, necessitate d a reassessment of the voice of
practice and of L .vis ' concept ual ization of the rift as a female-male dichotomy in voice.
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In reassessing the rift, t he voice of practice wee det ermined. The difficulties ident i-
lied with Davis' position on practice militate against the conclusion th&t thi s domain
is female voiced. An alter nate option, that practice is male voiced, is also unviab te since
male -voiced practitioners would have DOphilosophic 'object ion to the implementation
of a male-voiced emp irical clinical practice. The remaining, and most probab le, option
is that neither voice current ly dominates in thi s domai n.
I : WlUl concluded tha t this current I.a.ck of a dominan t voice in prac tice is the result
of a revolution in voice which initially began in social work aeedemia, Historical trends
indica te that the female voice was once dominant in this domain. P rior to the 1950's ,
women numerically dominate d social work academia and th ere was a high proportion
of qu alitat ive research published. Since academia is now male voiced, this implies that
there was a decades-long transition duri ng which neither voice domin ated. This rise of
the male voice coincided with the influx of men into academia and, more import antly,
into positions of influence. T he conversion of academia to the male voice is largely
complete as reflected by the dominance of empirical research models in this domain.
The increasing dominance of the male voice in academia, eccompenied by the In-
creas ing proportion of men in practice and part icularly in Influential administrative
positions, has resulted in the revolution in voice spreading to pract ice. While practice
was once female voiced, pressures from the male-voiced educational system and the
agen cy reward system controlled by the largely male edmlnietratore have resulted in
the voice of practice being in a stute of flux. The existence of a rift between practice
and academia over the usc of empirical practice is a sign of this Owe: and an indication
that this conversion of practice to the male voice ill not yet complete.
It W A.II concluded that the rift over empirical clinical practice reflects & conflict
between the inherent voice of the predominantly female pract itioners and the voice
which they are pressure d to adopt by the male-voiced groups-academia. and practice
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adminietr ation. Moreover, it it probable that the male voice will even tually dominate
practice since the male-voiced goupa, academia and adminis t ration, are in a poaition
to demand the use of male-voiced empi rical clloiea1 pr act ice.
These conclWlions preacn t an in terpret&tioDo€the rift be tween pr actitioners and
academicians/resea.rchen that is in genttal accord with Davis on the main poin t that
voice is in volved in the rilt . However, the dift'erences between the interpretation of
the rift offered by this thesis and that of Davia oft'enII a broader, more complex and
dy namic, view of the rift . That a more complex view of tb e rift emergea from I\.
care fulexaminati on of the evidence is not surpri singsince Davis herselfclaimed that her
st raightforward application of the concept of "voice" to the rift ia an oversimplificat ion.
In this light, this thcaia may be see n a.s a modeer ex tct\llion of DlI.vis' on giold and
imaginative research .
8 .2 Implications of Thesis
The changing w-tee in pract ice from female to male hu import ant implicat iona for
female consumen of social work treatment. As a r;tOUp, these wornru can be expec ted to
displaY' the qualities of the fem ale voice. A tratUitiODtoward th e male voice in practice
imp lies that there is a growing divergence in voice between practiti oners and their
female clientele . Thi s divergeeee in voicemay result in a breakdown in comulIUlication
leading to a rift between pract itioners and female clientl aa baa been the ease with
practitioners and academicians. Since impeded communication hinders the provision of
an efficacious service, the tr llJlllition to the male voice in practi ce may have deleterious
consequences for fem ale COIlB UmerB. It is difficult, however , to gauge the extent to
which the incongruen ce betw een th e voice of the pract itioner and female client will
affect treatm ent .
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A second impliclI.tion sUUeated by thi s thesi s is that the use of male-voiced andro-
centric theoriee which underlie traditional pract ice maybe harmful to femal e ecnsumees.
It hM been not ed that the II.pplica.l;ion by clinical practitionel'llof th ese tradit ional th eo-
rice to women may result in a flawe d undeflltanding of their prellent ing prob lems which
willimpede the delivery of lin efficacioua service to this clien t popul ation ( Braverman,
1986; Smith . 1984). Since even femal e-voiced ecciel work prac titi onel'8 ma y make use
of tradi tional androce ntric theories, congru ence of voice is not , in itself , a guarantee of
beneficial service.
Davis has argued that t he best available treatment would entai l a harmonious blend
of bot h the female and the male voice. T his is a posi tion similar to Rh odes (1985) who
argued that et hical decisions were best m ade by a careful balance of the female-voiced
and male-voiced approaches to mo rality -c-responaibillty an d individ ual rights. Despite
the current lack of dominance by either voice in practice, th e Irectiouenees of the debate
over th e use of empirical clinical pract ice indicates that su ch a harm onious blend of
th e voices has not been made. It may be that thi8 balance can reaul t from combinin g
empiric al clinical pr actice with a more ac cura te un deretanding of women and men suc h
as is offered by feminist theory.
For this more accurate unders tanding of women and men to become part of standard
prac tice, chan ges must be made to more Cully inoorporate Cernimst tht:Ory into th e
social work curriculum of both p rac titio ners and academicians. This suggests t h;,.t the
curren t imbalan ce in favour of the male voice, particularly in academia, must be met
with a counte rrevolution aimed no t at restoring the female voice to dominance but to
achieving a balance. It may be argued that Ceminist theory IWdfem ini8t theoret ician s
a nd practi tioners are indeed struggling towards t his goal. T he grow th and spread of
feminist theory, as evidenced by the explicit and require d fer jois t conten t oC Carle ton
Univer sity's social work pr ogram and the creat ion of new - cademic journals dedicated
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to feminist approaches to therapy. are en~ng l ip that this couaterrevohnicn
may eueeeed,
T he auggeation oCcombining empirical clinical prac tice with feminist theory .me.
Crom t he hypotheei s t hat efticaq oE t reatment is correlated with th e aceuracy orthe
psychol ogical theories used. This hypothesis ia testable and merits co nsiderat ion. If
the res ulLs of a th orou p;h st udy favoured the uee of feminillt theory, t he IlOcial ~k
counterrevolution in voice may be enhanced . Empiriea1 mal e-voiced evidence or the
effectiveness orfemin ist theory would make it easier to convince male-vo ired eced emie
and administration to incorporate femin ist theory into curri culum an d practic e, thus
hast enin g the achievement of a balanced voice in social work.
B.3 Limitat ion s of th e Present Res earch
This thesis has examined Davis ' applica tion oCvoice to her anal ysis oC the rift
be tween social work practi t ionert an d social workacademicians/r~chm. Two fiawa
were identified with her ana1ysis and a subsequent reformulation oCher wor k. lead to
Cour conclusions:
1. tha t th ere is revolutio n in voice oecurrinp; in t he aociaJwerk proCession,
2. t hat the likely outcome of this revolution in voice u. the convers ion of practice to
the male ec iee,
3. tha t the tran sit ion in pr actice tow ard the male voicemay result in a possibl e new
rift between practitioners and female clients , and
4. that th is new rift will have imp lications tor the t reatme nt oCwom en.
T hese conclusions may be quest ioned since the concept oC"voice" hal no t been
firmly established (Dobrin, 1989; Friedman, Robinson &.: Fri edman, 1987; Walker,
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1984) . However, as noted in Chapter 7, voice has been eonaidered in both Davis'
work and this thesis to have heuristie value in analyzing divisions in social work . The
value or voice all an analytie concept depends on whether it leads to meaningful results.
By thi s measure, it has succeeded. Voice has offered an explanation or the changes
that have occurred, and that are occurring, in th e eoclelwork profession. For example,
the profession 's shirt towards quantitative resear ch methods and empirical practice has
been noted by Fischer (1981), 88 has the increase in the percentage of men in the pro-
feesion by Grip ton (1974). The concept or "voice" ena bles one to argue that this shift
to ~ scientific model is causally connected to the influx of men. However, despite the
plausible connectio n between voice and the changes in th e profession, this thesis does
not ar gue tha t voice is the only, or even th e main , cause of these changes or of the rift
between practitioners and e.cademicians/researcheJ'll .
One other indicat ion of the merit of having used voice Il8 an analytic tool is the
emergence of testable predicti ons and of possible Imi tful areea of future research. One
such prediction is the conclusion that pr actice will eventu ally adopt th e male voice,
albeit this is a predict ion which will require several decades to be proven true or false.
One interesting area of futur e research suggested by this thesi s concern s t he sex of
ec'bce and the type of research conducted and published . Such a stud y, discussed in
the following section, may offer some indication of the validity of the concept of "voice"
if statistically significant correlations are Iound .
8 .4 Future Research
Th e application of the concept of "voice" to an anal ysis of the rift has had the
beneficial side effect of suggesting valuable lines for future inquiry .
T he first such area is the connection between the sex of author and th e type of
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research conducted and published. Voice leads to the expect ation that female academi-
cians should difttr from their male counterparts in their preference for quali tative over
quanti tative research and in the ir use of sophisti cated sta "istit al analysis. Such a st udy
is feasible and would follow the lines estebliabed by Tripodi (1984) in his stnd y on the
breakdown of published social work research. Such" study may allow a deter mination
of the voice of female ecedemicieae.
Ia t erpretat ion of the results would have to take into account several confounding fao-
tors. The se factors include the possible bias male dominated editorial boards may have
against publishin g qualita tive research, the emphasis placed on quantitative method-
ology in the social work curriculum, and the extent to which female academicians, 8.8
suggested by Davis, adopt the male voice. Null results would therefore not necessarily
fal!lify th e concept of "voice".
Exteusion of this line of inquiry to th e published research of practitioners rnny also
yield evidence for the voiceof female and male pr actitioners. It may also yield interest -
ing results particularlYin comparison to the rem' q on the research of academicians. If
female academicians and female practi tioners differ significantly in the types of research
the y publi sh, this may be a measure of the extent to which female academicians adop t
the male voice. Again confounding factors, as mentioned above, would have to be taken
into consideration in any analysis of the results . An addit ional confounding factor in a
comparison of the research of pract itioners and academicians is that pract itioners are
less likely to have received traini ng in advanced sta tistical analysis.
A different line of inquiry would be to study the effectiveness of empirical clinical
practice based on feminist, as compared to more a more tradit ional , theory. Such a
theory would require a sample large enough for the results to he statistically signif.
ieent , This sample would consist of two groups of prllditioners--one group using a
combination of empirical clinical pract ice with feminist theory while the second group
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used tradi tional theory. Other than the ir use of theory, these two groups should be
ident ical in sex eomposltion, age, years orexperience, educat ion, and type of agenC)'.
The di ent population treated by each group of practitioners should else be similar in
such characterist ics as I3eXcomposition , socia-economic status, age, education, m arital
stntus, number or children, and moat imporiantly in presenting problem. The research
of Smi th (1984) and Braveuna.n (1986) suggests tha t battered women would be an
ideal client pop ulation for such a IItudY. A mea.surable increase in the efficacy of empir -
ical clinical pr actice rellulting from the use of feminist theory could have considera ble
impu.et on the spread of feminist theory through the profession.
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Appendix A
Erikson's Theory of Psychosocial Deve lop ment
Stage 1 - BllJic ~ru,,~ ver"w ba.lic mil~ru..tt
A feeling of t rust is dependent on the quality of the maternal relationship. A
mother creates a sense of trust in her child by responding to its needs and by
esta blishing a linn sense d t rustwor thiness. If these conditi ons are not met,
mistrust ari ses and manifests it self in the schizoid or depressive persona lity or in
an inabilit y to develop intima te relatio nships in adult hood.
Stage 2 - A u~onomY' ver"u" "ham e and doubt
Muscular ma t uration and exper iment ation characte rize this st age. Firm paren t-
ing mu st exist to prot ect the child from her/h is untrained sense of discr iminat ion
yet loose enough to permit the child to experience free choice or autonomy. 1£a
parent errs to either side of th e balance, the child will possess a propensity for
shame and doubt.
Stage 3 • Init iative ver"w guilt
A ch ild now possesses th e abilit y to plan for her/h is own grat ification . Th e
problem is that the child does not possess an adequat e abili ty to foreee t he conse-
quences o( an action . The dang er associated with this sh gc therefore, is a feeling
of guilt which arises with cert ain act s initiated or goals cont emplated. The goal
of thi s stage is to develop a sense of moral responsibility so tha t an acti on can be
undertaken for enjoyment and an act ion associated with guilt, avoided .
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Stage 4.• /ndutry \leraua inferion tll
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In preparation for a.child 's future role as provider for her/his fami ly, skills and
education must be acquired. With the child's schooling, a sense of competency
and mastery can result or a. SCDBC or inferiority when the skills possessed are
personal ly evaluated to be deficient when compared with the skills of her/h is own
schoolmates.
Stage 5 - Identity lIer,,"" role clJn~ion
This stage is associated with the adolescent years. The task facing the adoles-
cent is to develop e, sense of ident ity with regards to her/ his own sexuality and
occupational goal or career. Role conf'usionarises with the inability to sett le on
II. sexual or occupat ional identity.
Stage 6 _ Intimacy lIer""" isolation
After searching for and developing a sense of identity, the young Rdult is now
willing to fuse her/his identity with another in intimacy. IT an individual is
unable to commit to affiliation, a sense cd.' distanti ation ari ses which impedes the
ability to form any future relationship.
Scege 7 - GenerG'll1ity verlua S tllgnll' ion
Generat ivity involves a commitment to establishing and nurturing the next gen-
eration. Failure to make this commitment to the next generation, leads to self-
centredness which in turn results in a sense of stag nation and personal impover-
ishment.
Stage 8 - Ego integrity verl U.l dupair
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A sense of ego integrity ill formed in the individual who h.a.R aet:epted her/hia own
liCe as it waa. Discontentment or the belief that ODe', own liCe had been wuted,
leads to despair in the (ace o( inevitable deatb .
Appendix B
KohJberg's SiftSea of Moral Dev elopmeni
Level A. Preconveniional Level · Right action is externally controlled. It is govemed
by physical or hedonistic consequences.
Stage 1 • The Puni"hment ·and·Obedie nce OMenialion
This stage consists of egocentric think ing where an individual does Dot consider
the interests of others or recognize that they can differ from her/ his own. Physical
consequences determine whether an Betion is "good" or "bad" rather than its
effects on others.
Stage 2 • Th.e In.~trumental·RdaliviJ i Orienta' ion
An individual at this stage maintains an individualistic perspective where right
act ion is determined when it serves her/his own needs and occasion ally the Deeds
of others. Qualit; ...s of equal sharing and reciprocity.are present but only because
th e individual expects Ievcrs in exchange for her/his kindness.
Level B. Conven~ional Level· Fulfilling the expectations of family or society is impor-
tant regard less of its immediate consequences. Right action is therefore governed by
conformity to personal expectat ions and BOciai order.
Stage 3 • The InterperJonal Concordance or Go04 Boy-Good Girl Orien'ation
The individual is now seen in relationship to others. Right action is dependent on
whether it helps others or is approved by them. T here is an emphaa is on "being
good" and of fulfilling th e wishes that others have of us.
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Stage 4 - The "Law·and·Order" Orien tation
A strong belie f in law and order propels an individuol to b ehav e in ways which
are in accordance with the fixed roles and t he demands of higher authority. Laws
can be broken in extreme ca.ses whe n they oonfiict with other social rights or
duties.
Level C. Po~tcontlention41 Level- Moral.dec-done are internally controlled . Right action
is baaed on higher level principlee that ar e beyond the law .
Stag e 5 - The Social· Contract Legali8iic Orientation
Right action is determined when the right s of individuals ar e respe cted and when
the legal contracts of a society are upheld even when they conflic t with societa l
rules and law s.
Stage 6 ~ Th e Univer~al·Ethical Principl e Orientation
Right action is determined by one's conscien ce in accord with eclf-chuseu universal
principles . The se principles include a primary regard for the equality and valu e
of all human beings lind for the reci prodty of human relatio ns. When the se
principles conflict with ecciete llewe, one acts in accordance with the princi ples .
Appendix C
Gilligan's Theory of Women'. P sychological D evelopme nt
St~ge 1 - Orientation to Individual Survival
A woman at t his stage experiences a feeling of disconnectedness from others. This
feeling of isolat ion causes a woman to con centr ate solely on her own needs or self
in order to ensure surv ival. The moral pro blem of conflicting responsibiliti es does
not present 8. problem at this sta ge beceuee a woman is unable to consider the
needs of the other individual due to an absence of conne ction. The dilemm a is
resolved in the best interests of the woman.
Transitio nal Ph ase 1 - From Selfi~hntu to Re.JponJibilit"
The trans itional issue involves the recognition of th e connection between selt and
ot her. A woman is now aware of he- ,......." .. ' , ibility not only to herself but also
to others . Th erefore, mora' ' " . ;,~ '; ' :. 1 I'..hj J based solely on th e needs of the
woman is now crit icized as bell • ;". '.
Stage 2 - Goodneu a~ Self.Sacrifice
In cont rast to stage I, a woman in stage 2 sacrifices her own needs and wish es for
th ose of the other individual . She defines berselt and proclaims her wor th through
her abilit y to protect and care for others. T his concern for othe rs, in concert with
a sense of powerlessness end worbhleeeneea, prevents her from maki ng ber own
deci sions . Instead , she defers to th e judg ement of o thers. The moral dilemma of
conflicting reeponelbilitiea is resolved in the best interest of th e otbe r individual.
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Tran sitional Phase 2 - fum Goodne,u It) Rulitv
The logic of 1lC1f.sacrifice is now questioned beeecee of 8. wcmea'e increased sense
of power and worth. She ill able to Ileparste her own voice from tha t of others
and wonders whether it is polISibleto care fOl'herself as well u for others end
sti ll be a caring an d un llClfillh perecn. Th e exercise of such responsibilit y requi res
that a woman aeknowledge th e reality of her situation and th e consequen ces of
her ac tion,
Stage 3 · Th e Morality 0/ Nonviolence
Th is st age is characterized by a new aware ness of the interconnectedness be twe n
self and other an d a recognition of the fact that she cann ot tak e care of t he other
individu al without first tak ing care of herself Self-sacrifice is ther efore rejected 8..'1
immoral beca use of its ability to hurl . Dependency on the judgements of others
is avoid ed and she is able to take responsibility for her own decisions. The moral
dilemm a of conflicting responsibilities, the refore, is resolved by placing herself and
the ot he r individual on an equal level, weighing the consequences of the pot ential
action and a.ccepting responsibility for th e consequences.




